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ABSTRACT

The ability to apply a rule to a set of known facts is a common task in both natural 

and artificial intelligence. Many symbol processing system perform this task well; 

however, many previous connectionist inference systems require hard-coded rules and are 

limited in expressive power.

This thesis presents the connectionist-inspired system STEPS-FIRST. It is a 

systematic tensor product system with facts and inference rules stored as activation 

patterns. The system has a central configurable inference engine which applies a single 

rule at a time to a set of facts. Both the rules and facts are stored as tensor products. The 

system binds values to variables in a powerful and systematic manner. 

This thesis describes the construction of the network and a detailed set of tests to 

highlight its abilities. Additionally, certain variants of the system are analyzed with 

respect to enhancing its performance.

Keywords: connectionist inspired; inference system; rules as activation; tensor product; 
dynamic configuration; systematicity
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GLOSSARY
AI: Artificial intelligence.

CCM: Consistency checking sum-mechanism: used in SPN to ensure each variable 

binds to at most one domain constant (Park 2000).

CCPS: Coarse Coding Production System: Touretzky and Hinton's inference system.

CHL: Causal Hebbian learning: a learning approach used by Wendelken and Shastri 

(2003) to infer causation from consistent activation order in nodes.

CM: Configuration matrix: the array of registers used at the heart of Conposit-3 

(Barnden 1989).

D&S: Dolan and Smolensky.

Element: The parts of a literal including the predicate symbol and its terms, which can 

both be variables or constants.

HRR: Holographic Reduced Representations.

IM: Intermediate mechanism: used to connect the antecedent of a rule to its 

consequent in the SPN system (Park 2000).

Literal: An n-ary predicate with n terms.

S&A: Shastri and Ajjanagadde.

S-I: Systematicity of inference.

SH: Subsymbolic Hypothesis.

SHRUTI: Reasoning system created by Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1989, 1993). 

SPN: Structured predicate network; created by Park (2000).

SRD: Support by Rank Decomposition.

STEPS-FIRST: Systematic Tensor Product System with Facts and Inference Rules 

Stored as Activation

T&H: Touretzky and Hinton.

Term: Variables or constants which act as arguments to a predicate.
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TP: Tensor product. The abbreviation “TP” will often be used to describe the 

mathematical object that results from a tensor product operation, but the 

operation itself will be spelled out as the “tensor product.”

TPPS: Tensor product production system; created by Dolan and Smolensky (1988).

UAG: Unifying Argument Group

w.r.t.: With Respect To.

W&S: Wendelken and Shastri.

WTA: Winner Take All.
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1 Introduction
Inference engines form the heart of many artificially intelligent (AI) systems. For 

example, expert systems use explicitly stored if-then rules to mimic the intelligent 

behaviour of humans. The ability to directly follow these rules is the source of much of 

the power of many classical AI systems, as they excel in applying a sequence of rules to a 

set of facts to prove some conclusion. However, constructing a connectionist system to 

follow if-then rules is less straightforward.

In contrast to rule governed classical systems, connectionist systems often use the 

spreading of activation across a network to process information. These systems are 

usually shown as graphs with nodes and links between nodes. It is intended that these 

connectionist systems resemble, at least analogically, the processing of a brain. In this 

respect the nodes relate to neurons and the links relate to axons connecting the neurons. A 

node in a connectionist system becomes active when it receives energy, called activation, 

from its inbound links from other nodes. When active, the node then transmits activation 

on its outbound links to other nodes. When a network is designed correctly, this spreading 

of activation accomplishes meaningful processing, or reasoning.

There have been a number of attempts to realize rule following abilities in 

connectionist systems. Each of these systems demonstrates inference and variable binding 

abilities to different extents. However, they all share one trait in common: all rules are 

hardwired. 

This thesis presents a connectionist system that does not hardwire rules, but rather 

performs inferences using rules stored as activation patterns. With rules as activation 

patterns, learning a new rule entails only learning a new activation pattern, and not 

rewiring the network. Therefore, it is expected that storing rules as activation patterns 

will, in future work, facilitate learning new rules quickly. 

The ability to learn new rules quickly is required to match human reasoning 

abilities. For example, Hadley (1990) discusses how humans can hear a new rule and then 

apply that rule almost instantly. For a connectionist system to equal this performance, it 

must somehow be able to learn new rules very quickly. One promising way for this to 

happen is through rules stored as activation patterns. This is a good choice because a rule 
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activation pattern might be constructed much faster than a network could rewire itself. 

Furthermore, representing the rule as an activation pattern allows the system to reason 

about the rule, rather than just applying the rule, such as with hard-wired rules. 

This research constructs such a connectionist system called STEPS-FIRST which 

processes rules represented as activation patterns. First, some groundwork is covered to 

place the system in the context of connectionist and inference system paradigms. Next a 

sample of previous neurally inspired inference systems is reviewed both to inspire the 

features of, and to provide contrast to, STEPS-FIRST. Subsequently, both the tensor 

product representation and some new tensor product algorithms are presented. The 

architecture and basic operation of the system are then introduced, followed by tests 

which reveal its abilities. Finally, the paper highlights the originality of this work and 

possible directions for future research. 

1.1 Research Goals
This work describes a new connectionist inspired reasoning system called STEPS-

FIRST. The major innovation in STEPS-FIRST is that it is able to perform an inference 

rule which is represented as a tensor product. A tensor product represents the rule as an 

activation pattern, not as physical connections inside the system. Furthermore, STEPS-

FIRST supports a large and powerful class of inference rules (Section 2.3). This makes 

the system significantly more powerful than many previous connectionist inference 

systems.

STEPS-FIRST is an attempt at modeling the type of reasoning which humans do 

deliberately, but without effort. For example, after being told the rule “If a car is old then 

its paint will be faded” and the fact that a certain car is old, most humans can deliberately 

connect the fact to the rule and infer that the car's paint is faded. 

This type of reasoning is in contrast to both unconscious automatic reasoning and 

methodical deliberate logical reasoning. It is different from unconscious automatic 

reasoning because it requires some intentional control in selecting a rule and consciously 

applying it. Unconscious automatic reasoning deals more with innately learned 

relationships, such as pinching one's finger hurts. STEPS-FIRST's reasoning is also 
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different from methodical deliberate logical reasoning because it does not require an 

algorithmic application of logic. For example, instead of consciously working out 

variable bindings with pencil and paper using a backtracking algorithm, this type of 

reasoning features a much more rapid or intuitive process.

The system presented in this research is a significant step forward to achieving 

these goals; however, there are a number of limitations which leave numerous possible 

directions for future work. First, the system is able to handle only a single rule at a time, 

which currently necessitates an external system to present the possible inference rules one 

at a time in order to accomplish most reasoning tasks. Next, the system does not currently 

perform any learning. It will be highlighted that STEPS-FIRST has certain features, such 

as processing a rule stored as an activation pattern, which would be useful to support 

learning; however, it does not currently actually learn. Also, it is not claimed that the 

system has been fully optimized to yield ideal results. Care is taken to ensure that the 

parameters which define the system, such as representation size, offer a reasonable level 

of performance in terms of correctly applying rules, but no attempt is made to fully 

optimize these parameters. Instead, the research shows only that such a system is 

possible, but not necessarily optimal.

Finally, it is not claimed that the system achieves an impressive degree of 

cognitive realism. Instead, the system attempts to advance what is possible with a 

connectionist inspired tensor product inference system. The system offers numerous 

advantages over previous works (see Sections 2.4 and 7), and these advantages exemplify 

the merit of the system. 
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1.2 Typological Conventions
In this document, the following conventions are used

Item Convention Example
Variables Bold and capital X
Domain Constants Italic and lower case apple
Vector Bold and lower case v1

Tensor Products Bold and capital T

Table 1: Typological conventions.
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2 The Problem to Solve
This research describes STEPS-FIRST, a connectionist system which models 

certain aspects human inference abilities. STEPS-FIRST applies inference rules stored as 

activation patterns to a set of known facts. If a given rule can be applied to the known 

facts, then the system binds values to the variables in the rule and uses these bindings to 

correctly add new facts to, or remove existing facts from, the fact base. 

However, before considering the details of the system, a few aspects deserve 

mention. First, in Section 2.1, Smolensky's (1988) work on specifying the subconceptual 

level is reviewed and used as the basis for what constitutes a connectionist system. With 

this definition in mind, certain aspects of STEPS-FIRST are shown to satisfy Smolensky's 

criteria. Next, Section 2.3 presents a brief discussion of the system's reasoning abilities 

and motivates certain aspects of the system with a few qualities of human inference. 

Finally, Section 2.4 presents a summary of a few characteristics of existing connectionist 

inference systems which are desirable for the new system.

2.1 Level of Analysis
One of the motivating factors behind the design of STEPS-FIRST is to achieve a 

degree of cognitive plausibility. Intuitively, cognitive plausibility is the goal of 

implementing an artificially intelligent system in a manner which is in keeping with the 

abstract properties of the human mind. While this intuitive notion is useful at a high level, 

it does not provide a concrete enough formulation to define the concept adequately. What 

is needed is a more specific description of the possible levels of analysis to be used in 

describing a system, and a formulation of what each level entails.

2.1.1 Proper Treatment of Connectionism
Smolensky, in his “On the proper treatment of connectionism” (1988), describes a 

framework of three levels of analysis: neural, subconceptual, and conceptual. The neural 

level is the physical brain. This level is implemented with neurons, dendrites, axons, and 

neurotransmitters. Many connectionist systems seem to relate closely to the neural level 

because of the similarity between nodes and neurons, and between links and dendrites. 
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However, as Smolensky points out, there are a number of difficulties with working at this 

level. First, connectionist systems do not fully implement the complexities found at the 

neural level. For example, the interconnections between neurons in the brain depend 

heavily on spatial location, with neurons being more strongly connected locally. 

However, most connectionist models do not ascribe a spatial location to nodes, nor do 

they use locality of nodes during the processing. Furthermore, Smolensky (1988) points 

out that the complex behaviour of an individual neuron is not adequately modeled in most 

connectionist systems because neurons use intricate signal integration functions whereas 

connectionist nodes are often assumed to have linear integration functions. A second 

argument against working at the level of neurons is our limited knowledge of how 

cognitive processes are implemented by neurons. Whereas there has been significant 

success in discovering how the brain processes low-level sensory input, there has not 

been the same level of success in working with higher order abilities. For example, it is 

far from clear exactly how the brain implements linguistic processing (Smolensky 1988). 

Therefore it is not currently possible to design such an ability at the level of neurons.

The highest level of analysis postulated by Smolensky (1988) is the conceptual 

level. This level, which is the most natural level in which to discuss symbolic AI systems, 

is characterized as having both its syntax and semantics defined in terms of abstract 

concepts. For example, the symbol car is given the meaning of a car. When this symbol is 

processed, it is operated on as a single unit, with features such as colour and weight, and 

this processing directly relates to its semantic meaning. 

The final level of analysis presented by Smolensky (1988) is the subconceptual 

level. This level is between the neural level and conceptual level, with its syntax closer to 

the neural level but its semantics closer to the conceptual level. For syntax, the processes 

which operate at the subconceptual level are a dynamical system implemented in a 

massively parallel framework. The basic processing units, nodes, receive input activation 

to form a real-valued output activation. Over time, the activation propagates through the 

system and the activation of nodes change, which changes the global state of the 

dynamical system. This manner of processing is similar to how activation propagates 

through the brain, where the activation of a node is strictly a real-valued activation. For 
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semantics, the subconceptual level is closer to the conceptual level because meaning is 

phrased in terms of high-level abstract concepts. For example, a distributed activation 

pattern could represent a domain object, such as a car. These distributed activation 

patterns can be composed out of micro-features, such as has-wheels, moves, has-door,  

and driven.

Smolensky (1988) argues that cognition is best described at the subconceptual 

level. He contends that a conceptual level description abstracts away many details of 

cognition leaving only a rough high level approximation. Rumelhart and McClelland, in 

their pioneering work on parallel distributed processing (PDP), express a similar idea by 

saying “...higher level accounts can be said to be convenient approximations to lower 

level accounts” (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986, p121). In contrast, the subconceptual 

level is sensitive to these details which are lost at the higher level of abstraction, 

specifically via greater context sensitivity, which gives it a better ability to account for 

cognition accurately. Rumelhart and McClelland liken this to physics where Newtonian 

physics can be said to be a high-level approximation to the more low-level account 

provided by Quantum Mechanics. This is an appropriate analogy because it highlights 

how a lower level account agrees with the higher level account for certain results, while 

providing a more accurate answer for other results. 

Smolensky argues that the subconceptual level is the correct level of analysis for a 

connectionist system. This is true because connectionist systems often represent domain 

objects as distributed real-valued vectors which are processed by a parallel network of 

simple numerical processing units to create the desired processing functions. This 

argument is summarized in the next section, and its applicability to STEPS-FIRST is 

presented in a subsequent section.

2.1.2 Criteria for the Subconceptual Level
Smolensky (1988) presents a number of criteria which specify and describe the 

subconceptual level. He provides the Subsymbolic Hypothesis (SH), which describes a 

system as “...a subconceptual connectionist dynamical system that does not admit a 
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complete, formal, and precise conceptual-level description” (Smolensky 1988, p7). This 

formulation is further broken down into three parts:

(a) Connectionist Dynamical Systems Hypothesis:
“The state of ...[the system] at any moment is precisely defined by a vector of 
numerical values (one for each unit). The dynamics of ...[the system] are governed 
by a differential equation. The numerical parameters in this equation constitute the 
processor's program or knowledge. In learning systems, these parameters change 
according to another differential equation.” (Smolensky 1988, p6)

(b) Subconceptual Units Hypothesis:
“The entities in ...[the system] with the semantics of conscious concepts of the 
task domain are complex patterns of activity over many units. Each unit 
participates in many such patterns.” (Smolensky 1988, p6)

(c) Subconceptual Level Hypothesis:
“Complete, formal, and precise descriptions of ...[the system] are generally 
tractable not at the conceptual level, but only at the subconceptual level.” 
(Smolensky 1988, p6-7)

This class of dynamical systems is further restricted to that of cognitive dynamical 

systems by requiring that 

“... for a dynamical system to be cognitive is that, under a wide variety of 
environmental conditions, it maintains a large number of goal conditions. The 
greater the repertoire of goals and variety of tolerable environmental conditions, 
the greater the cognitive capacity of the system” (Smolensky 1988, p15).

For the present purposes, I shall assume that taken together, these four requirements 

specify what it means for a system to be described at the subconceptual level, and to be 

cognitive. Next, it will be shown how STEPS-FIRST meets these requirements.

2.1.3 STEPS-FIRST and Subconceptual Analysis
The STEPS-FIRST system is best described as operating at the subconceptual 

level, which can be shown by satisfying the criteria provided in the previous section 

(Smolensky 1988). Note that because STEPS-FIRST has not yet been fully constructed 

out of low level components, such as nodes and links, it is not currently possible to fully 

characterize certain properties of the system. Hence, some aspects of the following 

discussion may be more fully answered at a future date when the system has been entirely 

implemented by connectionist building blocks. However, see Section 5.5 for a discussion 
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about how certain portions of the system could be implemented with connectionist 

components.

First, STEPS-FIRST satisfies each part of the subsymbolic hypothesis. For SH 

part (a), the full state of STEPS-FIRST can be captured by a vector of its activation. Since 

the system stores not only its facts, but also its rules as activation patterns, these 

representations are naturally convertible to a single massive vector. As suggested later in 

Section 5.5, the system's operation is generally describable in terms of nodes and links, 

and hence it is possible to describe the system's operation in terms of differential 

equations. This is true because the system operates at the level of numerical 

computations, rather than symbolic computations. 

For SH part (b), it is very true that task domain concepts are realized in STEPS-

FIRST as activation patterns. This is true not only for objects, such as a car, which are 

represented as vectors, and facts which are represented as tensor products (TPs), but also 

for the inference rules themselves which are also stored as TPs. Furthermore, all of the 

units in the knowledge base, which store facts encoded as TPs, can be used in expressing 

many different facts.

For the final part of SH, part (c), it is true that STEPS-FIRST is completely 

describable at the subconceptual level. At this level, both the activation of units and the 

numerical operations applied to them can be captured. If, however, one attempted to 

describe the system at the conceptual level, some subtleties of the system would be lost. 

For example, the performance of the system's graceful degradation due to an increasing 

number of stored facts (Section 6.4) is only understandable by considering its 

subconceptual level representation. This is not to say, however, that the high level 

semantics of the system are not expressible at the conceptual level. Indeed much of the 

system is designed to perform logical tasks best described as conceptual level tasks. It is 

to say only that its complete, formal and precise description must be at the subconceptual 

level.

Finally, it must be established that STEPS-FIRST is of the cognitive type of 

dynamical system. To be so, it must maintain a large number of goal conditions and do so 

in a wide variety of environments. There are a large number of goals which STEPS-
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FIRST maintains. Some of which are: versatile information extraction from the fact base, 

powerful variable binding, inference rule application, and the correct addition and 

removal of facts from the fact base. Each of these goals represent serious challenges 

which the system must address. The variety of environments in which the system is able 

to satisfy these goals is very large. There are a vast number of possible rules and possible 

facts which the system can support. Furthermore, the system is able to operate 

successfully with a large number simultaneously stored facts. Also, the system can 

tolerate noise in the fact base, which further expands the set of environments in which it 

can successfully achieve its goals. Therefore, STEPS-FIRST is indeed a cognitive 

dynamical system which can be accurately described at the subconceptual level. 

There are also other ways to show that a system is cognitive. One such alternative, 

presented by Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) focuses on how representation distinguishes 

cognitive from noncognitive systems. They say it is “... that states that represent goals 

play a role in the etiology of the behaviors of people but not in the etiology of the 

'behaviour' or rivers,” therefore establishing a person as cognitive but a river as not. For 

STEPS-FIRST, the high level goal is to correctly apply given rules which conform to 

specific constraints. Since the rule dictates the behaviour of the system for extracting 

bindings from the fact base and applying changes back to the fact base (Section 5), it is 

clear that STEPS-FIRST's behaviour is caused by its goal state representations. Therefore 

it is a cognitive system. This shows that following either Smolensky's or Fodor and 

Pylyshyn's criteria, STEPS-FIRST is a cognitive connectionist system which models 

certain inference abilities which humans demonstrate.

2.2 Systematicity

2.2.1 What is Systematicity?
In their influential 1988 paper, Fodor and Pylyshyn (F&P) identify a number of 

challenges for connectionist architectures. Their arguments, based on identifying 

seemingly necessary aspects of human cognition, aim to suggest that classical, but not 
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connectionist architectures can satisfy these challenges. One of their challenges is that of 

systematicity.

Systematicity is the property that “the ability to produce/understand some 

sentences is intrinsically connected to the ability to produce/understand certain others” 

F&P (1988, original emphasis). The common example of this is that if a person with 

reasonable competency of a language understands the sentence “John loves Mary” then it 

is nomologically necessary (necessary by natural law) that the person must also be able to 

understand the sentence “Mary loves John.” While this sentence may not be true, and 

indeed may never actually be encountered, it must be true that this person is able to 

understand the sentence “Mary loves John.” More generally, systematicity of language 

use means requires that if a person can understand/generate the sentence aRb, then he or 

she must also be able to understand/generate bRa.

F&P also describe what they call systematicity of inference (S-I). F&P motivate 

S-I by saying that “inferences that are of similar logical type ought, pretty generally, to 

elicit correspondingly similar cognitive capacities” (F&P 1988). For example, they 

suggest that if from knowing P&Q&R one can infer P, then knowing P&Q one must be 

able to also infer P. They argue that these two inferences are systematically related due to 

their structure.

2.2.2 Systematicity in STEPS-FIRST
STEPS-FIRST supports both systematicity (of representation), and systematicity 

of inference. STEPS-FIRST uses the tensor product (TP) representation (Section 4) to 

represent all facts in the system. A fact, such as “John loves Mary,” written as 

(loves, john, mary), would be expressed in the system as the tensor product of the vectors 

which represent the three concepts: v loves ⊗vJohn ⊗ vMary. One of the virtues of the TP 

representation is that the same vector can always be used to express the same domain 

object no matter where in a sentence it appears. Also, there are no restrictions on which 

vectors, and hence which domain objects, occur in which positions. Therefore, a system 

which can express “John loves Mary” can also automatically express “Mary loves John” 
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by using the TP representation: v loves ⊗vMary ⊗ vJohn. Indeed, the support for representing 

systematically related ideas rivals that of classical AI systems because the different 

domain objects (or symbols) can be combined together in powerful ways to produce 

complex structured representations. 

One common test for determining if a representation is classical or not is based on 

tokenizing (Fodor and McLaughlin 1989). Fodor (1997) describes this test as co-

tokening: whenever a representation is tokened in a classical system, it is necessarily true 

that the constituents of that representation are also tokened. Thus when a classical system 

tokens its representation for the sentence “John loves Mary,” it necessarily tokens the 

representations for the three constituents “John,” “loves,” and “Mary.” In contrast, 

connectionist representations do not have this property. In these cases, one does not 

necessarily token the individual constituents when a combined representation is tokened.

The co-tokening test shows that TPs are not a classical representation as F&P 

define it. For example, let T be the TP representation for the sentence “John loves Mary”: 

T=v loves ⊗ vJohn ⊗ vMary. As will be shown later in Section 4, T is a three-dimensional 

array of numbers, or nodes. Hence, when the T is tokened, the activation values of these 

nodes are all that is available to represent T. It is critical to recognize that the constituents 

of T (v loves , vJohn , vMary) are distributed across all nodes in T. Hence, the individual 

constituents of T are not tokenized when the combined representation T is tokenized. 

Therefore the distributed nature of the TP qualifies it as a non-classical representation.

Returning to systematicity of inference, it remains to be shown how STEPS-

FIRST satisfies this challenge. First it should be noted that it is not clear from F&P's 

description of S-I exactly which specific inference abilities they believe apply to S-I 

(Hadley 1997). The one example they give, inferring P from P&Q&R, involves the 

ability to apply conjunction elimination in two similar situations. However, it is 

reasonable to assume that they expect S-I to extend to other operations, such as modus 

ponens, which is logical operation that STEPS-FIRST can perform.

As will be shown in Sections 2.3 and 5.2.3, STEPS-FIRST has significant 

flexibility in terms of the structure of rules it can process. For example, rules may have 
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different number of literals in both the antecedent and consequent, different number of 

terms in each literal, different variables in each literal, and even different placement of 

variables inside each literal. An example is that if STEPS-FIRST knew that “John loves 

Mary”, it could infer the answers to the following related queries: “Who does John 

love?”, “Who loves Mary?”, and “What is the relationship between John and Mary.” 

Therefore STEPS-FIRST shows an impressive degree on systematicity of inference when 

applying modus ponens. 

Once the central network in STEPS-FIRST is created, it can apply any one rule of 

the large class of supported rules. Which rule is performed is specified by the TP rule 

encoding which is passed into the system. Since this rule need not be known ahead of 

time, this shows that the system does indeed have a general capacity to apply the wide 

class of related inferences. Thus, STEPS-FIRST satisfies systematicity of inference.

2.2.3 Causality and Nomic Necessity Objections
In spite of the demonstrated ability of connectionist (or connectionist inspired) TP 

systems, not all researchers are satisfied that these systems answer the challenge of 

systematicity. Fodor and McLaughlin (F&M 1990) articulate some of the claims made 

against TP systems. Their argument focuses on causality and nomological (nomic) 

necessity.

F&M claim that the challenge given to connectionists is not to show that a 

connectionist system can be constructed to demonstrate systematicity, but rather to 

explain how a connectionist system must necessarily support systematicity. Furthermore, 

they claim the correct way to consider this is by looking at the role of constituents within 

the system.

F&M claim that systematicity necessarily occurs with structured classical 

representations. The sentence “John loves Mary” can be encoded as a complex mental 

representation which contain constituents. When a classical representation is tokened, 

each constituent is likewise tokened. Since the constituents are tokened, this means that 

they are directly available to the system and can be used to causally affect its behaviour. 

Therefore, they conclude, that for any complex representation aRb which a classical 
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system can process/understand, each of a, R and b is tokened when the combined 

representation is tokened. Since the system can process the combined representation, it 

must also be able to operate on the tokened constituents. Next, since those constituents 

are the same as the ones for the different complex representation of bRa, it is necessary 

that the system can process this new representation. Thus they conclude that classical 

representations must necessarily support systematicity.

In contrast, F&M claim that connectionist systems in general, and connectionist 

TP systems specifically, do not meet the same level of nomological necessity with respect 

to systematicity. F&M (and Fodor 1997) argue that even though TP representations are 

formed by combining constituents, these constituents are not available to the system to be 

used to causally affect its processing. Since the individual constituents used to form a TP 

representation are distributed across the whole representation, the constituents of the 

representation are not tokened when a full TP representation is tokened. Fodor (1997) 

refers to the constituents of a TP representation as being derivable. So, he argues, while it 

may be possible to extract (or tokenize) the constituents from the TP, these constituents 

are simply not available to the system during normal processing to causally affect the 

system's operation.

Smolensky (1992) counters that the constituents in connectionist systems “(a) 

figure in proofs concerning the behaviour – they are explanatory; [and] (b) do not figure 

in algorithms that generate this behaviour – they are non-causal” (p43, original 

emphasis). Part (a) affords Smolensky the power to use powerful mathematics to show 

how constituents of TPs can be processed by certain algorithms to generate certain 

desirable results; for example, showing how TPs satisfy systematicity in that if aRb can 

be represented within the TP then so can bRa. Next, (b) restricts the discussion to 

connectionist systems which do not operate on individual constituents of a representation. 

It could be argued that Smolensky's formulation suggests that algorithms are designed (or 

evolve) to apply high-level operations to complex mental representations containing 

constituents, yet these algorithms operate numerically at a lower level of processing.

Another response to F&M's challenge is presented by Hadley (1997). Hadley 

argues that what is missing from F&M's appraisal is an accounting for the algorithmic 
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processes which are required to operate on the structured representations within a 

classical system. These processes are exactly those operations described by F&M as 

governing the operation of the classical system. He notes that it is only in the presence of 

these algorithms that the systems achieve systematicity. Furthermore, F&M offer no 

explanation as to why the particular algorithms present in a classical system must 

necessarily support systematicity. In light of this, when F&M claim that systematicity is 

not nomologically necessary in connectionist systems, it is justified to rejoin that it is 

similarly lacking in classical systems. 

While neither side of the systematicity debate admits the arguments of their 

opponents are completely compelling, there seems to be ample justification for pursuing 

TPs as a representation method for connectionist systems. STEPS-FIRST uses TPs to 

encode both rules and facts to support a wide range of inference abilities which are 

discussed in the following section.

2.3 Inference Abilities
STEPS-FIRST's reasoning ability is similar to function-free first-order Horn 

clause logic. There are, however, a couple of restrictions on this. First, any variable used 

in the consequent of a rule must also be used in the antecedent. For example the 

following rule is not valid in STEPS-FIRST:

omniscient X  knows X ,Y

This rule, which says that if X is omniscient then X knows everything, is not processable 

by STEPS-FIRST because the variable Y is used only in the consequent. This rule could 

be updated to the following form in order for the system to process it:

omniscient X ∧ fact Y  knowsX , Y

This new rule is processable because the antecedent specifies that Y must be a fact.

There is one aspect of STEPS-FIRST's reasoning which exceeds Horn clause 

logic. Whereas Horn clause logic allows only one positive literal in the consequent of the 

rule, STEPS-FIRST supports multiple positive literals, as well as supports deleting 

known facts. For example, STEPS-FIRST can process the following rule:

hasX ,Y ∧eatsX , Y fed X∧¬has X ,Y 
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This rule means that if X has Y and eats it, then X becomes fed but no longer has Y. Of 

interest is the support for deletion of facts within the system.

Literals in the consequent of a rule may be shown as “negative”; however, it is not 

possible to represent negative knowledge within the system. For example, the fact that it 

is not raining cannot be expressed by asserting ¬raining, but rather by asserting the fact 

not_raining. The “negation” found in the consequent of the rule simply indicates that the 

negative literal is to be removed from the fact base, if present. Therefore, the above 

example concluding ¬has X ,Y  causes the fact hasX ,Y to be removed from the fact 

base once X and Y have been bound to domain objects. For a more detailed specification 

of the structure of rules, see Section 5.2.3.

Note that the  symbol in the inference rules does not indicate traditional 

implication. Instead, it denotes a causal relationship whereby STEPS-FIRST is able to 

update its knowledge base. In this way,  functions as a temporal update rule, rather than 

logical implication.

It is important for the system to handle a wide variety of variable bindings. 

STEPS-FIRST excels in this regard because it can process rules which use multiple 

variables in a wide variety of configurations. For example, a rule can use any variable in 

any position within any literal of the antecedent or consequent of the rule as long as 

variables in the consequent also appear in the antecedent. The variable can be used for the 

predicate symbol or any of the terms for any predicate. Furthermore, multiple variables 

may be present within a single literal. 

STEPS-FIRST performs single-step forward chaining inferences using 

generalized modus ponens. With this, if STEPS-FIRST knows the facts pa  and qa, 

and is then given the rule pX∧qXr X, the system will derive r a. These 

inferences are performed one at a time as inference rules are presented to the system, as 

discussed in Section 5.2.3.

In the absence of representational interference, STEPS-FIRST is a sound 

inference system. As will be discussed later in Section 5.3, the system ensures that a rule 

fires only when all variables are correctly bound to domain objects by facts in the fact 

base. Additionally Section 5.3.3 specifically deals with ensuring that the variable 
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bindings are consistent. If, however, noise is allowed in the representations there is the 

possibility of an incorrect inference being performed, which is investigated in Sections 

6.3.3.b, 6.4 and 6.5.

It is possible for STEPS-FIRST to not find possible supported variable bindings 

for a given rule, which means it is not a complete inference system. Section 5.3.3.b gives 

one example inference rule for which the system may fail to find a supported binding. 

Furthermore, the system may fail to detect an appropriate binding if there is too much 

noise or crosstalk between represented facts; however, this limitations is in keeping with 

graceful degradation due to limited resources found in other connectionist inference 

systems (Dolan and Smolensky 1988, Touretzky and Hinton 1988).

Finally, one critical feature of human inference is the ability to quickly learn a 

new rule. As mentioned in Section 1, humans can hear a new rule just once and then 

immediately apply it (Hadley 1990). This ability presents a serious challenge for any 

inference system with hard-wired rules because the system would have to immediately 

rewire itself in just the way as to support the new rule. In contrast, STEPS-FIRST 

represents rules as activation patterns within the network, so learning a new rule is 

accomplished by creating the appropriate activation pattern. As will be discussed in the 

following sections, this feature is a fundamental difference between STEPS-FIRST and 

existing connectionist inference systems.

2.4 Uniting Desirable Features
A number of connectionist inference systems exist which have advanced different 

techniques for realizing inference abilities, and each system has its own desirable 

characteristics. It would be of significant interest to have a single connectionist inference 

system which integrates many positive features from different systems.

First, Dolan and Smolensky (1988) use the tensor product as a powerful 

representation method in their Tensor Product Production System (TPPS) (see Section 

3.1.3.b). The use of tensor products (TPs) gives a system a structured representation 

method with the power to store and manipulate information. Additionally, the use of TPs 

allows for some mathematical analysis of the knowledge representation's efficiency and 
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robustness. Furthermore, when working with the TPs it would be useful to support 

accessing any constituents of the tensor product. This ability is called omni-directional 

access (Wilson, Marcus and Halford 2001) and is discussed in Section 3.1.3.b. Such an 

ability would go beyond what is present in TPPS and afford a more powerful reasoning 

ability.

The work of Park (2000) with his structured predicate network (SPN) (see Section 

3.1.2.c) shows the utility of supporting stronger constraints in variable binding. This work 

exemplifies how a connectionist system can be constructed to work with multiple 

variables in an inference rule, and how values can be bound to those variables. This is an 

important ability when one looks at extending the set of rules an inference system can 

process.

Finally, a crucial innovation is embodied in Barnden's (1989) Conposit-3. This 

system stores a syllogism as a pattern of activation inside the system. This approach is a 

fundamental change with respect to other connectionist inference systems because it 

brings the representation of the rules inside the system, as opposed to being the system. 

An appropriate analogy is that of digital computers which were once hard-wired to 

perform only one task. When a new operation was required, the machine had to be 

manually re-wired. In contrast, modern digital computers store their programs as patterns 

in memory (often nonvolatile memory) which allows the program to be changed without 

rewiring the computer. This same analysis holds true for connectionist systems, which are 

predominantly hard-wired for a specific task1. If, however, the rules are stored within the 

system as activation patterns, it is much easier to see how new rules could be added 

without requiring some external agent to rewire the system. Of course, such a system 

would still need to be rewired in order to perform other kinds of reasoning tasks, but it is 

at least a good first step for a connectionist system to facilitate changes within one kind of 

reasoning task without requiring rewiring.

1 Note that many connectionist systems make heavy use of learning algorithms to train functions into 
network links; therefore the functions performed by such networks are not innately present. However, 
the term “hard-wired” is used here to denote how functions are stored and how the systems operate. 
Therefore, “hard-wired” refers to functions being expressed in the topology and weights within the 
system. This is contrasted against “soft-coded” where system processes are realized or directly 
controlled by activation values stored within the system.
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This research presents a new connectionist system called STEPS-FIRST which 

attempts to unite all of the desirable features mentioned above into a single system. The 

system's construction is described in Section 5 and its performance is tested in Section 6. 

However, before the new system is presented, existing connectionist inference systems 

will be examined in depth in Section 3, and details of the tensor product representation 

will be examined in Section 4.
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3 Existing Connectionist Inference Systems
This section describes existing connectionist production systems and their 

attempts to perform reasoning. Each system offers new ideas and new approaches to 

reasoning; however, they all suffer limitations. The following sections will review the 

networks that have been proposed, and discuss their abilities. 

3.1 Hard-Wired Rules
Most connectionist inference systems are hard-wired. The mechanisms and 

processes designed into hard-wired systems function because of the physical 

interconnections of the system. For inference systems, this means that the rules are stored 

as physical connections. To change the rules in the system, these interconnections must 

be changed. In the following sections a number of these systems are reviewed.

3.1.1 Localist Connectionist Production Systems
Localist representations have been popular in connectionism because of their 

simplicity and their ability to perform distributed processing. To be a localist 

representation, a single node within the network must represent a single concept or 

proposition. For example, the concept of rain would be represented by one node. Since 

each node in the network expresses only one concept, to express many concepts there 

must be a large number of nodes. The power of localist representations is in their ability 

to perform distributed computation through the spreading of activation. 

Consider trying to implement the rule “When it rains, the grass will be wet.” In 

the simplest form of a connectionist system, this rule could be realized by a link between 

the rain node and the grass wet node, as shown in Figure 1. In this network, when the 

rain node is activated, its activation will spread to the grass wet node, thereby allowing 

the system to infer that grass wet is also true. The figure also shows a second rule, that of 

“If the sprinkler is on, then the grass will be wet,” which operates in the same manner as 

the first rule.
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Figure 1: Simplistic connectionist inference system.

This spreading of activation is powerful because it can be done as a massively 

parallel operation which does not require information lookup or retrieval from a fact base, 

nor rules from a rule base. However, the distributed reasoning of these systems comes at a 

price: localist systems are hard-wired. This means that the knowledge stored in the 

network is present due to wiring connections. One implication of hard-wiring is that the 

network must be rewired to learn new facts and rules. Furthermore, the simplicity of 

systems such as that shown in Figure 1 severely limits its expressive power. For example, 

it cannot support applying the rule “If X is human then X is an animal” to the fact “adam 

is human.” The power and limitations of local representations feature in a number of 

different connections systems, some of which are described in the following sections.

3.1.1.a Sun's CONSYDERR
Sun (1991 and 1995) presents an architecture called CONSYDERR that handles 

similarity based reasoning. For example, if the system knows that Texas and Chaco are 

similar in terms of their climate and other geographic properties, and that Texas is good 

cattle country, then the system can speculate that Chaco would also be good cattle 

country. Sun argues that such similarity based reasoning is a key aspect of common sense 

reasoning.

There are two key abilities required to perform similarity based reasoning. First, 

one must be able to represent objects or items, such as Texas. Second, there must be some 

mechanism to facilitate the comparison of similarity. The CONSYDERR architecture, 

shown in Figure 2, implements each of these abilities in their own separate layer. The top 
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layer, called the CL1, uses a local encoding to represent which concepts are currently 

known or are under consideration in the network. The lower level in the architecture is 

the CD2 layer which uses a distributed feature based representation. The similarity 

between two concepts in the CL layer can be thought of as the amount of overlap the 

concepts have in their distributed CD layer representations. 

A CONSYDERR network can be hard-wired for a given set of concepts and a 

given set of rules that the system must follow. The first step in constructing the network 

is to create all the necessary nodes. As mentioned above, the network consists of two 

separate layers of nodes. In the CL layer, a node is created for each domain object that the 

system will need to reason about. Next, a node is added to the CD layer for each feature 

of the domain objects represented in CL nodes. 

The second stage of building the network is to add the links between nodes. First, 

connections are added from each CL node to all CD nodes which express its features, and 

back from the CD nodes to the CL domain object node. These links allow the network to 

transition from working with a CL node to its CD features, and from a set of CD features 

back to the appropriate CL domain object nodes. The second type of link built into the 

network are links that implement rules. Since the domain objects are explicitly 

represented as CL nodes, a rule can be added as a link from the antecedent node to the 

consequent node. Next, the rule is also implemented in the CD layer. This means that if 

1 CL likely stands for CONSYDERR's local representation layer.
2 CD likely stands for CONSYDERR's distributed representation layer.
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there is a link between nodes  and  in the CL, there will be links in the CD from each 

of 's feature nodes to each of 's feature nodes. As will be shown below, this allows 

similarity based reasoning at both the feature and domain object levels.

The CONSYDERR system reasons in three sequential phases: 1) top down, 2) 

settling, and 3) bottom up. The reasoning process is started by activating the local 

representation for the initial domain object in the CL. For the cattle country example 

mentioned above, the CL node representing Chaco would be activated. Figure 3 shows 

the reasoning process, with Figure 3-1 showing the initial activation. The top down phase 

begins. The activation of the Chaco node is passed from the CL layer down to its CD 

layer distributed feature representation (Figure 3-2). This activates all the nodes in the CD 

layer that correspond to the features of the CL node. In phase 2, settling, the CD layer 

activation pattern spreads through the CD layer by the rule links in the CD layer, and then 

the activation settles down to a stable equilibrium (Figure 3-3). Finally, in phase 3, the 

CL layer nodes which have their complete feature layer representation active are activated 

(Figure 3-4). This takes the network from initially being presented with a single concept, 

to having related or similar concepts being activated. 

One significant limitation of the CONSYDERR architecture is that it is difficult to 

see how it could learn a new rule. To add a rule using existing CL concept nodes and CD 

feature nodes, the appropriate connections must be made between the nodes in the CL and 

the feature nodes in the CD layer. Sun (1995) explains that the algorithm to add new rules 

is straightforward because the representation scheme is simple, but this necessitates an 

external agent to follow such an algorithm. Since no biologically plausible mechanism is 

described within the CONSYDERR system to create the rules, nor is it evident how such 

an ability could be realized, it remains an open problem for the architecture to learn new 

rules without relying on another system to implement these changes.
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In addition to rule learning concerns, the CONSYDERR system suffers other 

restrictions. First, it has no ability to instantiate variables. This makes it significantly less 

powerful than other connectionist inference systems, such as those described in later 

sections, because it restricts the class of rules which can be processed in the system. Note, 

however, that CONSYDERR is a similarity based reasoning system, and not a system 

designed to perform first order logic. Next, the concept of similarity gives the system a 

problem. Consider the similarity between Texas and Chaco; they are both good cattle 

country. However, consider the similarity between Texas and Florida; they are both 

southern US states. So this shows that the similarity between two objects is very context 
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dependent. Sun addresses this concern in his papers by stating that the network encodes 

the similarity between two items in the 'relevant', or important way; however, this will 

always be context dependent. Therefore, a reasoning system which can reason in more 

than one context must have multiple independent networks. This is a very large restriction 

to place on a general reasoning system.

3.1.2 Temporal Synchrony Binding Production Systems

3.1.2.a Shastri and Ajjanagadde's SHRUTI
Shastri and Ajjanagadde (S&A) (1989, 1993) present a connectionist reasoning 

system called SHRUTI which is capable of expressing if-then rules and performing 

inferences based on this knowledge. To express a rule in the system, a hard-wired 

network is constructed with an intricate connection topology. Once the network has been 

constructed, reasoning takes place by the spreading of activation. 

To construct the reasoning system, rules and facts are translated into components 

of the network. Figure 4 shows an example of such a network. Domain objects are 

translated into nodes, shown as circles in the upper right of the figure. Next, each 

predicate is represented by an assembly of nodes, shown in the figure as solid ellipses. 

Finally, rules are instantiated as connections between these predicate assemblies. The 

structure of each predicate assembly directly supports forward and backward chaining.

Each predicate assembly is comprised of three types of nodes: a collector, an 

enabler, and argument nodes. The collector, denoted by 'c', is active when the predicate 

and its argument bindings express the result of an inference, or forward chaining. In other 

words, when the information is known to be true. The enabler, denoted by 'e', is active 

when the predicate and its argument bindings are being queried during backward 

chaining; in other words, when the information is being checked to see if something else 

is true. Finally, the arguments of the predicate assembly can bind to domain objects, as 

discussed below. 
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Rules are instantiated in the network by interconnecting the collectors and 

enablers of the predicate assemblies in order to support forward and backward chaining. 

For example, the rule hit(X, Y) → hurt(Y) is embedded in the links between the hit and 

hurt predicate assemblies in Figure 4. The connection between the hit and hurt collectors 

allows the antecedent of the rule to imply the consequent during forward chaining. 

Conversely, the connection between the hurt and hit enabler allows the system to perform 

backward chaining from the consequent to the antecedent. Finally, the connection 

between the one argument of hurt and the second argument of hit encodes the binding 

required in order to correctly match the arguments of the two predicates for this rule. A 

second rule, that of falldown(X) → hurt(X), is likewise represented between the falldown 

and hurt predicate assemblies.

Finally, facts are represented in the network similar to the configuration shown at 

the top of Figure 4 labeled F1. F1 encodes the fact hit(mike, dave), meaning that “Mike 

hit Dave”. The dashed lines connecting to the domain objects show which object is bound 

to which argument for the fact, and the connection from F1 to the collector of the hit 
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hit(X,Y) → hurt(Y), and falldown(X) → hurt(X) (S&A 1989).



predicate assembly indicates this fact is about the hit predicate. This structure behaves 

like a pattern matcher which fires when it is queried with the stored fact.

Variable binding in SHRUTI is done using a multi-phase clock. Each clock cycle 

is divided up into a fixed number of phases. During a single phase, the system activates 

one domain object's node and all the argument nodes to which that object is bound. This 

simultaneous in-phase activation implements variable binding. So, to represent 

hurt(dave), the one argument node associated with hurt is activated in synchronization 

with the domain object node for dave. Since both the object and the argument node are 

active in the same phase, they are considered to be bound together. 

The SHRUTI architecture is designed to support backward chaining. For 

backward chaining, the network's reasoning ability is limited to establishing, for a given 

query, whether a predicate is supported or unsupported by known facts. So, given a set of 

facts and rules correctly represented as a network, the system can be presented with a 

query, such as hurt(dave), and it will either confirm that this is supported by the 

knowledge base encoded in the network, or that it is not supported. 

This query confirmation is done by first activating the enabler of the queried 

predicate, hurt in this case, and then binding dave as the argument for the predicate. Next, 

the phase-specific activation will spread out across the network. The activation in the 

hurt predicate assembly's enabler node, as well as its argument node, flows backwards 

through the network to all connected predicates. This activates the enabler node in the hit 

and falldown predicate assemblies in Figure 4. Next, the activation reaches the F1 stored 

fact which recognizes the activation patterns and fires. 

F1's firing activation is connected back to the hit predicate assembly's collector. 

Thus, the fact F1 serves to transfer the activation from the hit predicate's enabler to its 

collector, representing that the information has gone from being queried to being known. 

Next the activation in hit's collector is propagated, following a path parallel but opposite 

to the activation in the enablers. Thus the activation is passed down to the hurt collector. 

When the collector of the initially queried node is activated, that indicates that the 

network has found supporting evidence for the query.
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The propagation of activation through the network depends heavily on the 

complex activation timing of other nodes in the network. Each node shown in Figure 4 

has a specific response to the different in-phase activations. A complete summary of the 

behaviour of each node is presented in Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1993) and Park (2000). 

S&A's approach offers at least two advantages to connectionism and reasoning. 

The first contribution of this network is that it is a connectionist implementation of a 

sound and complete reasoning system for a restricted language (S&A 1989). Second, the 

network reasons very quickly. Since the reasoning process is a parallel spreading of 

activation, all possible backward chaining reasoning operations are performed in parallel 

from a given state. This means that the network takes time proportional to the length of 

the proof to construct the proof. This is in fact the optimal speed for a reasoning system 

(S&A 1989).

The primary limitation to the functionality of SHRUTI is the difficulty in learning 

a new rule. Since each rule is specifically encoded by network connections, a new rule 

necessitates the creation of new connections. S&A (1989) point out that “Adding a rule is 

not difficult as the rules for inserting a rule are precisely known and can be automated.” 

However, the fact that the process can be automated does not address the problem of how 

it is done. If their system were implemented in a physical agent, then the agent must also 

possess some reasoning ability to decide what links to add. This means that SHRUTI is 

not self sufficient because it requires an external reasoning agent to add new rules. In the 

quest for a biologically plausible explanation of human reasoning abilities, this is a 

significant problem because it relies on an external system.

One problem related to learning new rules is the requirement that new links be 

added to the system. The problem is, how can links be added to a neurologically plausible 

system in an efficient enough manner to support human reasoning abilities? It is difficult 

to see how such links could be created fast enough in a biological system to support the 

reasoning abilities of humans. Admittedly, S&A deal only with what they describe as 

reflexive reasoning which may develop over a long period of time, and perhaps learning a 

new rule quickly is more on the level of conscious reasoning. However, humans can learn 
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new rules quickly, and therefore there is a need for a reasoning system that can support 

that ability in order to equal human performance.

3.1.2.b Wendelken and Shastri Train Rules into SHRUTI
One obvious challenge for the SHRUTI system proposed by Shastri and 

Ajjanagadde (1989, 1993) is its ability to learn new rules. Wendelken and Shastri (W&S) 

(2003) address this issue by focusing on experiential learning using both causal Hebbian 

learning and recruitment learning. Causal Hebbian learning (CHL) is similar to standard 

Hebbian learning, where the weights are increased on links between nodes which fire 

concurrently, but CHL also depends on the order of firing. Consider learning the rule “If 

A then B.” If node A is often active just before node B, then CHL will strengthen the link 

between them. However, if B is ever inactive following A's activation, then A must not be 

a sufficient condition for B, and hence the link weight is decreased. In this manner, a 

consistent and coordinated activation sequence between nodes is used by CHL as grounds 

for causation. Since in SHRUTI, links between collectors in the network encode 

causation for forward chaining, and links between enablers encode causation for 

backward chaining, the new causation patterns discovered by CHL are trained into the 

weights between these nodes in the network.

The second learning algorithm used by W&S (2003), recruitment learning, is used 

to expand the number of predicates represented in the system. Since each predicate is 

instantiated with a predicate structure, this algorithm provides a mechanism to add more 

active structures to the network. It is argued that recruitment is similar to how humans 

can learn new concepts that turn some difficult decision problems into simpler ones. The 

example given by W&S, described below and shown in Figure 5, is that of trying to score 

a goal in soccer. To score a goal one must have the ball, be near the goal, and shoot the 

ball. However, a skilled soccer player might not think of the first two conditions 

individually, but rather think of “having a shot.” In this way, the player is able reason at a 

higher level about his current opportunities in a game.

Recruitment learning with structures starts with an existing SHRUTI network and 

a number of unrecruited structures. These unrecruited, or free structures are heavily 

interconnected by weak nonhomogeneous links to existing network structures and other 
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unrecruited structures. When a new predicate needs to be integrated into the network, the 

link weights for one of these free structures are strengthened to make it part of the 

network.

New structures are recruited into the network when the addition of the structure 

will either permit new reasoning to be possible, or improve the speed of the existing 

reasoning process. This is done by selecting a free node based on the strength of its 

connections to the existing nodes. Note that since the connections between structures are 

not homogeneous, one free-structure will be maximally suited to represent a given new 

predicate. 

The operation of recruitment learning can be best seen by an example, as shown in 

Figure 5. W&S (2003) present the challenge of reasoning about playing soccer. They 

argue that in order to score a goal, which is the ultimate desire of their system, a player 

must a) have the ball, b) be in range of the goal, and c) shoot the ball. This is shown in the 

figure by the nodes for a) b) and c) all feeding into a diamond, which performs an AND 

of all the input connections. This in turn feeds the score goal node. W&S argue that 

generally, a) and b) will inhibit each other, shown in the figure by a dashed line. This is 

true because in order to get the ball, a player must go after the ball which usually leads the 

player out of range of the goal. Therefore, it is argued that a network which contains 

structures for only a) b) and c) will not be able to effectively reason about how to score a 

goal. The paper suggests that the new predicate d) “have shot” is required. This new 

predicate, expressed in the network by a newly recruited predicate structure, represents 

having the ball and being in range. This new structure is selected based on the process of 

utile concept learning.

Utile concept learning provides the mechanism to add new predicate structures to 

the network. It does this by strengthening the connections between two predicate 

structures representing A and B to express the rule A → B when the following two 

conditions hold:
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i) A is seen as the cause of B, and

ii) the utility at A appears to be derived from the utility at B.

The causal relationship between A and B is expressed by activation in the network of the 

collector nodes of the associated structures for each concept. To make a utility judgment 

about the two structures, one must consider how utility flows through the network. 

Initially, the goal node is given utility. Then, any structure which leads directly to the goal 

node earns utility proportional to the utility at the goal node and the weight of its link to 

the goal. This spreading of utility continues recursively throughout the network. When a 

new node satisfies both conditions i) and ii) above, its learning is greatly strengthened. By 

restricting the learning to cases only where both i) and ii) are satisfied, the algorithm 

ensures that a new concept is added if and only if it both has support from the existing 

network, and provides a conduit to the goal state by offering a more direct or a more 

powerful reasoning path.

One could contend that recruitment learning's dependence on a preexisting pool of 

unrecruited predicate structures makes it an improbable learning algorithm. Indeed, 

without this pool of existing free structures, Wendelken and Shastri (2003) agree that the 
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structures required are complex enough that it would “be unreasonable to expect them to 

emerge in a random network.” However, they cite Marcus (2001) to suggest that a large 

number of identical structures is the expected result of genetically based development 

process. Hence, it may be biologically plausible to require the preexisting pool of free 

structures.

This approach to learning rules presented here represents clear progress towards 

being able to train rules into a SHRUTI system. So, whereas before there was an 

algorithm for how one could construct new rules into a network, now there is a more 

biologically plausible mechanism for this learning to occur. This is important because 

without such a mechanism, an external agent is required to train new rules into SHRUTI.

One limitation of this approach is that it only deals with experiential learning. 

Since the learning takes place by strengthening weights a little at a time, this process must 

happen numerous times to successfully learn a new rule. W&S discuss how learning can 

take place either when a situation occurs, or when the agent remembers the situation, 

which means that a SHRUTI agent could potentially learn from just one occurrence of an 

event by remembering it numerous times. However, what is not covered by this approach 

is quickly learning an explicitly stated rule. This might occur when one is told a new rule, 

such as “If it rains, the grass will be wet.” Whereas a human could hear this rule and 

apply it instantly (Hadley 1990), the SHRUTI system has no mechanism to learn it 

quickly. This seems to be an open problem for the SHRUTI network.

3.1.2.c Park's Structured Predicate Network
The power and simplicity of the SHRUTI system have inspired numerous 

extensions to the basic structure in order to support stronger inferences and wider ranges 

of problems. One interesting extension proposed by Park (2000) expands the power of 

SHRUTI to be able to process a significant portion of Horn clause logic. Park's new 

system is called a structured predicate network (SPN).

The first major change from SHRUTI to SPN is how fillers are bound to roles. 

Fundamentally, SPN uses the same multi-phase clock and in-phase bindings as SHRUTI, 

where two nodes are bound together when they are active in the same clock-phase. 

However, as shown in Figure 6, SPN represents each domain object not by a single node, 
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but by two nodes. Previously when a domain object was being bound to an argument, 

such as apple to X, the network would use a single node to represent each of apple and X, 

and when they fire in the same phase they are considered bound to each other. In SPN, X 

is represented by two nodes: one to allow X to bind to a constant filler, and one to allow 

X to bind to variable filler. These two nodes are shown below in Figure 6: the node 

labeled 'var' supports binding X to another variable, and the node labeled 'const' supports 

binding X to a constant. The example of binding apple to X is shown in Figure 6 for both 

the SHRUTI and SPN system. In the figure, an in-phase binding is represented 

diagrammatically as an arrow. The power of the expanded SPN representation is that it 

allows a fact such as p(a, U) to be bound to the antecedent of the rule p(X, Y) → q(X). In 

such a binding note how the variable U is bound to the variable Y.

The second major change presented in SPN allows consistency checking in rules. 

Each rule represented in the system consists of three parts: an antecedent predicate 

assembly, a consequent predicate assembly, and an intermediate mechanism. The 

antecedent and consequent predicate assemblies in SPN have the same structure as 

SHRUTI, except that each binding node is a pair of nodes, as described in the preceding 

paragraph. The interesting extension to SHRUTI's structure is in the intermediate 

mechanism (IM). 

The IM in SHRUTI, referred to as the rule mediator by Wendelken and Shastri 

(2003), is quite simple. Inference is performed by links joining nodes in the antecedent 

predicate assembly to related nodes in the consequent predicate assembly. These links, 

constructed when the rule is formed (constructed) in the system, represent the bindings 

required by the rule. The rule mediator is simply a mechanism to collect information 
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about the bindings and to permit or inhibit the activation from the antecedent from 

reaching the consequent predicate assembly. In a sense, it's only function is to permit the 

rule to fire only when there are values bound to each of its arguments and the rule itself 

receives enough activation.

In contrast, the IM in SPN can be quite complex. This added complexity is 

motivated by the need for the system to perform consistency checking of the arguments 

and unify arguments from different groups. For example, consider trying to bind the fact 

p(a,b) to the rule p(X, X) → q(X). Here we see that the fact cannot be bound to the 

antecedent of the rule because of the repeated variable X. Likewise, the facts 

p(a, b) and r(a, c) 

cannot bind to the antecedent of the rule 

p(X, Y) ∧ r(X, Y) → s(X, Y)

because the second argument to each literal in the antecedent must be identical, but they 

are not identical in the given facts. Unifying argument groups are used to achieve this 

level of consistency checking.

A unifying argument group (UAG) for a given variable, say X in the antecedent, is 

the location of where that variable is used. For the rule 

p(X, Y) ∧ r(X, Y) → s(X, Y)

the UAG for X in the antecedent would indicate it is the first argument to p and to r. The 

UAGs for the above rule are shown below in Table 2. These UAGs identify which 

arguments for each predicate must be bound to the same filler, and hence identify 

constraints within the rule which must be enforced by the intermediate mechanism 

implementing the rule. 

Antecedent
Gx { p: arg1, r: arg1 }
Gy { p: arg2, r: arg2 }

Consequent
Gx { s: arg1 }
Gx { sp: arg2 }

Table 2: UAGs for p(X, Y) ∧ r(X, Y) → s(X, Y).
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Consider the network shown in Figure 7, which implements the above example 

rule. To wire this SPN network, one first computes the UAG sets for each variable in the 

antecedent, and again for the consequent, as shown in Table 2. Next, each UAG in the 

antecedent is implemented by a pair of nodes, shown in Figure 7 just below the two 

antecedent predicate assemblies and labeled for each variable. The inputs to these nodes 

come from the argument nodes of the antecedent predicates. The outputs from the 

antecedent UAGs are then propagated to the correct nodes of the consequent, as 

determined by the UAGs for the rule's conclusion. Finally, it is important that each 

variable only bind to a single constant, so consistency checking sub-mechanisms (CCMs) 

are introduced. 

For each UAG, one CCM is created which checks that at most one domain object 

is bound to the variable. If the CCM detects that the variable has bound to multiple 

constants then it fires an inhibitory signal to stop all activation from propagating to the 

consequent predicate assembly. This is shown in the figure as the single dotted line at the 

bottom. Hence, when an inconsistent binding is detected, the system prevents the rule 

from firing, which prevents the inconsistent binding from propagating.
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Park (2000) provides a detailed analysis of the behaviour of each type of node in 

terms of how it works with the phase-specific activation values. Furthermore, more 

complex constraints within the IM are discussed on the bindings, and hence the network's 

structure becomes more complex than is shown in Figure 7. Park also provides a detailed 

algorithm which constructs the full SPN network from a given logical rule. The utility of 

this algorithm is that it allows one to encode any rule of appropriate structure into the 

network necessary to realize that rule. Once constructed, the network can then perform 

forward and backward chaining on these rules which have more power than the basic 

SHRUTI system. 

The existence of a network construction algorithm begs a further question: how is 

this algorithm followed? While the algorithm shows how the network can be constructed, 

it does not describe how it could be realized in a cognitively plausible system. For 

example, how could an independent reasoning system apply this algorithm to form the 

network required to perform basic reasoning? Furthermore, to dynamically apply this 

algorithm requires the ability to dynamically rewire the system's internal network in just 

the precise way as to implement a new rule. Note that the approach presented by W&S 

does not apply well to SPN because here the challenge is wiring the IM to uniquely 

support the rule at hand, not find some standard predicate assembly building block to 

represent a new predicate or simple rule. These concerns about adding new rules are not 

unique to SPN, however, as they are common to SHRUTI and similar systems in general.

One significant drawback to Park's implementation of consistency checking is that 

it can only detect a conflict, but not resolve it; once a conflict is detected, the system just 

prevents the rule from firing. This is true where there are multiple facts that can be used 

as input to a rule. For example, consider the rule 

(happy, X) --> (smiles, X)

and the facts (happy, adam), and (happy, betty). Here X can be bound to either adam or 

betty; however, since both bindings are possible, the consistency checking sub-

mechanism for X will prevent the rule from firing because it cannot simultaneously apply 

to two different bindings. It would be better if the system could select only a subset of 

known facts that would allow the rule to fire. In such a case, there must be a selection 
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process to pick the required facts, and hence also exclude the extraneous facts. Such an 

approach would allow a rule to fire when more than one binding is possible.

3.1.3 Distributed Connectionist Production Systems
Another representation scheme often used in connectionist systems is the 

distributed representation. In this type of representation, each concept is represented by 

the simultaneous activation of more than one node. The great power of this mechanism is 

that a small set of nodes can represent objects from a large domain. However, this then 

makes reasoning more difficult because the knowledge of the system is no longer 

represented in a single node, but in a collection of nodes. The systems described in this 

section use distributed representations of one form or another to perform reasoning. 

3.1.3.a Touretzky and Hinton's Coarse Coding Production System
Touretzky and Hinton (T&H) (1985, 1988) present a distributed neural network to 

perform inferences in a purportedly neurologically possible manner. Their system can 

process inference rules of the following structure (T&H 1985): 

X(a, b) ∧ X(c, d) → X(e, f) ∧ ¬ X(s, t)

which they write, for simplicity, as:

(X a b) (X c d) → +(X e f) -(X s t)

In this rule, the X refers to a variable which serves as a predicate, and the lowercase 

letters refer to constants, or domain objects, with which the system can reason. T&H's 

system uses 25 different domain objects, all single letters. Each rule's antecedent has a 

very rigid format: there must be exactly two triplets, where the first element of both 

triplets is always the variable X and the second and third elements must be constants. The 

consequent of a rule may have a slightly more flexible format; however, it again must be 

composed of just triplets. In the consequent, triplets may be either asserted into the fact 

base, indicated by the '+', or removed from the fact base, indicated by the '-'. So, if the 

system has (s a b) and (s c d) in the fact base, the above rule could fire binding s to X, and 

add (s e f) to the fact base, and remove (s s t) from the fact base (if present).

T&H's inference system is built by interconnecting five separate 'spaces' to form a 

single network. The basic topology of their system is shown in Figure 8. The central 
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space of the network is the working memory, or fact base, which stores fact triplets, such 

as (s a b). Facts are represented using a distributed representation known as coarse 

coding. 

The working memory is made of 2000 cells, approximately 28 of which are 

activated for each known tuple. These active cells are chosen by randomly assigning to 

each cell a set of tuples that it will represent. The possible overlap between expressed 

tuples leads to crosstalk between the representations, but with a limited number of active 

tuples, this crosstalk is minimized. One may check if a given tuple is represented in the 

working memory by analyzing the percentage of active cells which would ideally express 

that tuple. If the percentage is near 100%, then it is quite likely that the given tuple is 

represented in the working memory.

To either side of the working memory are the clause spaces. These each handle 

one of the two triplets of the antecedent. Next, the rules are represented in the rule space 

above the working memory, which directly interacts with the two clause spaces. Finally, 

there is a binding space which also interacts with the two clause spaces.

The system functions by passing activation from the working memory space to the 

two clause spaces. Then, due to the interconnections of the system, the network gradually 

settles to an activation pattern that represents a single rule firing. This settling is achieved 

by all of the spaces interacting to reinforce or inhibit the activation patterns in other 

spaces. When the network has settled, the rule space is able to apply the consequent of the 

selected rule to the working memory.
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There are a number of limitations to this system. First, as described above, the 

format of each rule is very constrained. This alone makes the reasoning abilities of any 

agent using this system quite restricted. However, there is a more fundamental limitation 

to the system: all rules must be hard-wired into the system. Each rule that the system can 

follow is expressed in the system by a number of hard-wired connections. These 

connections are necessary for the system to function because they allow the system to 

settle into an activation pattern that chooses one rule to fire. Also, the degree of 

interconnection between spaces is so great that to add a rule, on must add a significant 

number of links to the system, thereby increasing the complexity of the problem. It is 

difficult to see how the system could plausibly create new links to support it rapidly 

learning a new rule. Moreover, even if the system could create new links, it is unclear 

how the system would create exactly those links that are needed to express a given new 

rule to learn.
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3.1.3.b Dolan and Smolensky's Tensor Product Production System
Dolan and Smolensky (D&S) (1988) revise Touretzky and Hinton's (1985) 

network by using the tensor product (TP) representation instead of coarse coding. A TP, 

as used by D&S, is a multi-dimensional array created by applying the tensor product 

operation, the outer product, to simpler TPs. The rank of a TP is the number of indices 

required to reference individual components: rank zero is scalar, rank one is a vector, and 

higher ranks are formed with the tensor product operation. When two TPs U and V, of 

ranks m and n respectively, are combined through the tensor product operation, denoted 

by the ⊗ symbol, the resultant is a TP of rank m+n. A more detailed definition of the 

tensor product is given in Section 4.1.

 Consider a situation where the value red is to be associated with the property 

colour for some object. We would say that red is the filler of the colour role for that 

object. Or, in a general vector notation, a role vector r1 is bound to a filler vector f1 by 

multiplying the vectors r1 and f1 together using the tensor product operator, written as 

r1 ⊗ f1, to form a second rank TP. An example multiplication is shown below in Figure 9.

The tensor product operation extends to combining together any rank TPs. For 

example, Figure 10 illustrates combining the three vectors r, s, and t to form a third rank 

TP, written as r ⊗ s ⊗ t (D&S 1988). The figure assumes that t has three components 

denoted t1, t2, and t3 .

A power of a TP lies in its ability to be combined and separated (Section 4.4). For 

example, two TPs U and V of identical size may be added together component by 
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component to form a new TP Z of identical size to U and V. In this manner, one can store 

multiple facts, each represented by a TP, into a singe TP of identical size. Once 

combined, it is possible to extract any one of the contributing TPs using the self-

addressing operation. 

Self-addressing allows the retrieval of a single TP from a combined representation 

when provided with a portion of the desired TP. For example, if U = r ⊗ s ⊗ t, then given 

r, one can use self-addressing to retrieve s ⊗ t. Therefore, self-addressing provides a 

powerful mechanism to perform content based retrieval of constituent facts in a combined 

TP representation.

D&S's (1988) system which uses the TP representation is called the Tensor 

Product Production System (TPPS). In TPPS, each of the 25 domain objects in the system 

is given a 7 component vector representation. For example, c might be represented by 

1011000 which is denoted by the boldface c. Each fact is a triplet, such as (a b c), and is 

expressed as a third rank TP, such as (a ⊗ b ⊗ c). Since each fact is a third rank TP, all 

facts can be summed together to form a fact base which is also a third rank TP. This 

change in representation of the fact base from coarse coding to TPs requires a dramatic 

change in the way the system is constructed. 

The architecture of TPPS is shown below in Figure 11 (D&S 1988). The fact base, 

a third rank TP, is shown as a cube at the top. Below this, each rule that the system can 

perform is shown as a separate sub-network, called a subnet. Each of these rule-subnets is 

hard-wired to realize a single specific rule. The system operates by each subnet extracting 

facts from the fact base which satisfy the antecedents for the rule that the subnet encodes. 
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There is a winner take all competition between all the rules that are satisfied to pick one 

that will apply its consequent to the fact base. Self-addressing is used to extract facts from 

the fact base, and the subsequent update of the fact base is done with a sum of the new 

facts to the existing facts.

There are at least two reasons why D&S's TPPS is an improvement over T&H's 

system. First, TPPS is largely a feed-forward system (D&S 1988). In contrast, T&H's 

system requires a system-wide settling phase across a large number of interconnections 

between spaces. This feed-forward behaviour of TPPS is an advantage because it greatly 

simplifies the operation of the system and localizes changes when adding new rules. 

Second, TPPS uses TPs instead of coarse coding, which gives the system's internal 

representation a more formal structure. This more formal structure allows one to design 

and analyze the system using more powerful mathematical techniques, which is useful to 

access and manipulate the system's stored information. This structure would be very 
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Figure 11: High level architecture of TPPS (D&S 1988), by permission. 



useful if TPPS were interconnected with another system because a more defined and 

structured representation is better suited for intermodule communication.

In spite of these advancements, TPPS still suffers many of the same limitations as 

T&H's system. First, it uses the identical and very constrained rule syntax which 

significantly limits the system's power. Also, this limited syntax does not support in what 

Wilson, Marcus and Halford (2001) describe as accessibility, which relates to what 

information within a fact can be extracted. Wilson et. al. (2001) define two levels of 

accessibility: limited and full. With limited accessibility, either the whole fact can be 

queried, or a single element within a fact can be queried. So if the fact “Jane likes pizza” 

is known, then the system is able to answer “Does Jane like pizza?” as well as “Who likes 

pizza?”, “Jane does what to pizza?”, and “Jane likes what?” (Wilson et. al. 2001). Full 

accessibility, also called omni-directional access, entails the ability to extract any proper 

subset of elements from a given fact. Therefore, this includes all of limited accessibility 

plus the ability to answer questions such as “Who likes what?” Since the TPPS system 

can only extract information from the final position in the TP, it does not meet Wilson et. 

al.'s definition of even limited accessibility which requires the ability to extract a single 

element from any position. This lack of flexibility in accessing information is a 

significant drawback to the TPPS system.

Second, its rules are also hard-wired. To add a new rule to TPPS, it not only 

requires new links, as did T&H's system, but also requires new rule structures using 

additional nodes. As with other systems, it is possible to create an algorithm to describe 

the construction of these new links and structures, but there must then be an external 

agent to apply this algorithm and oversee the integration of new rules into the system. 

Therefore, while TPPS represents a step forward over T&H's system, it still has a number 

of challenges to address.

3.2 Soft-Coded Rules
Systems which use soft-coded rules may be directly contrasted to those using 

hard-wired rules. In the case of hard-wiring, the rules are encoded in physical connections 
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within the system. In contrast, the system reviewed in this section stores rules as 

activation patterns within a physical network, thereby making the rule soft-coded.

3.2.1 Barnden's Conposit-3
One connectionist reasoning system is unique for its use of dynamically 

constructed representations of rules. This system by Barnden (1989), called Conposit-3, 

can reason about syllogisms such as: 

1) Some A are B;

2) All B are C; 

3) Therefore, some A are C.

The power of this system is that given such a syllogism, it dynamically creates a symbolic 

representation of it within a connectionist system to test the validity of the syllogism. 

Before analyzing the model, it is useful to first understand the underlying mental theory 

of syllogisms used in the design of this approach.

The paper cites Johnson-Laird's theory of how the human mind works with 

syllogisms (Johnson-Laird, Bara 1984). The theory maintains that humans construct a 

mental model of the syllogism and use it to test the validity of the conclusion. The model 

functions by creating an arbitrary number of tokens for each class in the syllogism. Each 

token represents a single member of that class. Next, the theory enforces identity 

relationships between these tokens. In the above example, some tokens of class A would 

have identity-links to tokens of class B; hence, the model expresses “Some A are B.” 

Likewise, each of the tokens of class B would be linked to tokens of class C, expressing 

“All B are C.” By forming this example situation, the model can be used to check if 

indeed some A are C. 

It is possible, in the case of “Some X are Y; Some Y are Z; Therefore Some X are 

Z”, for the system to make a mistake. In this case, random chance could make at least one 

X to be in class Z; however, this is not necessarily the case as X and Z could be disjoint. 

This possibility is acknowledged in the paper, and addressed by constructing multiple 

models making many different random choices in an attempt to falsify the conclusion. 
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3.2.1.a Structure
Conposit-3 implements the Johnson-Laird mental models using a complex array 

of registers. It is convenient to think of there being three different functions that the 

system needs to achieve: 1) each premise and the conclusion of the syllogism are 

expressed individually as sub-configurations, 2) the premise and conclusion sub-

configurations are linked together to express the whole syllogism, and 3) tokens are 

created for each class represented in the syllogism to test the model. Each of these steps 

will be discussed in turn.

The first step in working with a given syllogism is to express each premise and 

the conclusion. Conposit-3 uses an array of registers called the configuration matrix (CM) 

as its working memory. The registers in the working memory can each hold the value of a 

symbol and be “highlighted” by a few different flags. The key to how the CM works is 

that adjacent non-empty registers form sub-configurations. For example, Figure 12 shows 

the portion of the working memory required to express the premises and conclusion of the 

example syllogism as three sub-configurations. The meaning of each sub-configuration is 

determined by the flags and the contents of each register. In the figures, each grid square 

is a register with its value shown at the top and its highlighting shown at the bottom. An 

overview of the meaning of different flags is show in Table 3. Note that within a sub-

configuration, the position of the registers does not matter; only the contents and 

highlighting of the registers ascribe it meaning.
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Figure 12: Syllogism premises represented in Conposit-3 (Barnden, 1989). Reprinted by 
permission.



Name Symbol Meaning
White ∇ Sub-configuration symbol. It provides a label by 

which a sub-configuration may be referred.
Black ● Sub-configuration function.

Red / Green r, g The first and second argument to the white/black 

function.
Done δδ This cluster is done.

Table 3: Register flags in the CM (Barnden, 1989).

The sub-configurations in Figure 12 represent, from left to right, the first premise, 

the second premise, and the conclusion of the example syllogism. Consider only the left 

most sub-configuration for the first premise: “Some A are B”. The black highlighted 

register OLAP stands for overlap, meaning that the first and second arguments to the sub-

configuration overlap in classes. Since the first argument is the red-highlighted register, 

containing A, and second is the green-highlighted register, containing B, it means that 

classes A and B have some overlap. The white highlighted register, containing S1, is used 

to name this sub-configuration “S1”, which is a unique name to allow other sub-

configurations to reference this premise. Likewise, the sub-configuration in the middle of 

Figure 12 denotes the second premise. All register functions are the same here, except the 

black-highlighted register contains SUBC, indicating that the first argument, B, is a 

subclass of the second argument, C. Finally, the right most sub-configuration has 

identical form to the left most one. Therefore, Figure 12 shows sub-configurations S1 and 

S2 denoting the premises, and S3 denoting the conclusion. (Readers not interested in the 

details of Conposit-3's structure may skip to Section 3.2.1.c on page 50.)

The next set of sub-configurations created in the CM express the order of the 

premises and conclusion. Figure 13 shows three sub-configurations which represent 

these. In each, the black-highlighted register contains the THEN symbolic function. This 

tells Conposit-3 that the first argument (red) must precede the second argument (green). 

For example, the centre sub-configuration expresses that S1, premise one, precedes S2, 

premise two. The left most sub-configuration has the first argument as δ, which means 
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that it has already been done. This lets Conposit-3 know which THEN sub-configuration 

comes first. The exact utility of these sub-configurations will be described later.

The final set of sub-configurations create the example tokens of each class. These 

tokens, shown in Figure 14, are labeled X1 to X6. Each sub-configuration serves to 

associate a class, indicated in the black-highlighted registers, with the token in the white 

highlighted register. In cases where a single token is part of multiple classes, such as X1, 

it appears in multiple sub-configurations, each one denoting its membership in a new 

class. 
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Figure 13: Syllogism order represented in Conposit-3 (Barnden, 1989). Reprinted by 
permission.



For clarity, Figures 12, 13 and 14 show disjoint subregions of the full CM and 

each figure has a specific function, but in reality they would be randomly intermixed. 

Likewise, the position of sub-configurations within the CM and the position of registers 

within a sub-configuration are irrelevant. The uniformity shown in this example is only 

for a clean presentation of the ideas.

3.2.1.b Processing
Once the Conposit-3 model, shown in Figures 12 and 13, is built, it uses three 

rules to actually process the syllogism. The first two rules, those of “Rule_Some” and 

“Rule_All”, use the premise sub-configurations to create the exemplar tokens. In our 

example, Rule_Some detects the premise of the type encoding the overlap relation, “Some 

A are B,” and creates randomly many tokens of each class. For this example, it would 

create a number of tokens for the class A, and link some of those to class B. It would also 
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Figure 14: Example tokens of each class in Conposit-3 (Barnden, 1989). Reprinted by 
permission.



create a few extra class B tokens. Similarly, Rule_All detects the subset sub-configuration 

encoding the “All B are C.” It links all tokens of class B to also be of class C, and creates 

a few extra tokens of class C. Hence, these two rules take the sub-configurations shown 

in Figure 12 and produce the configurations in Figure 14.

The third rule, “Note_Next”, is designed to take the system from one state to 

another in order to check the validity of the syllogism constructed in the CM. It uses the 

THEN sub-configurations shown in Figure 13 to decide which state it is in, and to which 

state it should transition. It starts by looking for a THEN rule with the first argument (red-

highlight) flagged as done (the δ flag), but with the second argument (green-highlighted) 

not flagged as done. Such a sub-configuration indicates that the preconditions to its 

second argument have been met, and therefore the system can transition to processing that 

argument. Once this argument has been complete, it is flagged as done (the δ flag) for all 

occurrences of that argument. This allows the system to step through the premises of the 

syllogism to the conclusion.

The details of exactly how the rules are realized in Conposit-3 are beyond the 

scope of this paper; however, I will describe a few of the basic features that are required. 

First, Conposit-3 has the ability to check the preconditions of any rule in parallel for all 

sub-configurations. This is possible because this functionality is built into each register 

and sub-configuration. However, the system can only perform the action for one rule at a 

time. Hence, when the preconditions for a rule are met, a signal is sent to indicate that the 

rule can fire, and the action for the rule proceeds. Conposit-3 has the ability to perform 

very complex actions associated with rules. These actions can use any of a large number 

of control signals which are routed to all registers. Each register can respond to those 

controls based on its state and the state of registers around it. Each register can have a 

large number of additional flags beyond those described here in order to accomplish the 

desired results of applying the action of a rule. These additional flags serve to indicate 

certain conditions which are required to perform the action of the rule at hand. Another 

required feature is symbol sharing.

Symbol sharing refers to linking together the state of registers which hold a given 

value. For example, if a register containing the symbolic value X1 sets a certain flag, then 
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all registers which express X1 also set this flag. This allows the activation of the flag to 

propagate across all required registers and spread the results of certain local computations 

to all relevant registers. Obviously this requires some significant interconnections 

between registers to be able to globally compare register contents and distribute the 

activation of certain flags. 

3.2.1.c Discussion
There are a few limitations of Conposit-3. First, there is a very rigid construction 

required for the system. Each register, for instance, must not only be able store a value, 

but also a number of flags. Furthermore, these registers must be locally connected to their 

neighbours as well as globally connected, all in a very systematic manner. And finally, it 

requires three non-trivial rules, Rule_Some, Rule_All and Note_Next, all to be hard-wired 

into the system. The actions required to achieve each of these rules are all very complex, 

as described in the paper (Barnden 1989). Therefore, while the system is able to perform 

quite general and powerful reasoning, its design and complexity make it a connectionist 

implementation of a classical system. 

Note that the paper does describe how most of these individual parts can be 

realized in a neural network, thus showing that it is possible to implement Conposit-3 in a 

connectionist substrate. However, the rigid interconnections between the sub-networks 

for each part, and the intricate structure within them, make such an implementation very 

constructed or hand crafted.

Finally, there are a number of advantages to the Conposit-3 system. First, much of 

its processing occurs locally within a sub-configuration. This local processing not only 

means the system achieves parallelism in certain computations, but also means these 

computations can be done without being globally coordinated. What makes Conposit 

unique, however, is its ability to dynamically create a system which processes symbolic 

information within a connectionist framework.

In contrast to all the previous systems described in this paper, Conposit-3 is the 

only one which is able to construct the ability to perform an operation dynamically. Using 

its special wiring, it is able to reconfigure itself to perform a new syllogism by only 

changing its register contents and highlights. In contrast, any of the preceding systems 
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must have a change to its physical wiring. By encoding the premises of the syllogism as 

activations in the network, it is much easier for the system to change over time to 

represent a different syllogism. This is fundamentally important because changing 

activations in a network is caused by factors inside the network, but changing the physical 

structure of a network is caused by factors outside the network. In this manner, Conposit-

3 represents a large step forward in terms of being able to solve new syllogisms without 

requiring an external entity to control the process. 

This dynamic reconfiguration is a necessary step if connectionist systems are to be 

able to display human abilities. For example, Hadley (1990) discusses how humans can 

hear a new rule and then apply that rule almost instantly. The power to dynamically 

reconfigure the Conposit-3 network shows a promising avenue to explore the ability to 

learn new rules. However, this ability is incorporated into Conposit-3 at some cost: 

complexity and domain specificity.

Conposit-3 is significantly more complex than most other connectionist reasoning 

systems. In comparison to SHRUTI, or even Park's SPNs (2000), the Conposit-3 

architecture is very complex. Not only does it require specialized registers with complex 

functionality, but it also requires a large number of intricate and systematic connections 

between the registers. Each register must be able to hold a value, as well as be highlighted 

with a number of other features to indicate special functions. These registers must be 

interconnected locally to form groups, and they must be interconnected globally to share 

symbol values and to support representing a syllogism dynamically. Furthermore, 

embedded into the system are a few very complicated operation rules which allow the 

system to control the complex registers and interconnections. Therefore this amount of 

complexity can be seen as a significant drawback for the system.
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4 Tensor Products
At the heart of an intelligent system is the representation methodology used to 

express its accumulated knowledge. The choice of a representation scheme is critical 

because it governs the architecture of the system for storing, accessing, and processing 

knowledge. The use of a powerful representation scheme not only facilitates storing 

complex structured knowledge, but also allows that knowledge to be accessed and 

manipulated in powerful ways. One powerful representation scheme is the tensor product 

(TP). 

4.1 Definition of a Tensor Product
Consider the vector spaces V and W, of dimensions N V and N W, with basis vectors 

{vi} and { w j}. The tensor product can be defined with respect to its components as 

follows:

Definition: Tensor Product

Given the two vectors v=v1 , ... , vN V
∈V and w=w1 , ... ,wNW

∈W, define the 

components of the tensor product of v ⊗ w as:

v⊗ wij=v i w j ,1≤i≤N V ,1≤ j≤NW

In other words, the components of the tensor product of two vectors is the ordinary 

product of the components of each vector. The use of the TP as a representation method 

in this paper can be thought of as multi-dimensional arrays of numbers. Hence, this 

definition in terms of components applies naturally to our usage. A small example of this 

is v=[10] and w=[01], then v⊗ w=[0 1
0 0].

The tensor product of two vector spaces can be defined with respect to the bases 

of the those spaces (Smolensky 1987). Let U be the vector space formed by the tensor 

product of the vector spaces V and W, denoted U=V ⊗W. U has N V N W dimensions, and 

the basis of U is the tensor product of the basis vectors of V and W: {vi ⊗ w j}. So, if the 
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components of v and w with respect to the bases {v i}  and { w j}  are {v i}  and {w j}  

respectively, then the components of v⊗ w with respect to the basis {v i ⊗ w j}  are 

{v i w j}  (Smolensky 1987).

Definition: Rank

Define the rank of a TP, also called the tensor order, as the number of indices 

required to enumerate the components of the TP when it is treated as a multi-

dimensional array.

For a TP T, this can intuitively be thought of as the number of tensor product operations 

required to create T from its underlying vector space. For example, using ℝ  as the 

underlying vector space, if T can be formed from vi∈ℝ  by T=v1 ⊗ v2⊗ v3 , then T is a 

three-dimensional array of numbers, or a cube, which is a third rank TP. Figure 15 below 

shows a scalar is rank zero, a vector is rank one, a matrix is rank two, and 3-dimensional 

cube of numbers is a rank three. 

Also, let v∈V  be an mth rank TP, and let w∈W  be an nth rank TP, then v ⊗ w  is an 

m+nth rank TP. For example, the tensor product of a third-rank TP and a vector is a 

fourth-rank TP.
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This notation is summarized in the following table.

Vector Space V W U=V ⊗W
Basis Vectors {vi} { w j} {vi ⊗ w j}

Dimensions N V N W N V N W

Rank m n mn
Vectors v w v ⊗ w
Components w.r.t. Basis {v i} {wi} {v i w j}

Table 4: Vector and tensor product notation.

4.2 Second-Rank Tensor Products
The use of TPs in this paper can be understood by analyzing the information they 

store. At the heart of this usage, a TP representation is based on vectors multiplied 

together. Consider trying to store the fact that “Vick is wise” denoted as (wise vick). If 

vick and wise are represented by vectors v and w of dimension m and n respectively, then 

(wise vick) can be expressed by multiplying the vectors v and w together using the tensor 

product operator, denoted ⊗, which is also called the outer product (Dolan and 

Smolensky 1988). This is written as v⊗ w , and results in a TP with mn  dimensions. 

This is exemplified as an m by n matrix in Figure 16.

Multiple TPs can be combined by component-wise addition to form a single TP. 

For example, the above representation of (wise vick) could be added with representations 

for the facts (tall alice), (smart ben) and (happy charlie) to create a single TP of the same 

size which stores all four facts. With the appropriate constraints placed on the vectors 
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Figure 16: TP binding of the vectors for wise (left) and vick (top) to express the fact (wise vick).
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representing each domain object, it is possible to decompose the combined representation 

to extract one value, such as alice, when one wants to know “Who is tall?” This decoding 

procedure will be described in Section 4.4. However, it is useful to first look at how to 

construct a TP.

4.3 Higher-Rank Tensor Products
The tensor product operation extends beyond the case of two vectors, as described 

in the previous section, to an arbitrary number of vectors. For example, with three vectors 

a third-rank TP can be formed out of v, w, and t, written as v⊗ w ⊗ t . The case where 

t=〈t 1 , t 2 , t 3〉  is shown graphically below in Figure 17.

Figure 17 shows how the second-rank TP v ⊗ w can be combined with the vector 

t to create the third-rank TP shown on the right. In the general case, the tensor product of 

A ⊗ B, where A and B are arbitrary rank TPs (including vectors), can be thought of as 

multiplying the first TP, A, by each component of the second TP, B. This process extends 

beyond rank three TPs but becomes harder to visualize.

4.4 Composition and Decomposition of Tensor Products
The power of the TP representation comes from its distributed, yet decomposable 

structure. Consider the second-rank TP u formed from the vectors v and w: u=v ⊗w . 

There is no single part of the TP u which encodes just v or just w; it is only the entire 
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representation that encodes the combination of the two. However, given either v or w, it 

is possible, under certain conditions, to decompose the combined TP u into its constituent 

vectors. It is this decomposability that makes TP representations useful for connectionist 

systems. 

One process for extracting information from a TP is called self-addressing. With 

the TP representation u=v ⊗w , we can retrieve either constituent vector by taking the 

dot product, also called the inner product, of the combined representation with the known 

vector to get the unknown vector. So to retrieve v, we can perform v ⊗ w w, which 

will be proven in detail shortly (following Smolensky 1987). Furthermore, if B  is the 

sum of numerous TPs, B=∑ j v j ⊗ w j , then the same operation will extract v j from the 

combined representation: B w j≈v j . The extracted vector suffers some calculable error; 

however, it does closely recover the original vector v under some conditions.

Part of the challenge of working with TP representations is ensuring that the 

representations are decomposable by self-addressing to yield a usable result. If all of the 

constituent vectors within each rank of the TPs are orthogonal, then they can be exactly 

decoded from a combined representation (Smolensky 1987). However, having orthogonal 

vectors is not realistic in many cases. 

There are a number of limitations associated with orthogonal vectors. First, for a 

large set of domain objects, it adds the challenge of creating unique orthogonal vectors in 

a manner which has a degree of cognitive plausibility. Next, note that for a vector of n 

components, there are at most n mutually orthogonal vectors possible. This means that if 

the number of components in a vector is fixed for the system, there will be a fixed limit to 

the number of domain objects that can be expressed within the system. Given the same 

limited vector size, the number of domain objects that can be represented is greatly 

increased by allowing non-orthogonal vectors. Alternatively, it is possible to expand the 

number of components in the vector to support any arbitrary fixed maximum; however, 

this presents other problems. First, each portion of the system that processes the vectors 

must be able to handle these larger vectors. Second, while it may be reasonable to 

represent a single domain object as a vector with a million dimensions, it consumes 
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significantly more resources to encode facts as TPs based on these vectors. Consider 

representing a fact with  elements (predicate symbol and terms) in a rank- TP. If each 

vector used to form the TP has a million dimensions then the full TP would require 

1,000,000 nodes, which quickly becomes less plausible. Also note that the specialized 

networks required to encode and decode these TPs would similarly be massive. While 

there may be a sufficient number of neurons in a brain to support these constructions for a 

small number of elements, it seems advantageous to have a system which does not require 

such immense resources. Therefore, it is reasonable in a cognitive setting to consider how 

to process TPs when domain objects are represented as non-orthogonal vectors.

If the vectors for domain objects are not orthogonal then there will be some error 

when a combined TP representation is decomposed using self-addressing. Let B  be the 

combined TP of the form B=∑ j v j ⊗ w j . Hence, B  can be self-addressed by wi to 

extract vi , for a specific i. Self-addressing is written as 

B wi=∑j v j⊗ w jwi

Smolensky (1987) proves that

B wi=∑j v j⊗ w jwi=wi wi vi∑
j≠i
w j wi v j

This shows that the result is a scaled value of the desired vector (vi), plus an error term. 

Dividing the result by wi wi=∥wi∥
2  yields

B 
wi

∥wi∥
2=v i∑

j≠i w j 
wi

∥wi∥
2 v j

The final result is the desired vector, vi, plus an error term, also called noise. This noise is 

caused by interference from the other facts stored in the TP. Importantly, this error term is 

proportional to the dot product of the self-addressing vector and the vectors of the other 

facts stored in the TP. So, the closer the vectors are to being orthogonal, the better the 

decomposition because the error term will be reduced.

The self-addressing operation becomes more complicated for TPs of rank greater 

than two. For example, consider a third-rank TP of the form v ⊗ w ⊗ t. Notice that it 

would be useful to be able to extract any subset of constituents given the rest of the 
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constituents. For example, given v, how can w and t be extracted? A generalized method 

is needed to enable self-addressing a TP of arbitrary degree.

4.5 Self-Addressing Extensions
This section presents a derivation of a method to self-address a TP T by the TP 

W. This method requires that W be lined up with consecutive ranks of T to perform the 

self-addressing. While this requirement for the use of consecutive ranks may seem like a 

limitation, the approach can be generalized to any set of ranks by repeatedly self-

addressing individual ranks, or groups of consecutive ranks. Indeed, self-addressing by an 

individual arbitrary rank is shown in Section 4.5.8, which is then used in Section 4.5.9 to 

build the generalized self-addressing operation.

4.5.1 Overview
Consider Figure 18 below, in which an nth rank TP T is constructed from n vectors 

v1 to vn. Assume that we know some subset of vectors used to form T and want to use 

these to extract the rest of the information in T. Let these known vectors be combined to 

form W, an mth rank TP (i.e., m consecutive ranks of T), where n≥m , that is to be used 

to extract, via self-addressing, the other ranks of T. Note that for some value k, W starts 

at rank k of T, thereby skipping the first k-1 ranks. The generalized self-addressing 

method will, in essence, take a generalized dot product of T and W, along ranks k 

through km−1, and return a TP R of rank n-m, in which the ranks of T from k to 

km−1 have been compressed to the scalar . To summarize, three things need to be 

specified to perform the generalized self-addressing: 1) T, the full TP; 2) W, the TP to 

self-address with; and 3) k, the index of the rank inside of T with which W should be 

aligned.

To generalize the self-addressing procedure to an nth rank TP, it is useful to 

consider self-addressing of a second-rank TP by a vector. For the simple case of a second-

rank TP, the dot product does all the work. The dot product can be broken down into two 

steps: 1) component-wise multiplication, and 2) summing all the products along one rank. 

The generalized self-addressing procedure uses the same steps. For the first step, the 
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component-wise multiplication will succeed only when the two TPs are the same size: 

both must be the same rank, and each rank must have the same number of dimensions. 

Since the inputs to the generalized self-addressing procedure are an nth rank TP T, and an 

mth rank TP W, where n≥m , W must be extended to be the same size as T. As shown in 

Figure 19 below, this is done with the help of two padding TPs Pf and Pb: padding on the 

front, and padding on the back.

The TP Pf is constructed to be a rank k-1 TP with each rank the same number of 

dimensions as ranks 1 through k-1 of T. Similarly, Pb is constructed to be a rank 

n−k−1−m  TP with each rank the same number of dimensions as ranks k+m through 

n of T. All of the components of Pf and Pb are one. By taking Pf ⊗ W ⊗ Pb, the resultant 

is a TP with the identical rank and number of dimensions per rank as T. Therefore, it is 

now possible to perform a component-wise multiplication of the two TPs where each 

component in one is multiplied by the corresponding component in the other. Call the 

resultant TP from the component-wise multiplication Q.

The second step is to sum the appropriate ranks of Q. This is necessary because Q 

is an nth rank TP, and as Figure 19 (above) shows, the final answer must be of rank n-m. 

Summing Q along a single rank will reduce its rank by one. Therefore, Q is summed 
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Figure 18: The high level idea of self-addressing the rank n TP T by the rank m 
TP W to extract the other ranks as the rank n-m TP R.

 

Pf ⊗ W ⊗ Pb

rank k−1 rank m rank n−k−1−m
rank n

Figure 19: Extending TP W from rank m to rank n..



along each rank from k through k+m-1, and each of these sums is multiplied together to 

give the scalar . A new rank n-m TP, denoted R, is the final answer of the process.

The generalized self-addressing process is useful because it allows direct access to 

any portion of an encoded high rank TP. For example, if the knowledge base stores a high 

rank TP such as a ⊗ b ⊗ c ⊗ d ⊗ e ⊗ f ⊗ g, then it is likely that we will want to extract 

some of its information based on an arbitrary subset of the ranks. This ability is crucial in 

the system developed in this research. The generalized self-addressing procedure is a new 

contribution to manipulating TPs in artificially intelligent systems1. A detailed and formal 

construction of this process is given in the following sections.

4.5.2 Basic Notation

Define ⊗
j=1

n

v j  to be the tensor product of the n vectors: ⊗
j=1

n

v j=v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗⋯⊗ vn . 

Furthermore, it is useful to be able to use two of these constructions in series to mean the 

following:

⊗
i=1

k

vi ⊗
j=l

n

v j=v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vk ⊗v l ⊗⋯⊗vn

Let T be an nth rank TP. T may be the sum of numerous facts Fh, each of which is 

an nth rank TP. Therefore:

T=∑
h

Fh

Let v j
h  be the vector used as the jth rank in forming Fh. So Fh=⊗

j=1

n

v j
h , which can be 

written for convenience without the bounds on the index j as Fh=⊗
j

v j
h

. Hence:

T=∑
h

⊗
j

v j
h

1 An extensive web search and consultation with a mathematician working in Linear Algebra failed to find 
any similar procedure for self-addressing high-rank TPs in artificially intelligent systems.
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Each vector v j
h  can be expressed as the sum of scaled basis vectors. Let v j ,i  be the ith 

basis vector used in the jth rank of the TP. For the h'th fact and rank j, scale the ith basis 

vector by the scalar v j , i
h . Therefore the vector v j

h  can be expressed as:

v j
h=∑

i
v j ,i

h v j ,i

This means that the TP T can be expressed in terms of the basis vectors as 

follows:

T=∑
h

⊗
j
∑

i j

v j ,i j

h v j ,i j

4.5.3 Overview of Proof
The purpose of this section is to introduce a formal definition of what it means to 

self-address a high rank TP by another TP. This formal definition will then be proven to 

yield a result which matches the motivating arguments made in Section 4.4.

A function T ,W , k   will be defined which self-addresses the TP T by another 

TP W. For this, k is given as the rank of T with which W is to be aligned for the self-

addressing. It will be shown that the following is true:

T ,W , k =∑
h
vk

h w1⋯vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

This formula can be understood, in broad strokes, to show that the ranks of W 

(vectors w1 through wm) are lined up with the appropriate ranks of T (vectors vk
h  through 

vkm−1
h ), and each aligned rank (pair of vectors) is combined using the dot-product. 

Furthermore, the result has a rank less than that of T. Specifically, the ranks k through 

km−1 have been removed from the TP, as shown by those ranks being missing from 

the tensor product operations at the end of the formula. Therefore,   performs the 

generalized dot product, of the two TPs T and W, to extract information from T which 

corresponds to the facts targeted by W. Finally, after this function is developed, it will be 

shown how   can be used in practice to extract information from a TP. Some 

foundational results and functions are required before the details of this construction are 

introduced.
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4.5.4 Bilinearity and Factoring TP Summations

Bilinear Properties:

The tensor product operation is bilinear, which means it satisfies the following 

three properties (Szymiczek 1997):

1. vw⊗u=v⊗uw ⊗u 

2. v ⊗ wu=v ⊗wv ⊗u

3.  v⊗ w=v⊗w= v ⊗w 

Proof

Based on the definition of the tensor product (see Section 4.1), we can show that 

each of these properties holds.

1. vw ⊗uij=vw i u j=v iwiu j=viu jwiu j=v⊗uijw⊗ uij, ∀ i , j

2. v ⊗wuij=viwu j=viw ju j=vi w jv i u j=v ⊗ wijv⊗ uij, ∀ i , j

3. v⊗ wij=vi w j=vi w j=v⊗ wij, ∀ i , j and

v ⊗wij=vi w j=vi w j=v⊗ wij, ∀ i , j. □

The following lemmas are useful for working with tensor products: Lemma 4.1 

for second rank TPs (Smolensky 1987), and Lemma 4.2 for higher rank TPs.

Lemma 4.1

For arbitrary constants i  and  j , and the vectors vi  and w j :

∑i i vi⊗∑j
 j w j=∑i ∑j

i j vi ⊗ w j 

Proof

We can start be expanding each summation.

∑i i vi⊗∑j
 j w j=1 v1⋯m vm⊗1 w1⋯n wn 
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Then, using the first property of bilinear functions, we distribute the first summation over 

the second.

=1 v1 ⊗1 w1⋯n wn ⋯

m vm ⊗1 w1⋯n wn 
Similarly, using the second property of bilinear functions, the second summation is also 

distributed.

=
1 v1 ⊗1 w1⋯1 v1 ⊗n wn

 ⋯
 m vm ⊗1 w1⋯m vm ⊗n wn

Next, using the third property of bilinear functions, the constants can be factored out 

front.

=
11v1⊗ w1⋯1nv1⊗ wn
 ⋯
 m1vm ⊗w1⋯mn vm⊗ wn

Finally, this can be expressed in summation notation.

=∑
i
∑

j
i j vi ⊗ w j  . □

Lemma 4.2

Let Tn be defined as:

Tn=⊗
j=1

n

∑
i j

 j , i j
v j ,i j

=∑
i1

1, i1
v1,i1

⊗∑
i2

2, i2
v2, i2

⊗⋯⊗∑
in

n ,in
vn , in

Then, the following is true:

Tn=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

1, i1
⋯n , in

⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j
.

Proof

This result follows from repeated application of Lemma 4.1.□
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4.5.5 Hadamard or Schur Product °
The Hadamard, or Schur product, is a component-wise multiplication of two 

matrices (Ruiz-Tolosa and Castillo 2005). For two matrices A and B of identical size, 

with components a ij  and bij  respectively, the Hadamard product of these two matrices, 

denoted P=A°B  is 

P=A°B : pij=a ij bij . 

This construction can be used to inspire a similar operation over tensor products. It is 

possible to consider a nth rank TP an n-dimensional array of numbers. With this in mind, 

we can define the Hadamard product over TPs.

Definition: Hadamard Product over Tensor Products

Let T and S be two nth rank TPs with identical dimensions: 

T=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

t i1⋯i n
⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j

S=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

s i1⋯in
⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j

where the components of T are t i1⋯in
 and of S are si1⋯in

. 

Define the Hadamard product of T and S as P=T°S: pi1⋯in
=ti1⋯in

si1⋯in
. Therefore,

P=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

p i1⋯in
⊗

j
v j , i j

=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

t i1⋯in
si1⋯i n

⊗
j
v j ,i j

4.5.6 TP Rank Extension Function  
We want a function to extend a given vector w to be a higher rank TP. 

Specifically, for a given integer k, extend the vector w such that it becomes a kth rank of 

the TP. Note that the number of dimensions in w must equal the number of basis vectors 

for rank k: ∣vk∣ . Let {v1} , ,{ vk−1}  be sets of basis vectors for ranks 1 to k-1, and let 

{vk1}, , {vn}  be the sets of basis vectors for ranks k+1 to n. 
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Let 1∣vi∣  be a vector of all 1's, with as many dimensions as the number of basis 

vectors in the set {v i} . 

Definition: Vector to TP Extension Function

Define   to be:

w , k , {vi}=1∣v1∣
⊗⋯⊗1∣vk−1∣

⊗w ⊗1∣v k1∣
⊗⋯⊗1∣vn∣

=⊗
i=1

k−1

1∣vi∣
⊗ w ⊗

j=k1

n

1∣v j∣

Expanded by the basis functions, the vector to TP extension function becomes

w , k , {vi}=∑
i1

v1, i1
⊗⋯⊗∑

ik−1

vk−1, ik−1
⊗∑

ik

wik
vk ,ik

⊗∑
ik1

vk1, ik1
⊗⋯⊗∑

in

vn ,in

By Lemma 4.2, this can be rewritten as

=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

wik
v1,i1

⊗⋯⊗ vn ,in

=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

wi k
⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j

The result is that w extended to be the kth rank yields the tensor product of basis vectors 

multiplied by the components of w in the kth rank. This process can also be applied to 

TPs. 

Definition: TP Extension Function

Let W=w1 ⊗⋯⊗ wm . 

Define W , k , {vi} , where km≤n  as:

W , k , {vi}=w1 , k , {vi}°w2 , k1, {v i}°⋯°wm , km−1, {vi}
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Each of the extension functions  in this definition can be expanded to give:

W , k , {vi}=∑i1

⋯∑
in

w1, ik
⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j∑i1 ⋯∑in

w2, ik 1
⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j
⋯∑i1

⋯∑
in

wm, ikm−1
⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
This can now be factored with the summations out front, the product of constants in the 

middle, and the tensor product of basis vectors at the end to yield:

=∑
i1

∑
i2

⋯∑
in

w1, ik
w2, ik1

⋯wm,i km−1
⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j

This shows that extending a TP or a set of vectors to a higher rank is the tensor product of 

the basis vectors multiplied by the components of the vectors in the respective ranks.

4.5.7 TP Contraction on a Rank ►k , mT

Definition: TP Contraction Function

Given the TP T=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

a i1 ,⋯,in
⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
, define the function ►k  to sum the 

given TP along the kth rank. Specifically, let ►k T  be:

►k T=∑
i1

⋯∑
i n

ai1 ,⋯,in
⊗
j=1

k−1

v j ,i j
⊗

j=k1

n

v j ,i j

The net effect of this operation is to remove the basis vectors for rank k from the 

tensor product at the end of the formula. This construction can be extended to represent 

contraction over m continuous ranks, starting at rank k as follows:

►k , mT =►k ►k1⋯►km−1T 

=∑
i1

⋯∑
in

ai1 ,⋯ ,in
⊗
j=1

k−1

v j ,i j
⊗

j=km

n

v j ,i j
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4.5.8 Self-Addressing by a Vector in Any Rank T ,w , k 
Given a TP T, a vector w, and rank k, we want a decoding function to extract from 

T, all values from the other ranks, from facts which match w in rank k. Formally,

T=∑
h

v1
h⊗⋯⊗ vn

h

=∑
h
∑

i1

⋯∑
in

v1,i1

h ⋯vn ,in

h ⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j

Definition: Self-Addressing by a Vector

Let   be defined as:

T , w , k =∑
h

v1
h ⊗⋯⊗ vi ,k−1

h ⊗vk
h w⊗ vk1

h ⊗⋯⊗vn
h

This can be factored as:

=∑
h
vk

h wv1
h⊗⋯⊗ vk−1

h ⊗ vk1
h ⊗⋯⊗ vn

h

=∑
h
vk

h w ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=k1

n

v j
h

In other words,   is a function which self-addresses the TP T by vector w at rank k, 

returning a TP of rank n-1. We can construct this function out of the other functions we 

have already introduced:

Theorem 4.3: Constructing Self-Addressing by a Vector

The   function can be constructed as follows:

T , w , k =►k T°w , k , {v i}

Proof

Expanding T and   yields

=►k∑h ∑i1

⋯∑
i n

v1,i1

h ⋯vn , in

h ⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j°∑i1

⋯∑
in

wik
⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
The Hadamard product can now be applied by piecewise multiplying each component:
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=►k∑h ∑i1

⋯∑
in

v1,i1

h ⋯vn ,in

h wi k
⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j
Factoring out the terms for rank k to the front produces yields:

=►k∑h ∑ik

vk ,ik

h wi k∑i1

⋯∑
ik−1

∑
ik1

⋯∑
i n


j=1, j≠k

n
v j , i j

h ⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j
Applying ►k  leaves

=∑
h ∑ik

vk ,ik

h wik∑i1

⋯∑
ik−1

∑
ik1

⋯∑
in


j=1

k−1
v j ,i j

h 
j=k1

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j , i j
⊗

j=k1

n

v j ,i j

Note that the kth rank can be written as the dot product as follows

=∑
h
vk

h w ∑
i1

⋯∑
ik−1

∑
ik1

⋯∑
i n


j=1

k−1
v j ,i j

h 
j=k1

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j ,i j
⊗

j=k1

n

v j ,i j

Lemma 4.2 allows this to be regrouped as:

=∑
h
vk

h w ∑
i1

⋯∑
ik−1


j=1

k−1
v j , i j

h ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j ,i j
∑
ik1

⋯∑
in


j=k1

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=k1

n

v j ,i j

Finally, rewriting in terms of the original vectors yields

=∑
h
vk

h w ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=k1

n

v j
h

Therefore T , w , k   is the dot product of T by w on the kth rank. □

4.5.9 Self-Addressing by a Tensor Product T , W , k 
The self-addressing method described above allows a TP to be self-addressed by a 

vector on a given rank of the TP. This process can be extended to allow the self-

addressing of one TP by another TP.
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Definition: Self-Addressing by a Tensor Product

Let W be a rank m TP used to self address T. Let k be the initial rank in T to which W 

is aligned. Define T ,W , k   as:

=∑
h
vk

h w1⋯vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

This function produces a TP containing the ranks of each fact outside of the ranks 

that were self-addressed. In this result, each fact is proportionally represented by how 

close, as measured by the dot-product, that fact is to the self-addressing TP W over the 

ranks k through km−1 . This function can be constructed as follows.

Theorem 4.4: Constructing Self-Addressing by a Tensor Product

Let T ,W , k   be the function to perform the self-addressing, which can be 

constructed as follows:

T ,W , k =►k , mT°W , k , {vi}

Proof

Replacing T and   with the expanded form of each gives

=►k , m∑h ∑i1

⋯∑
in

v1, i1

h ⋯vn ,in

h ⊗
j=1

n

v j ,i j°∑i1

⋯∑
in

w1, ik
⋯wm, ikm−1

⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
The Hadamard product °  can be applied, piecewise multiplying components of its left 

and right operands, to yield

=►k , m∑h ∑i1

⋯∑
in

v1, i1
h ⋯vn ,i n

h w1,ik
⋯wm, ikm−1

⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
The summations over the ranks k through km−1  can be factored out in front of the 

rest of the ranks. This is shown below, split across two lines. Note that × is standard 

multiplication.
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=►k , m∑h ∑ik

⋯∑
ikm−1

vk , ik

h ⋯vkm−1 ,ikm−1

h w1, ik
⋯wm ,ikm−1

×∑
i1

⋯∑
ik−1

∑
ikm

⋯∑
in


j=1

k−1
v j , i j

h 
j=km

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
The ranks k through km−1  can be factored again to group each rank:

=►k , m∑h ∑ik

vk ,ik

h w1, ik⋯∑ikm−1

vkm−1 , ikm−1

h wm, ikm−1
×∑

i1

⋯∑
ik−1

∑
ikm

⋯∑
in


j=1

k−1
v j , i j

h 
j=km

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=1

n

v j , i j
Applying the contraction operation ►k , m  on the m ranks k through km−1  removes 

those ranks from the tensor product at the end of the formula. This is shown below by the 

final tensor product being broken into two parts, with the contracted ranks removed.

=∑
h ∑ik

vk ,ik

h w1, ik⋯∑ikm−1

vkm−1 , ikm−1

h wm, ikm−1
×∑

i1

⋯∑
i k−1

∑
ikm

⋯∑
in


j=1

k−1
v j , i j

h 
j=km

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j , i j
⊗

j=km

n

v j , i j

Next, the summations for each rank between k and km−1  can be rewritten as a 

standard dot product. Furthermore, applying Lemma 4.2, the summation for the other 

ranks can also be grouped.

=∑
h
vk

h w1⋯vkm−1
h wm

×∑i1

⋯∑
ik−1


j=1

k−1
v j , i j

h ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j ,i j⊗∑ikm

⋯∑
in


j=km

n
v j ,i j

h ⊗
j=km

n

v j ,i j
Finally, the expression for ranks 1 to k−1 , and km  to n can each be rewritten as a 

tensor product of our original vectors.

=∑
h
vk

h w1⋯vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h . □

Therefore, the above derivation shows that the   operation performs the self-

address operation on TPs. 
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4.5.10 Factoring Self-Addressing by a Tensor Product
The previous section shows that the function , for self-addressing one TP by 

another, is defined as the following:

T ,W , k =∑
h
vk

h w1⋯vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h .

This section analyses this result and shows how it can be used. This discussion will 

parallel the analysis of standard self-addressing found in Section 4.4, as described by 

Smolensky (1987).

Suppose that W is constructed to match ranks k through km−1 of some known 

fact Fi stored in T. Therefore w j=vk j−1
i . The definition of  can then be factored with 

the portion relating to fact i out front:

=vk
i w1⋯vkm−1

i wm ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
i ⊗

j=km

n

v j
i

∑
h≠i
vk

h w1⋯ vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

Next we can sub in w j=vk j−1
i :

=w1 w1 ⋯wm wm ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
i ⊗

j=km

n

v j
i

∑
h≠i
vk

h w1⋯ vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

Since w j w j=∥w j∥
2, this can be rewritten as:

=∥w1∥
2⋯∥wm∥

2 ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
i ⊗

j=km

n

v j
i

∑
h≠i
vk

h w1⋯ vkm−1
h wm ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

The result is a scaled value of the desired information from fact i, ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
i ⊗

j=km

n

v j
i , 

plus some interference or noise from all the other facts where h≠i. Therefore, to account 

for the scaling of the results, the self-addressing procedure can be divided by the scalar 

∥w1∥
2⋯∥wm∥

2. This yields:
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T , W , k 
∥w1∥

2⋯∥wm∥
2=⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
i ⊗

j=km

n

v j
i∑

h≠i

vk
h w1 ⋯vkm−1

h wm
∥w1∥

2⋯∥wm∥
2 ⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

This can be factored again to yield the final result of:

Scaled Self-Addressing by a Tensor Product

Self-addressing by a TP, scaled to extract the desired information, plus an error:

T , W , k 
∥w1∥

2⋯∥wm∥
2=⊗

j=1

k−1

v j
i ⊗

j=km

n

v j
i∑

h≠i

vk
h w1
∥w1∥

2 ⋯
vkm−1

h wm
∥wm∥

2 ⊗
j=1

k−1

v j
h ⊗

j=km

n

v j
h

This result can be understood in terms of the desired information and errors. The 

first term in the result is the desired information: it is the information encoded in fact i, Fi, 

from ranks other than those which were matched up with W. So, if Fi were 

(loves, romeo, juliet), and we self-addressed by romeo in the second rank, then the desired 

extracted information is (loves, juliet). 

The rest of the result is simply the error term. For each fact h≠i, we end up with 

some error. This error depends on how close Fh is to Fi, as measured by the dot product. If 

the vectors in at least one rank of these two facts are orthogonal then their dot products 

will be zero, and hence there will be no error contribution for that particular fact. 

However, when all ranks are not orthogonal, Fh contributes a scaled value of portions of 

itself to the error term. The degree to which Fh contributes to the error is the product of all 

the dot products of each matched rank. The portions of Fh which are present in the error 

are the ranks of Fh other than those which were matched up with W. The full error term is 

the sum of all the error terms for each fact. Notice that if all vectors within a rank are 

orthogonal then the error term would be zero and this process would perfectly recover the 

desired information.

4.6 Heuristic Decomposition
As discussed in the previous section, information can be extracted from an 

encoded TP using the process of self-addressing. With this method, given some portion of 
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the information stored in the TP, the rest of the encoded information can be extracted 

with certain calculable accuracy (Section 4.5.10). However, there are times when the 

extracted information is still in an unusable state. For example, the query “who loves 

whom?” might yield a pair such as (romeo, juliet). When working with TPs, this pairing 

is returned in a second-rank TP. Since the TP is a distributed representation, there is no 

trivial way of separating this encoded second-rank result into its constituents. Of course, 

if one constituent were known, then self-addressing could be used to recover the other; 

however, it is not possible to use self-addressing in cases where nothing is known about 

the vectors that were used to encode the TP. Nevertheless there are a few methods which 

seem promising to decode such unknown TPs.

The first method that could be used to decode TPs is matrix factorization. The 

basic idea is to apply standard matrix factorization techniques to factor a rank K TP into 

K vectors. There are a number of approaches to factoring matrices, such as LU-

factorization and Choleski Decomposition amongst others (Burden and Faires 2001). In 

general, these approaches factor a matrix into two or more matrices satisfying certain 

conditions. However, there are a number of limitations to these methods which make 

them undesirable. First, many factorization techniques only apply to certain types of 

matrices. For example, the Choleski Decomposition method only works on matrices 

which are positive definite (Burden and Faires 2001). Second, there are many situations 

where the two output matrices of the factorization will not be vectors. This result is likely 

because the matrix being factored will have been extracted from a fact base and may 

contain multiple facts as well as noise. Therefore, it is unlikely that most matrices will 

factor perfectly into vectors. Finally, it is unclear how matrix factorization could apply to 

a rank K TP. 

A new technique is proposed here to factor a rank K TP T into its K constituent 

vectors vi for i=1, , K. This method is called support by rank decomposition (SRD). 

The goal of SRD is to produce a set of K vectors which represent a good decomposition 

of the given rank K TP. This method is designed to work with a specific vector encoding 

called N-Hot. 
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With N-Hot vectors, a symbol is expressed in a vector by activating N components 

of the vector. For example, if N is 3 and the vectors have 10 components, then each 

domain object is represented by fully activating 3 of the 10 components, or nodes, and the 

remaining components are left inactive. The SRD algorithm is motivated by an 

understanding of what information we are expecting to see expressed in T.

If the input TP T of rank K encodes H facts (which have been added together) as 

well as some noise, then:

Let Fh, for h=1..H, be the known facts in T, each of which is a Kth rank TP. Let vh,i 

be the vector used to build the ith rank of the hth fact Fh:

Fh=vh ,1 ⊗vh , 2 ⊗⋯⊗ vh , K

Let E be the error or noise present in T. So, the input TP T to decode is

T=F1F2⋯FHE

The results of the decomposition process is K output vectors wi, one for each rank 

of T. The goal of SRD is to fill the wi vectors with the best guess for each of the K ranks. 

If only a single fact F1 is present in T then the ideal output is to have wi = v1,i. Such a 

decomposition would split the encoded fact F1 perfectly into its constituent vectors, 

which are the elements (the predicate plus its argument terms) of the fact. However, the 

decomposition must also work for TPs which express multiple facts. 

With multiple facts present in T the desired result is to have

wi=∑
h=1

H

vh ,i

In other words, the output vector for a given rank should be the superposition of all 

vectors used to create the facts encoded in T for the given rank. Alternatively, if a domain 

object ends up expressed in wi, then that domain object should be the ith element in at 

least one of the facts expressed in T. Note that this approach discards the pairing of the 

constituent vectors from each fact. For example, if we know (loves, romeo, juliet) and 

(loves, hamlet, ophelia), then the answer to the query “Who loves whom?” will yield the 

two pairs (romeo, juliet) and (hamlet, ophelia). This extracted result will be the sum of 

two second rank tensor products:

romeo ⊗ juliet hamlet ⊗ophelia
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The desired results of the SRD decomposition process is to have w1=romeohamlet and 

w2= julietohpelia. However, once we have only this final breakdown, we cannot know 

if T originally expressed

 loves ⊗romeo ⊗ juliet loves ⊗hamlet ⊗ophelia  or

 loves ⊗romeo ⊗ophelia loves ⊗hamlet ⊗ juliet .

For this reason, once T is decoded, one cannot take a symbol from some wi and reason 

which of the initial facts in T that symbol is from. This limitation of the decoding process 

can, however, be compensated for by other methods within a larger reasoning system (see 

Section 5.3.3).

To accomplish the decomposition of T into the constituent wi vectors, SRD uses 

two phases. In the first phase, each component of the input TP is checked to see how 

much support that component gets from other active components. This is done to filter 

some of the noise from the input TP. The second phase considers which components in 

the output vectors must be active to explain all components which remain active in T. 

These phases are explained in the following sections.

4.6.1 Gage Input Component Support
The first phase of the support by rank decomposition (SRD) process is to calculate 

the amount of support present for each component of each rank. This idea is best 

understood in terms of a second-rank TP. The support per row of the TP is the sum of 

activation of components in the row. Likewise, the support per column is the sum of 

activation of components in the column. In general, the algorithm is computing support  

per rank. Figure 20 demonstrates the process.

The grid in the centre of Figure 20 shows the TP to be decoded. The vectors on 

the left and top show the support per row and support per column. First, consider the TP 

being decoded. This example was formed by the tensor product of the vector [1 0 1 0 1 0] 

(as the column vector) and the vector [0 1 0 1 1 0] (as the row vector), plus some noise. 

Noise is present in the TP in three places. First, the lower left and lower right corners are 

activated and ideally should not be; call this positive noise. Next, there is a missing 
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activation in the upper left; call this negative noise. Decoding this example TP will show 

how the algorithm works with the good data as well as some noise.

To calculate support for each rank, the algorithm proceeds through the ranks 

summing up support for components across that rank1. For example, the first row of the 

TP is summed to get a support value of 2. This has been done for each row and each 

column (the first and second rank of the TP) and the support is shown as the vectors 

beside and above TP in Figure 20. Notice that for each non-noise TP component, there is 

significant support in both its row and column. However, for the positive noise 

components notice that there is only weak support in at least one of their rows or 

columns. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that components without strong support in 

all of their ranks are potentially noise.

Using the above motivation, the support by rank decomposition algorithm filters 

out some noise in the input TP by deactivating all components which do not have 

sufficient support in all ranks. Since STEPS-FIRST uses a 3-Hot vector representation 

scheme, the threshold is set at about two (more details on this threshold are presented 

shortly), which allows it to cancel out most noise. When this threshold is applied to the 

row and column support-vectors in the example, the values less than two in column 

support are set to zero, as shown below in Figure 21. Once the threshold has been applied 

1 While this algorithm has classical description, it is possible to create a network of connectionist 
components which realizes this operation much in the same way the tensor product operation can be 
realized in a connectionist network (see Section 5.5 and Smolensky 1990).
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to the support-vectors, any support-vector component without activation will deactivate 

all of the TP components which previously gave it support. This is shown in Figure 21 

where the components in the bottom left and right have had their activation removed. 

Note that the support vectors have not been recalculated, as the row support vector would 

now have a different value for the bottom row.

This is a representative example of the type of TP that the system is trying to 

decode. Note that there is very strong support for the valid data components even with 

some degradation of the pattern. Also note that even though the bottom row of the TP had 

reasonable support, since all ranks are used to constrain the active components, these 

noise components were deactivated in the end. Intuitively, this is a reasonable approach 

because if a certain symbol is expressed in a fact present in the TP, then all the 

components of that symbol will be activated by the vectors that encode it. Hence if a 

component does not have enough activation across all ranks, it is reasonable to conclude 

that it was not activated in any facts contained within the TP.

It is interesting to consider a very common form of noise processed by the system. 

This noise is from representational interference and comes from non-orthogonal symbol 

vectors. With the N-Hot vector representation system, multiple components are activated 

in a vector to express a single symbol, and a given component may be activated in a 

number of symbols. Hence, when processing encoded TPs, the STEPS-FIRST system 

often faces certain components having a significant activation in one rank, while not 
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having significant support in another rank. This is very similar to the bottom row of the 

above example where there was support-across-the-columns, but lacking in support-

across-the-rows. Therefore it is an important feature of this decoding method that the 

constraints from all ranks are applied to all components of the TP.

The current phase of the algorithm can be formally defined as:

Gage Input Component Support Algorithm

Let b(i1, ... , ik) be the activation of the component of the TP at location i1 of rank 1, ..., 

ik of rank k. Let Sj(i1, ..., ik) be the support in rank j for component i1,..., ik such that

S ji1, ... ,i k=∑
h

bi1, ... , i j−1 , h , i j1 ,... ik 

Note that the support in rank j for a given component is the same value as for 

other components along the same rank. For example, all components in a given row of a 

second rank TP have the same level of support. Formally, 

S ji1, ... ,i j−1 , , i j1 , ... , ik =S ji1, ... , i j−1 , , i j1 , ... , ik , for all , . This is true because 

the identical set of components are added to measure the support for each of these values.

With the support calculated for each component, any component which does not 

have the necessary support is deactivated. The actual choice for the support threshold is

Threshold = (80% of Maximum Activation) * 2
3 N,

where N is from N-Hot. This value can be understood by considering each term 

individually. Intuitively, the first term specifies the conditions required to consider a 

component active. The Maximum Activation term is the maximum activation level found 

in the input TP TPin. The maximum of this input is used because the input TP may not 

have perfect support for any component. Therefore the algorithm will allow components 

which are not fully activated to contribute support. For example, if the component with 

maximum activation has a value of 0.7, then it is enough to consider it active. 

Furthermore, the algorithm considers any component which has at least 80% of the 
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maximum activation to be active enough to process1. This percentage of tolerance is used 

to give a window of acceptable activation.

The 2
3 N term is used to correct for the number of components expected to be 

active due to the N-Hot representation. STEPS-FIRST uses N-hot encodings so the 

algorithm must account for symbols which activate three components each. Furthermore, 

the system is willing to tolerate a certain amount of error in the number of components 

activated. Hence if at least two thirds of the expected number of components are active, 

then that is sufficient to consider the symbol as having full support. 

4.6.2 Activate Output Vector Component
The second step in applying the support-based decomposition algorithm is to 

construct the output vectors from the filtered TP. In the previous step, components of the 

TP without enough activation were deactivated. In this step, output components with 

enough remaining support are activated. The process of activating the output components 

is similar to the support calculations, except that now we focus on the output components 

rather than the TP's components. This is best motivated with an example, so Figure 22 

below continues from last section.

1 The 80% value was tested against a number of other values using the set of correctness tests described in 
Section 6.3. The values 70%, 80% and 90% all produced identical test results. However, 100% failed 
for all tests with two or more variables because the threshold is too high and prevents even slightly 
degraded patterns from binding to variables. Also, the values 50% and 60% were found to fail on a few 
of tests because they allowed weakly present noise from TP decoding to bind to variables.
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Figure 22: Recalculated support vectors.

The above figure shows the cleaned up TP produced by the previous step with 

recalculated support per row and support per column vectors. First consider the top most 

component in the recalculated support per row vector, labeled  in Figure 22. The 

question to answer is “How many components in the TP support ?” To answer this, 

consider the set of components in the encoded TP which could have been activated if  

had been activated and used during the formation of the encoded TP. Since the example is 

for a second rank TP, the set of components is the top row. So, the activations of all 

components in the top row are summed and recorded in the recalculated support per row 

vector.. 

To understand why this process makes sense, it is helpful to consider the context 

of the problem being solved. Decoding is the task which takes as input a fully formed TP 

and decodes it into output vectors which best represent the encoded information. In 

contrast, encoding is the process of taking vectors and encoding their information as a TP. 

So, the goal is to have decoding be as close to an inverse function of encoding as 

possible. To achieve this goal, it is reasonable to develop the decoding operation based on 

what happens during encoding. 

Alternatively, consider the top most component in the row data output vector, 

labeled  in Figure 23. If this component were used to create the TP, then this top 
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component would have been multiplied by each component in the column data output 

vector (shown on top) to form the top most row. So, if  had been zero then all entries in 

the top row of the TP would also have been zero. Since the top row is not all zeros, it can 

be inferred that  should not be zero.

The initial activation of this component, which relates to , is set to the sum of all 

the activation in the components that it would contribute to if it were used to encode the 

TP. After summing up the components, the output vectors in Figure 23 are formed by 

scaling the recalculated support vectors from Figure 22 and then applying a threshold to 

set the values to either 0 or 1.

0 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 1
0
1 1 1 1
0
1 1 1 1
0

Figure 23: Output vectors calculated by applying a threshold 
to the recalculated support vectors of Figure 22.

The system is tuned to process vectors with full activation being 1. Therefore each 

output vector is individually scaled. First, any values in the output vector which have 

better than perfect support, as is the case when multiple facts are expressed in the TP, are 

clamped to perfect support. In the example, perfect support in the output vector is N, from 

N-Hot. Next the scaling is done by dividing all values in the vector by the max value in 

the vector. This approach ensures that the strongest value of the final vector is of full 

activation, even if there is not perfect support for any value. This allows the system to be 

tolerant of differing levels of noise and data corruption. Indeed, by scaling the values here 

to a consistent level, the rest of the system is isolated as much as possible form varying 

levels of noise in the data storage representations.
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This second phase of the algorithm can be formally expressed as follows:

Activate Output Vector Components Algorithm:

Let b(i1, ... , ik) be the TP's activation at location i1 of rank 1, ..., ik of rank k. Let vsum_h(j) 

be the sum of all activations contributing to the jth component of the output vector for 

rank h:

vsum _ h j =∑ bi1,. .. ,i h−1 , j ,i h1 ,... ik  ,∀ i x

This result is then clamped, or limited to the most maximum activation for N-hot 

vectors:

vclamp_h(j) = Clamp(vsum_h(j), N)

Finally, let vout_h(j) be the jth component of the output vector for rank h:

vout_h(j) = vclamp_h(j) / max(vclamp_h(j))

4.6.3 Discussion of Activation
The previous two sections describe the SRD TP decoding algorithm. However, 

there is another step which is done before either of the previous two steps are attempted. 

This initial step is to filter out values that are only weakly activated in the input TP. The 

discussion of this phase has been left until last because it is more of a technical detail than 

an intuitive portion of the algorithm.

The goal of the initial filtering is to ensure that the input TP to be decoded 

conforms to certain properties. First, all components of the input TP are limited to a 

maximum value of 1. This is done to control over-activated components which may have 

been generated by previous processing steps in STEPS-FIRST. By clamping the input 

values, possible problems arising from such discrepancies are prevented. 

The second step of the initial filtering is to remove all values less than 80% of the 

TP's maximum value. This is done by first finding the maximum activation of any 

component in the TP, and then completely deactivating all components that are less than 

80% of this value. This is done to ensure low level noise does not add up to overwhelm 
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the data in large TPs. For example, if the vector length used by the system were 200 

components long and only three components were activated to express data, then noise of 

0.015 per component (1.5% active) would completely overwhelm the valid data. So, by 

deactivating anything below 80% of the most active component, low level noise 

accumulation is less of a problem. Furthermore, if the maximum value is less than 0.5, 

the entire TP is assumed to express no valid data, and decoding is not attempted. The 

intuition behind this approach is that only relatively strongly expressed facts should be 

decoded, and if no components are strongly active, there cannot be any strongly expressed 

facts in the TP.
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5 STEPS-FIRST Design

5.1 Design Philosophy and Motivation
STEPS-FIRST is a connectionist inference system designed to be flexible, 

powerful and display a degree of cognitive plausibility. Its name stands for Systematic 

TEnsor Product System with Facts and Inference Rules Stored as acTivation. The system 

is designed to store facts in a fact base and apply rules to the fact base. The system's name 

explains many of the architectural features of STEPS-FIRST.

First, the system is systematic both in how values are bound to variables in the 

antecedent of a rule, and how those bindings are applied to the consequent of the rule. As 

will be shown later in Section 5.3, variables can be any element within any literal of the 

antecedent of a rule. Furthermore, all variables used in the antecedent can appear as any 

element of any literal in the consequent of the rule. Therefore, the systematic nature of the 

system strongly contributes to its power and flexibility.

Next, the system's basic representation is the tensor product (TP), described in 

Section 4. The TP is a good choice for a connectionist representation because it supports 

representing structures and it is processable by connectionist networks (Smolensky 1987). 

As will be shown in the following sections, these properties of the TP make it well suited 

for encoding, decoding, processing and storing knowledge.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, STEPS-FIRST stores facts and inference 

rules as activation patterns. This feature means that only the central system is hard-coded 

or innately created; all facts and rules processed by the system are present only as 

activation patterns. This is very important because it means that the system can acquire 

new facts and new rules without any rewiring. This is analogous to how a personal 

computer differs from a calculator. The processor inside a standard calculator is 

programmed with a program which can perform mathematical operations on a variety of 

data, but it is not possible to have it play chess. In contrast, a personal computer can be 

programmed to do a vast array of tasks. To change what the computer does, one changes 

its program. In this respect, STEPS-FIRST operates similar to the personal computer. 

Since STEPS-FIRST stores both the facts and the rules as activation patterns, one need 
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change only the activation patterns to change the inferences that it can perform. Without 

this ability to store rules as activation patterns, a system can apply only its initially hard-

coded rules, or be re-wired to acquire new rules. Since most systems (connectionist or 

otherwise) are assumed to have the ability to affect change on their internal 

representations, this makes it reasonable for a system with its rules stored as activation 

patterns to be able to change its rule representations. In contrast, it is significantly more 

difficult to see how any system could dynamically rewire itself in such a way as to 

support the desired rule changes. Therefore, it is very desirable to have both the facts and 

the rules as mutable representations available to the system.

5.2 Basic Structure
At the highest level of abstraction, STEPS-FIRST is an inference system which is 

given a set of domain objects (symbols), a set of known facts, and just a single rule to 

apply to the facts. This rule, if it applies to the given facts, may dictate certain facts be 

added to or removed from the set of known facts. Therefore, these components break 

down into: the vector dictionary to store the symbols, the fact base to store the facts, the 

single rule, and the main processing portion of the system. These components are shown 

below in Figure 24. Each of these components is highlighted in the subsequent 

subsections.
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5.2.1 Symbols and the Vector Dictionary
Intelligent agents have certain objects and concepts available to them. These 

objects such as apple1, and concepts such as smaller, must be represented by the system 

in some capacity. A number of different representations can be used. For example, 

classical systems might use the token “apple1”, whereas a connectionist network with a 

local representation might have a node that plays the role of representing the object 

apple1. As mentioned in Section 4.6, STEPS-FIRST uses a distributed encoding scheme, 

termed N-Hot, to represent objects and concepts. 

An N-Hot encoding scheme has a number of properties which are useful for 

STEPS-FIRST. First, each symbol is represented as a vector rather than a word or a 

physical node. This means that these vectors can be used to create TPs and hence 

processed by the system. Next, since each component in the representation is binary, the 

system is able to guard against noise to a certain degree, as well as apply stronger 

heuristics during processing. This is particularly useful for decoding a TP, as shown in 

Section 4.6. Finally, since it is known exactly how many components are expected to be 

active in a valid representation, the system can make decisions based on that knowledge. 
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For example, the representation [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] would be detectable as invalid when 

using a 3-Hot encoding because it only contains one active component.

For STEPS-FIRST to access the symbols used within it, there has to be some 

mechanism to make these values available. This is done through the system's vector 

dictionary. The vector dictionary is a container which stores the vectors for known 

symbols and provides the ability to access these stored values. An N-Hot representation is 

created for each symbol by quasi-randomly selecting N vector components to activate. 

However, this process is configured to ensure that no two symbols share more than one 

component in common. This requirement is used to allow greater separation between 

vectors while keeping the representation size low. This could be relaxed if more 

components were used per vector representation, and if more of those components were 

activated per symbol. 

For a given vector size, it is possible to calculate the maximum number of vectors 

which can be created such that no two vectors overlap by more than one active 

component. Figure 25 shows the results for vectors of size up to 31. These results were 

achieved by manually constructing a set of 3-Hot vectors matching the desired 

constraints. This manual construction process revealed an interesting sub-structure to the 

problem, which is visible in the figure below. It was found that at certain vector lengths 

the representation became completely filled, or dense. This means that at each of those 

lengths, the enumerated set of 3-Hot vectors completely exhausts all possible component 

pairings. Hence for any two components, there exists an already enumerated vector which 

has both of those components activated. Therefore, each of these dense lengths serve as a 

saturation point. Between two saturation points the function experiences exponential 

growth, but at each saturation point its growth falls to zero and must start back up again. 

When growing, its rate of growth increases by one each time the vector length is extended 

by one. Furthermore, the dense vector lengths were found to be all powers of two greater 

than or equal to 4 (4, 8, 16, 32, ...). Hence, the graph in Figure 25 is piecewise 

exponential.
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These results (and insights into the problem), which were generated by manually 

constructing the vector representations, inspired an algorithm which, based on the above 

findings, calculates the number of 3-Hot vectors with at most one overlap between any 

two vectors. This algorithm is as follows:
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Figure 25: Number of 3-Hot vectors as a function of number of vector components, allowing at most one 
component overlap between any two vectors.
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   CalculateNum3HotVectors(iNumDenseZones)
iCurrentSize  := 1; // Counts the current vector size
iTotalCount   := 0; // Counts the number vectors so far
iDenseSizeInc := 1; // How big is the next segment

for iDenseZones = 1 to 5
   for i = 0 to 2*iDenseSizeInc-1
      iCurrentSize := iCurrentSize+1;
      iTotalCount  := iTotalCount + i;
      aNumVectorsPerSize[iCurrentSize] := iTotalCount;
   next i
   iDenseSizeInc := iDenseSizeInc * 2;
next iDenseZones
return aNumVectorsPerSize;

This routine returns an array storing the number of allowable 3-Hot vectors for a given 

vector size. The algorithm calculates up to a certain number of dense zones, or saturation 

points, which are exponential sections shown in Figure 25.

5.2.2 Facts and the Fact Base
For a reasoning system to function, it requires representations of facts1 about 

which to reason. These facts are built up from symbols which can be predicates or 

domain objects. For example, a trinary fact may have the form (likes, adam, chocolate), 

which represents the proposition that adam likes chocolate. Since the concepts and 

objects in STEPS-FIRST are represented as vectors, it is possible to combine these 

vectors into TPs. Therefore, the above fact could be expressed as a single third-rank TP 

of the form (vlikes ⊗ vadam ⊗ vchocolate), where vx represents the vector for symbol x. This 

example shows a trinary fact producing a third-rank TP, but it can naturally be extended 

to any arbitrary arity. The STEPS-FIRST system is built by specifying a maximum, yet 

arbitrary arity. The system can then reason about any fact of arity less than or equal to the 

arbitrary maximum.

One challenge with this scheme is representing facts of less than maximum arity. 

For example, how would (smiles, betty) be represented in a trinary system? The answer is 

1 For brevity, the term “fact” may be used when discussing a representation of a fact. 
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to use a filler symbol called the empty-filler. The empty-filler is a symbol created like all 

other symbols in the system except that it is not associated with any semantic meaning. 

Therefore it can be used to expand lesser arity facts to the full arity required by the 

system. This allows the above fact with two elements to be extended into the trinary fact 

(smiles, betty, empty_filler). This expansion is required because the fact base and general 

system components are built to work on fixed rank TPs.

The system's fact base is used to store all known facts in the system. Since each 

fact is a TP of fixed rank and dimensions, all the facts can be added together to form one 

single TP. The challenge then becomes adding, extracting, and removing facts from the 

fact base. 

To add a fact to the fact base, the fact needs to be added to the existing TP storing 

all the known facts. There are a couple ways that this addition can be accomplished. First, 

a simple algebraic addition of all values could be done. This would involve taking each 

component of the fact's representation and adding it to the respective components in the 

fact base. The second way to add a fact is a binary OR of the components. Since we are 

working with N-Hot representations, each fact is represented by binary values in the TP.

After a comparison of the performance of both methods, the latter method was 

selected. The primary reason for using binary representations and binary operations for 

processing the representations is that it simplifies the operations for processing 

information and allows for a more visible and readable data representation. Throughout 

the system, the operations performed on the fact base are also built on binary operations. 

For example, removing a fact from the fact base becomes deactivating in the fact base all 

components that are active in the fact to remove. There is further discussion of adding 

and removing facts, as well as the benefits of using binary operators in Section 5.2.1. 

5.2.3 Rules
The rules1 in STEPS-FIRST may be of a wide range of forms. Rules are specified 

by the following grammar in extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF):

1 STEPS-FIRST is currently able to process only a single rule at a time. However, using an external 
system, such as the testing harness described in Section 6.2, the system can be made to process a series 
of rules. It is in this sense of a series of rules that this section discusses rules.
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<Rule> = <Ant> “-->” <Consq>
<Ant> = <Literal> {“;” <Literal>}
<Consq> = <Sign> <Literal> {“;” <Sign> <Literal>}
<Sign> = “+” | “-”
<Literal> = “(” <Element> {“,” <Element>} “)”
<Element> = <Variable>
<Element> = <Domain Object>

In this grammar, the ';' is used to denote logical conjunction. An example rule is:
(likes, A, B) --> +(appreciates, A, B)

This example expresses the idea that if A likes B then A appreciates B. In the rule, the 

elements are likes and appreciates. The A's and B's in the rule refer to the variables. 

These are the blanks that must be filled in by binding a value to each before the rule can 

be processed. When the system is attempting to apply this rule, it will first bind values to 

each variable, and if successful, it will add and remove facts from the fact base as 

specified by the conclusion. So, in this rule, after A and B are bound to values the system 

will construct the fact that A appreciates B, and then add that fact to the fact base (hence 

the '+' sign).

The following two example rules are of a more complicated form:
(hungry, A); (likes, A, B); (has, A, B); (edible, B);

--> +(ate, A, B); -(has, A, B); -(hungry, A)
and

(R, alpha, X, Y, Z) 
--> +(X); -(alpha, X); +(Z, Y, X, R, alpha, beta)

These examples show a few of the more complex constructions that are allowed by this 

grammar. The first example is a rule for how the system might reason about eating an 

item. Note that the conclusion stipulates that some facts are added to the fact base 

whereas others are removed. The second example rule highlights a number of possible 

structural features: rules may have a different number of literals in the antecedent than in 

the consequent, each literal may have a different number of terms, and symbols and 

variables can appear as the predicate symbol or as any term. 

Rules in STEPS-FIRST are encoded as TPs with an embedded structure that 

allows all necessary information to be stored. Since the rules, as well as the data, are 
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stored as TPs, these two ingredients for reasoning can be manipulated using the same 

basic building blocks. An expanded role-filler construction is used to store the 

information for each rule. 

Often, the role-filler structure for TPs encodes facts by binding a single role vector 

to a single filler vector (Smolensky 1987). This basic approach is expanded here to make 

the role a combination of multiple vectors in a manner similar to the way Smolensky 

(1990) encodes structures. Using this approach, each rule is stored in its own fifth-rank 

TP. This TP is the sum of TPs of the following form:

 (Side ⊗ Literal ⊗ Element ⊗ Type ⊗ Value)

where the Side is either the antecedent (vAnt) or the consequent (vConsq), Literal (vLiteral_#) 

and Element (vElement_#) are the location inside the antecedent or consequent, the Type 

(vConst or vLink) indicates either a domain constant or a variable link, and the Value 

specifies which domain object or variable (vVar_i) is at that location. The Side, Literal, 

Element and Type are all instantiated from a set of vectors that are created for these 

special purposes. This simplifies the representation process because it separates the 

structural vectors from the filler vectors. One final piece of information to store is 

whether a literal in the consequent is to be added or removed from the fact base. This is 

encoded as before, except that the element position is filled with a unique sign filler 

vector (vSign). An example helps to clarify this structure.

Consider how to represent the following rule as a TP:

(lost, a, X); (sees, a, X); --> +(found, X); -(lost, a, X). 

The TP construction for this rule expands into the structure depicted in Figure 26 which is 

also described in Table 5. The figure and table show how the parts of the rule are 

represented in the enhanced role-filler structure. For example, consider the Vlost leaf node 

in the figure, which represents the vector for the domain constant lost. The TP encoding 

for this leaf must represent that this vector is a domain constant in the position of the first 

element of the first literal of the antecedent of the rule. This information can be extracted 

from the path leading from the root node “Rule” to the leaf node Vlost. This path leads 

through the nodes VAnt, VLiteral_1, VElement_1, VConst finally to Vlost. Therefore, the full encoding 
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for the Vlost leaf into the rule TP is the tensor product of all nodes encountered on the path 

from the root through to the leaf node, excluding the root:

VAnt ⊗VLiteral _1 ⊗ VElement _1 ⊗VConst ⊗ Vlost.

For this rule, thirteen leaf nodes create thirteen TPs. When all thirteen of the fifth-rank TP 

are added together, it creates a complete representation for the rule (Table 5). This 

representation can later be manipulated by the system to access needed information. For 
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example, it could find out if the third element of the first literal of the antecedent is a 

variable, and if so which variable.

Literal Expansion Description
Ant. Literal 1 (vAnt ⊗ vLiteral_1 ⊗ vElement_1 ⊗ vConst ⊗ vlost) + (lost,

( vAnt ⊗ vLiteral_1 ⊗ vElement_2 ⊗ vConst ⊗ va) + a,

( vAnt ⊗ vLiteral_1 ⊗ vElement_3 ⊗ vLink ⊗ vVar_1) + X);

Ant. Literal 2 (vAnt ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vElement_1 ⊗ vConst ⊗ vsees) + (sees,

(vAnt ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vElement_2 ⊗ vConst ⊗ va) + a,

(vAnt ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vElement_3 ⊗ vLink ⊗ vVar_1) + X); --> 

Consq. Literal 1 (vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_1 ⊗ vSign ⊗ vSign ⊗ vAdd) + +

(vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_1 ⊗ vElement_1 ⊗ vConst ⊗ vfound) + (found,

(vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_1 ⊗ vElement_2 ⊗ vLink ⊗ vVar_1) + X);

Consq. Literal 2 (vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vSign ⊗ vSign ⊗ vRemove) + -

(vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vElement_1 ⊗ vConst ⊗ vlost) + (lost,

(vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vElement_2 ⊗ vConst ⊗ va) + a,

(vConsq ⊗ vLiteral_2 ⊗ vElement_3 ⊗ vLink ⊗ vVar_1) X);

Table 5: Role-filler expansion of a rule.

With respect to processing multiple rules, the system can process only one rule at 

a time. This means that there must be an external collection of rules and some mechanism 

to serially present these rules to the system for processing. This process is currently done 

by the testing harness (Section 6.2) which stores the rules in a table external to the 

STEPS-FIRST system. The testing harness cycles through the known rules, presenting 

one rule at a time to STEPS-FIRST for processing. A possible extension to STEPS-

FIRST is the ability to manage multiple rules within the system, which is discussed later 

in the Future Work section (Section 7.1).
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5.2.4 Main Inference Network
The inference network is the last component of the STEPS-FIRST block diagram 

(Figure 24 on page 86). The inference network controls the flow of information through 

the system and controls the system's operation. It is a generalized network that is 

configured by the rule to apply that rule. This configuration is done on the fly, so that 

during extended system operation, the single network is reconfigured many times to apply 

different rules each time. A great deal of this configuration is needed to setup the 

necessary variable binding constraints for a given rule.

The basic function of this network is to apply a given rule to the fact base if 

possible. If the rule can be applied then the actions specified in the consequent of the rule 

are applied to the fact base. After a rule is processed by the inference network, then the 

system is ready to be presented with another rule to process. 

To apply a single rule, the basic steps are to configure the network, extract all 

possible bindings for each variable for every literal, pick a single value for each variable 

from the set of possibilities, construct the facts to add or remove from the fact base, and 

finally apply these changes to the fact base. This process of configuration, as well as the 

operation of the inference network is described in the following section on the System 

Operation and Variable Binding.

5.3 System Operation and Variable Binding
The STEPS-FIRST is designed to apply one rule at a time to the fact base. As 

shown below in Figure 27, the process for applying a rule is to 1) first extract possible 

variable filler information from the fact base, then 2) pick a single possible value for each 

variable through a process similar to classical unification, 3) bind one of the variables to 

its selected value and loop back to step 1 if there are more variables to bind, and finally 4) 

use the variable bindings to build the consequent and apply it back to the fact base.
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Figure 27: Inference network phases.

The following sub-sections describe each of these phases in order. The following 

rule will be used as an example to explain and highlight each step:

(identical, a, X); (R, a); (knows, Y, R, a) --> +(R, X); +(knows, Y, R, X)

This rule can be interpreted as “If a and X are identical, and the relation R applies to a, 

and if Y knows that R applies to a, then it is true that R applies to X, and Y knows that R 

applies to X.” The fact base used will contain the following facts: (identical, a, b), 

(small, a), (red, a), (knows, m, small, a), and (knows, n, tall, a). 

5.3.1 Extract Values from the Fact Base
The first phase in applying a rule is to extract possible variable bindings from the 

fact base. As shown below in Figure 28, this phase is broken down into two sequential 

processes: 1) self-addressing, and 2) decoding.
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Figure 28: Extract values from fact base using self-addressing and decoding.

5.3.1.a Mask Creation and Self-Addressing
The task of extracting possible variable bindings is analogous to selecting the set 

of facts from the fact base which fit a certain pattern. For example, literal one is looking 

for facts of the form (identical, a, ___), where the symbols are the portions of the pattern 
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that are known, and the blank is the portion of the pattern to be extracted. This pattern of 

known information and blanks is the mask. Since each literal of the antecedent specifies a 

pattern of information to extract, there is a different mask formed for each literal. What is 

needed is a process to use each mask to extract the possible bindings from the fact base.

STEPS-FIRST's fact base is a single TP, as described in Section 5.2.2, so the 

process used to extract information from the fact base is self-addressing. To self-address 

the fact base, the mask must be constructed according to the procedure described in 

Section 4.5. This procedure forms the mask as the tensor product of the vector 

representations for each element in the literal. Hence the mask for the first literal of the 

example rule is (Videntical  Va  Vblank). This construction of the self-address mask is shown in 

Figure 28. Note that for simplicity, the figure shows symbol names whereas in fact it 

would use the vector representations of those symbols. Also note that instead of blank, 

the figure shows the variable names. The actual mask is formed using the blank; however, 

it is more meaningful to see how the decoded values flow through the system than to see 

the details of the self-addressing process.

When the mask is used by the self-addressing procedure, it produces a resultant 

TP of all the possible values from the fact base which complete the mask. In other words, 

it contains all the possible values that the variables could take to complete the mask used. 

The resultant TP is of rank equal to the number of variables found in the mask. So when 

the mask has a single variable, as in the case of literals one and two in this example, then 

the resultant TP is of rank one: a vector. A more complicated case is when there is more 

than one variable in a mask. These cases, such as the third literal, produce TPs of rank 

two or more and must be decoded into constituent vectors before the results can be used 

by the rest of the system. This process will be discussed below after a discussion of a 

couple remaining points about the extraction process.

Since the resultant TP is of rank equal to the number of variables in the literal, it 

is interesting to consider literals without any variables. These literals have masks that 

have no blanks in them. When such a mask is applied to the fact base through self-

addressing, it produces a rank-zero TP: a scalar. This resultant scalar indicates the degree 

to which the fact encoded in the mask is present in the fact base. If the fact is known to 
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the system, this value will be close to one; if the fact is not known to the system, this 

value will be close to zero. STEPS-FIRST then uses such scalar resultants to ensure that 

the facts in the antecedent of a rule are supported by the fact base.

Note that the value obtained by self addressing for a literal with no variables does 

not represent how sure the system is of some fact, as STEPS-FIRST does not represent 

probabilistic knowledge. Instead, the number represents how clearly represented, or not 

represented, a given fact is in the fact base. If a fact is known and the representation is 

clean then the value will be very close to one. If, however, the representation is quite 

noisy, then the value may not be very close to one. The system actually uses a threshold 

of 0.5, or 50%,  to decide if a given fact is known or not. This means that with a 

sufficiently noisy fact base, the system might incorrectly decide that a certain fact is not 

present when it should be, or that it is present when it should not be. See the results in 

Sections 6.4 and 6.5 for an investigation of these and other errors.

There are a couple of challenges to resolve when self-addressing the fact base. 

STEPS-FIRST is constructed to handle rules with a fixed number of literals, and facts 

with a fixed arity. These numbers are arbitrary and can be changed at design time to 

accommodate any set of rules or facts with a bounded number of literals and arity. 

However, the important point is that once fixed, these numbers apply to the whole 

system. Strictly speaking, this means that the system is only able to handle rules with the 

fixed number of literals, and each literal must be of the fixed arity. However, this is not as 

much of a limitation as it may seem.

The simple solution to get around this constraint is to pad out all rules to the 

correct number of literals, and to pad out each literal to the correct arity using the empty-

filler. This empty-filler is simply a place holder which is used as follows. First, the fact 

base of arity k is told that the fact empty-filler fact ⊗
i=1

k

Vempty - filler is true. Then, rules that 

have fewer than k literals in their antecedent, are padded to k literals by adding the empty-

filler fact as extra literals. When the empty-filler fact is self addressed to the fact base, it 

will yield an answer close to one because it was added to the fact base, and therefore be 
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accepted. The similar approach is used for padding literals of arity less than the fixed 

system arity. 

Any fact or literal processed by the system of arity less than the fixed size is 

expanded to the correct arity by putting the empty-filler in the unused ranks. For example, 

if the fixed arity is k=3, and the fact (smiles, betty) is to be encoded, then it is stored as 

smiles , betty , empty - filler=V smiles ⊗Vbetty ⊗ Vempty - filler. Since both the facts and the 

literals in the rules are expanded in the same consistent manner, there is no problem 

processing the facts.

When attempting to apply a rule to the fact base, STEPS-FIRST checks that each 

literal of the antecedent is satisfied by the fact base. The simplest of these cases is when a 

literal contains no variables, and therefore the self-addressing process returns a scalar 

value, as described above. When this value is less than the necessary threshold, the 

system decides that the fact is not present. So, the rule being considered will be rejected 

as not applying to the current fact base. For literals with one variable or more, the result 

from the self-addressing must first be decoded, as described below, and then if for any 

given variable there is no reasonable binding, it concludes that the rule cannot be applied.

5.3.1.b Decoding
The possible variable bindings extracted by self-addressing the mask, as described 

in the previous section, produces a TP of rank M, where M is the number of variables 

being extracted by the mask. This resultant TP is called the encoded self-address result. 

The encoded self-address result is the superposition of the expected bindings for the 

variables, plus noise generated by representational interference during self-addressing. 

Figure 28 shows the encoded self-address result for each literal. Note that literals one and 

two each have only one variable and therefore produce TPs of rank one, which are 

vectors. Literal three, in contrast, has two variables so it produces a TP of rank two. The 

greatest challenge in dealing with these results is the case with multiple variables. 

When the self-addressing process yields a TP of rank two or greater, the result 

must be split into separate vectors because the system is designed to directly process 

vectors, not higher order TPs. Since there will be noise and other imperfections in the 

resultant TP, it is not likely that it will be possible to perfectly factor it into constituent 
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vectors. Therefore, rather than trying to factor the TP using rigid mathematical 

factorization, the more heuristic and forgiving approach described of Support by Rank 

Decomposition (SRD), described in Section 4.6, is adopted. The previous discussion of 

SRD highlights a limitation of the process, with respect to preserving the fact that romeo 

loves juliet instead of loving ophelia, which be resolved shortly in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.2 Variable Unification
The first phase of rule processing extracts possible variable bindings for each 

literal from the fact base. Since each literal is considered separately in the first phase, 

there has not yet been any processing done to ensure inter-literal constraints are correctly 

applied. For example, in the example rule (shown in Figure 28) the relationship, or 

predicate variable R, appears in multiple literals. Therefore, the second phase of 

processing is variable unification where constraints from multiple literals are considered. 

The variable unification process is depicted below in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Variable unification.

The figure shows there are three sequential steps to variable unification in STEPS-

FIRST. The first step is to collect into bins for each variable the output from the previous 

phase. Next, all values within each bin are compressed into single vector per variable. 

This single vector per variable may express multiple values or contain significant noise, 
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so the final step is to clean it up using a winner-take-all competitive process. The output 

of this cleanup step is a vector expressing a single clean value per literal for the next 

phase. Each of these steps will be described in the following sub sections.

5.3.2.a Collect Decoded Self-Address Results
The previous phase of processing in STEPS-FIRST works on each literal 

individually. Since the variable unification phase processes each variable separately, the 

literal-specific results of the previous phase must be accumulated to allow variable-

specific processing. This process can be visualized as each variable having a bucket, and 

the results from the previous phase are distributed into the correct bucket. For example, 

literal one of the rule contains the variable X. The decoding phase produces a possible 

binding for X, but only from literal one. Therefore, this result is denoted X1 in the figure. 

So, when grouping the data by variable, X1 is sorted into the X bucket. The more 

interesting case is for the relationship variable R. This variable appears in both literals 

two and three, generating the possible bindings R2 and R3. Notice in Figure 29 that both 

of these are sorted into the bucket for R. There are no physical buckets in the real system, 

but it is a useful metaphor to understand what really happens.

In STEPS-FIRST, each virtual bucket is instantiated as a container to hold a 

collection of values. Since the actual implementation was done with a symbolic 

programming language, this container is an array. However, other methods of storing the 

set of values would be equally acceptable. For example, a collection of nodes capable of 

storing the activation patterns of the different variable bindings is possible. 

The actual distribution of the values from the previous phase into the virtual 

buckets is done by the rule. Each rule is encoded with the links, shown as arrows in 

Figure 29, that dictate which values from the previous phase go in which buckets. For a 

system that can handle up to K variables, these links will be coded into the rule 

representation as length K vectors with only one component activated (Section 5.5). For 

example, the vector for R3 in Figure 29 would be [0 1 0], indicating that it is to be 

mapped to the R bucket. This variable binding information could be used by a system 

built out of nodes. If the components of the binding vector activate binding nodes, the 

system could propagate the values from the previous phase to the correct buckets of this 
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phase. It is important to note that there is no hard-wiring needed to support this operation. 

Only the generic template system is needed, and it is configured by each rule to support 

the necessary processing for that rule. See Section 5.5 for more on how the system could 

be implemented with connectionist components.

5.3.2.b Satisfy Inter-Literal Constraints
With all the possible bindings for each variable collected into one bucket per 

variable, the next step is to apply the constraints imposed by each literal. This is done by 

answering the question, “Which bindings are supported in each literal?” Consider again 

the R variable from Figure 29. Its bucket contains two vectors: R2 and R3. The first 

vector represents both small and red, and the second represents both small and tall. Since 

each of these vectors contains the complete set of bindings from the fact base which make 

its literal true, after the unification each literal must still be true. This means that the 

system must select a variable binding (or set of bindings) which makes each literal true. 

Furthermore, it is advantageous to select the maximum set of bindings which are true for 

all literals because this gives all possible correct answers, rather than just a small subset 

of them. The actual process used to select this subset of correct answers relies on the 

vector representation scheme used.

Recall that domain objects are expressed in STEPS-FIRST as N-Hot vectors: a 

single object is expressed as N activated components in a larger vector of zeros. 

Furthermore, vectors which express multiple objects, such as R2 which expresses both 

small and red, are the OR of the components of the constituent domain object 

representations. Consider the problem of selecting the supported subset of answers in 

terms of the vector representations used. 

The task is to select a set of domain objects which are expressed in each and every 

vector within a variable's bucket. It is a requirement that any selected domain object must 

be expressed in each such vector because each vector represents the constraints from a 

different literal, and valid variable bindings must satisfy all binding constraints from all 

literals. This means that any domain object which satisfies the binding requirements for a 

given variable must be expressed in each vector collected in that variable's bucket. 

Furthermore, for a domain object to be expressed in a given vector, all (or most) active 
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components of the domain object's representation must be active in that vector. Therefore, 

to be a possible variable binding, the active components in a domain object's 

representation must be active in each vector in the variable's bucket. This means that the 

problem of picking the set of supported domain objects becomes selecting the set of 

components which are active in all of the collected vectors. This is the component-wise 

AND operation.

To see how this process would work on actual vectors, consider the R variable 

from Figure 29. It shows that R appears in two literals, which yield the vectors R2 and 

R3, which represent small + red, and small + tall respectively. If the vector representation 

used is 3-Hot in 12-dimensional vectors, the domain objects might be represented by the 

vectors in the Table 6. This table shows how the basic representations for the domain 

objects are combined into R2 and R3, and finally how the commonalities between these 

two vectors are found using the AND operation. Also, notice how the vector 

representations for the domain objects do share some overlapping components 

(specifically between small and red), but that this does not interfere with the process of 

extracting the commonalities between the vectors. However, in cases where there are 

more objects represented in the vectors, and hence more overlap between vectors, there 

can be interference between the representations. See Section 6.4 for more information on 

representational interference.

Object or Vector Name Vector Representation
small [ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0]
red [ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1]
tall [ 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0]
R2 = small OR red [ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1]

R3 = small OR tall [ 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0]

R2 AND R3 [ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0]

Table 6: Example of vector representations for variable binding.

With ideal data, where the components in the vectors are either fully active with a 

value 1, or fully inactive with a value 0, the component-wise AND selects components to 
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be active if and only if all input vectors have those components fully active. However, 

noise and other errors interfere with the data representations, which in turn causes the 

component-wise AND to be less than desirable. For example, taking the component-wise 

AND of the following two vectors [0 .99 0] and [0 1 0] would yield [0 0 0] because the 

first vector has no fully activated components. To handle such cases, the vector dot-

product is used instead of the component-wise AND. With the vector dot-product, the nth 

component of all the vectors are multiplied together to yield the nth component in the 

resultant vector. Since the vector components of each of the input vectors will be between 

0 and 1, the output components will also have the same range. The example cited above 

would yield an output of [0 .99 0], which correctly indicates that there is strong support 

for the middle component. This brief example shows that the dot-product is more useful 

than the component-wise AND because the former works with, and preserves the degrees 

to which components have support whereas the latter makes absolute decisions and the 

degree of support is lost. This is true even if thresholds are used with the component-wise 

AND because all information about the relative strength of support is lost. The problem 

with using the dot-product is that it produces results which are somewhat noisy. Hence a 

cleanup step is needed.

5.3.2.c Cleanup Process
The final step in variable unification is cleaning up the results from the previous 

steps into a clean and usable result. The input to this step is one vector per variable where 

the activation of the vector's components may not all be perfectly 0 or 1. Furthermore, it 

is possible that some components in the vector are completely wrong. For example, when 

symbols are represented by multiple active components in a vector, such is the case with 

N-Hot representations, then a given vector may closely resemble a certain symbol but 

have one or more components inverted. Additionally, a vector may express two or more 

valid symbols. In this case, the representation for only one symbol is chosen by the 

system. A method to cleanup such vectors is therefore needed to remove these errors from 

further stages of processing.

A winner-take-all strategy is used to select a single domain object from each 

variable's input vector. The object that is chosen is the one that is maximally present in 
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the input vector. For each known domain object or symbol stored in the system's vector 

dictionary, the system calculates its strength of representation in the input vector. If the 

input vector is vin, and the k known symbols are vi for i=1..k, then the strength of 

representation for the ith symbol is: 

Di=v invi /N

where N is the number of active components per symbol (N-Hot). The idea is that symbol 

vi is completely expressed in vin if all components of vi are active in vin. Since the symbol 

representation vi will have only fully active (value one) and fully inactive (value zero) 

components, the dot product of vin with vi will give the sum of the values in all 

components vin that are active in vi. To normalize this result, it is divided by the number 

of active components in vi, which is N. 

This formula for calculating the strength of representation has the following 

desirable properties: it does not depend on other active components in vin which are not in 

vi. This is true because the components of the input vector vin which do not correspond to 

active components of the symbol vector vi will contribute nothing towards the strength of 

representation of the symbol. This property is useful because it facilitates a common 

metric across all input variable bindings. 

For each variable, the system calculates the strength of representation of each 

symbol. The maximal such strength is the best choice for the variable binding, as that is 

the symbol which is maximally expressed in the input vector. However, it is possible that 

even the best choice is not a good choice.

It is possible that the input vector to clean up does not strongly represent any 

known symbol. To see this, consider the range of possible strengths of representation for 

any given symbol. If the strength of representation is 0.8, then the components of the 

symbol are strongly supported by the vector and so symbol is strongly represented. 

However, at the opposite end of the spectrum, a strength of representation of 0.2 means 

that the symbol is only weakly active. These situations of weakly activated symbols can 

be caused by noise in the fact base or interference between overlapping symbol 

representations. To handle this, the system sets a threshold of 0.5, below which strengths 

of representation are considered too weak to justify binding a symbol to a variable. In 
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cases where the maximal strength of representation for all known symbols with respect to 

a given input vector falls below the threshold, the system prevents the rule from being 

applied.

The strength of representation for each known symbol in the vector dictionary is 

used here for one more purpose. For each variable, the system also calculates how many 

known symbols are strongly represented, which is to say a count is made of the number of 

known symbols whose strength of representation in the input vector is greater than the 

threshold of 0.5. For example, in Figure 29 the vector Y' is passed into the cleanup 

process. Since Y' fully expresses both the objects m and n, STEPS-FIRST will randomly 

select one of them to be the selected binding, as both are equally maximally expressed. 

Furthermore, the system will count that two bindings were strongly represented in the 

vector. This process is applied to each variable so both this count and the selected best 

binding (maximally supported known symbol) are passed onto the next step in the 

inference process. This process is strongly algorithmic but realizable in a connectionist 

implementation (see Section 5.5).

5.3.3 Bind One Variable and Loop
To understand this phase of the system's operation, it is first useful to consider a 

lingering unresolved problem from Section 4.6. Consider that STEPS-FIRST knows that 

romeo loves juliet, and that hamlet loves ophelia, and it is trying to find an answer to the 

question “Who loves whom?”, which is to say it is trying to bind the variables in the 

literal (loves, X, Y). In the phases of the inference network, described in the previous 

sections, the system will have discovered that X can bind to either romeo or hamlet, and 

Y can bind to either juliet or ophelia. Note that by now, the system has lost the 

connection between romeo and juliet; now all it knows from what it extracted is that each 

variable has two different possible bindings. Therefore, unless due care is taken, the 

system might falsely conclude that it is actually hamlet who loves juliet!

Before looking at the solution adopted for STEPS-FIRST, it is useful to consider 

this problem a little more deeply. First, note that no expansion of the representational 

vectors could solve this problem. For example, even using a 100-dimensional vector to 
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encode the object representations, once the possible bindings for each variable have been 

separated from their matching pair, there is no way to recover that information from just 

larger representations. Indeed, the solution must be to either process the binding pairs, 

such as (romeo, juliet), as a single unit or to somehow re-acquire the information later. 

Since these binding pairs are encoded TPs, and there is no simple method to process an 

encoded TP directly, manipulating a binding pair as a single unit is not a feasible solution.

STEPS-FIRST solves this problem by using an iterative binding process. On each 

pass through the binding process only one variable is actually bound. On subsequent 

iterations, that bound variable is treated as though it were a constant specified by the rule 

and serves to constrict possible bindings for other variables. This process acts as a 

heuristic to reduce the possibility that the system will select an incorrect binding pair.

The actual binding and looping phase operates on information passed to it from 

the previous phase. This information takes the form of, for each variable, a single 

possible best binding and the number of strongly supported bindings (see Section 5.3.2.c). 

Based on this information, STEPS-FIRST must select which of the unbound variables to 

bind next. 

The heuristic to select which variable to bind next relies on understanding the 

nature of performing a binding. First, consider a variable with only one possible variable 

binding. Since there is only one possible choice of binding, the system has no choice and 

hence cannot go wrong by selecting this variable as the next variable to bind. This is true 

because either the one binding option is part of a correct solution, or it leads to there 

being no valid solution. In either case, since there is no choice, the system can safely 

select the only option given. Therefore, when possible, the system will first choose to 

bind a variable which has only one variable binding possible.

Next, consider a variable which has multiple binding options. In this case, the 

system has to choose, and any time the system randomly chooses between two options it 

could make a mistake. See Section 5.3.3.b for an example. In cases where all unbound 

variables have two or more possible variable bindings, the system must make some 

choice. In this case, the system will choose to bind, somewhat arbitrarily, a variable 

which has the least number of possible variable bindings. The justification for this choice 
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is that if there is just one set of bindings supported by the fact base, then having a fewer 

number of possible bindings increases the probability of selecting the correct one. 

However, note that one can construct examples to make any arbitrary choice fail at this 

stage; one such example is in Section 5.3.3.b.

Finally, if there is a variable which has no good bindings, then it is clear that the 

rule cannot fire as all variables must be correctly bound. The system can reach this point 

if either the fact base does not support any correct bindings for this rule, or if some 

previous variable binding decision was incorrect. However, STEPS-FIRST does not try to 

fix this problem. Instead this is a known limit to its reasoning power, which is discussed 

in Section 5.3.3.c.

If, on a given iteration, the last free variable has just been bound, then the binding 

process is complete and the system moves on to the fourth phase to complete the rule's 

consequent, as described in Section 5.3.4. If, however, there are more variables left to be 

bound then the system loops back to the first phase of the inference network operation, as 

described in Section 5.3.1. When extracting values from the fact base on the subsequent 

iteration, the previously bound variables' values will help constrain the self-addressing to 

potentially yield a smaller set of possible variable bindings for other variables. The 

examples in the following sections helps to illuminate this process.

The actual process for selecting a variable to bind, shown in Figure 30, is done by 

using a winner-take-all approach to randomly select a variable with the least number of 

possible variable bindings. This selected variable is then bound to the maximally present 

value from the previous phase. If all variables have then been bound, the system proceeds 

to constructing the consequent; otherwise, it returns to re-extract values from the fact 

base, but this time using the newly bound variable as an extra constraint in the process.
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It is interesting to note that the use of this heuristic is a novel contribution to 

connectionist inference systems. Previous work by Holldobler (1993) included a full 

variable unification process which can powerfully bind values to variables. It may be 

possible that such an approach could be adapted to integrate with STEPS-FIRST, thereby 

increasing the power of the system's variable binding ability. However, Holldobler's 

approach to variable unification requires that a specialized network be built for each 

variable unification problem to be solved. This is a significant limitation because it would 

not be a straightforward matter to devise an approach to dynamically construct the 

network required for variable unification. Furthermore, the requirement for such a series 

of ad hoc hand-wired networks reduces the degree of plausibility of the system.

5.3.3.a Example where Binding Heuristic Works
In many everyday reasoning tasks, the binding heuristic from the previous section 

works perfectly. For example, consider the rule and facts shown in Table 7.
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Rule (loves, X, Y) → (likes, X, Y)
Facts (loves, romeo, juliet)

(loves, hamlet, ophelia)

Table 7: Simple example of the binding heuristic's success.

On the first iteration, the system is faced with the following possible variable 

bindings:

X: {romeo, hamlet}

Y: {juliet, ophelia}

Since both variables have two possible bindings, STEPS-FIRST must randomly choose a 

variable to bind first. Assume that X is chosen, and that it in turn is randomly bound to 

romeo, one of the two maximally present bindings. In this case, the system then returns to 

the value extraction phase with the newly bound variable. Once X is bound to romeo on 

the first iteration, the only possible binding for Y becomes juliet. Therefore, on the 

second iteration there is only one choice for Y extracted from the fact base, which is a 

correct choice juliet. Notice that on the first iteration, binding X to hamlet, or binding Y 

to either of its possible fillers, would similarly have lead to a successful variable binding. 

Therefore, for this simple case, the heuristic is shown to succeed; however, it will not 

always do so.

5.3.3.b Example where Binding Heuristic May Fail
The heuristic to intelligently select which variable to bind, described in Section 

5.3.3, cannot always make the correct binding decision because it must make some 

arbitrary choices. This section presents an example for which the heuristic can fail; 

however, note that in many cases, such as the one described in Section 5.3.3.a, the 

heuristic will always find a correct set of bindings.

Consider Table 8 which shows a simple inference rule and a small set of facts. 

Note that the facts are shown in columns only to highlight which facts match which of the 

rule's literals.
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Literal 1 Literal 2 Consequent
Rule: (a, X, Y) (b, Y) → (c, X, Y)
Facts: (a, f, m)

(a, f, n)

(a, f, o)

(a, g, p)

(b, m)

(b, n)

(b, o)

Table 8: Example rule and facts for which the heuristic may fail.

In this example, there are three correct sets of bindings: there is just one 

possibility for X:f mated with three possibilities for Y:{m, n, o}. This rule along with the 

given facts can therefore produce any one of the following facts: (c, f, m), (c, f, n), or 

(c, f, o). Consider how the heuristic functions on each iteration. On the first iteration, it is 

faced with the following possible variable bindings sets:

X: {f, g}

Y: {m, n, o} (p is excluded because its not supported by the second literal)

Since X has the fewest number of possible variable bindings, it is bound first. If X is 

bound to f, then the heuristic will produce a correct answer because on the second 

iteration Y can bind with any of {m, n, o}, each of which is a valid binding. However, if 

X were initially bound to g, then the system cannot possibly find a valid set of bindings 

because once X is bound to g, there are no valid binding options for Y. Therefore, the 

initial random choice of which value to bind to X dictates whether or not the system is 

able to correctly apply the rule. Note, however, that even for the case when the incorrect 

initial choice is made, the system does not actually deduce any incorrect facts; it only fails 

to deduce a supported inference.

The necessary condition for the system's heuristic to fail is that a variable is bound 

to a randomly selected value which will later prevent another variable from having any 

possible bindings. Recall the heuristic chose to bind a variable which has a minimum 

number of possible bindings. This means that to fail, a variable which at some point in 

the inference process has a minimum number of possible bindings must have at least one 
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possible binding which, if bound to the variable, will later prevent an as-yet unbound 

variable from having any valid variable bindings.

5.3.3.c Plausibility of Limited Power
The example in Section 5.3.3.b shows that there are limits to the inference 

abilities of STEPS-FIRST because of this heuristic. Indeed, it would be more 

computationally satisfying to have the system's variable binding ability be comparable to 

classical variable unification; however, its impact on the system's degree of cognitive 

plausibility is of more interest for this research. 

Reconsider the example in Section 5.3.3.b in terms of its difficulty for a human to 

process. While it is undoubtedly true that humans can work through this example to solve 

the correct binding set, such an effort might reasonably be said to involve a conscious 

level algorithm similar to backtracking. For example, if one were to first consider binding 

X to b, one could follow through how this would affect future binding possibilities. Then, 

once it is discovered that it is not possible to find correct bindings for the other variables 

with this assignment, one could reconsider this initial assignment. Such a process, 

however, seems to go beyond the level of intuitive reasoning and into the more 

complicated area of classical variable unification.

One might argue that the example in Section 5.3.3.b may seem unnecessarily 

complex; however, something with this level of complexity is required to construct a 

situation in which the heuristic, along with the constraints enforced by the system, can 

fail to find a correct binding set. The complexity in the example is needed in order to 

ensure certain conditions are right for failure: a variable with the least number of possible 

bindings must have at least one correct and at least one incorrect binding. Therefore, the 

limited power of the heuristic does not reduce the degree of cognitive plausibility of the 

system.

5.3.4 Consequent Construction
The final phase in the application of a rule to the fact base is the consequent 

construction. The goal of this phase is to take the symbols bound to variables from the 
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previous stage and form the necessary literals in the rule's consequent. This process is 

depicted below in Figure 31.

This figure shows how the variable bindings in the third phase are mapped into 

the two literals of this rule's consequent. The names of the variables, where applicable, 

are shown to the left or below the vector. The bindings for each variable are shown within 

the boxes.

STEPS-FIRST has the built in structure to allow the rule's consequent literals to 

be created as TPs. The system can support any number of literals in the consequent up to 

an arbitrary maximum. The value appearing in each element in the consequent can be 

supplied either directly by the rule, or by a variable binding. 

For elements stipulated directly by the rule, STEPS-FIRST uses self-addressing to 

extract the correct value from the TP representation of the rule (Section 5.2.3). For 
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example, Figure 31 shows the first element in the second literal of the consequent is 

directly provided by the rule. Additionally, since each literal can either represent a fact 

that is to be added or removed from the fact base, the rule specifies which of these will 

happen for each literal. In the figure, the first literal of the consequent is being removed 

from the fact base, whereas the second literal is being added. 

On the other hand, values which are not directly supplied by the rule must be 

filled in from the variable bindings. For each element that the rule encoding dictates be 

bound to a variable, there is a link which is activated. These links copy the variable 

bindings into the correct positions within the consequent literals. A description of how 

this could be realized in a connectionist framework is presented in Section 5.5.

One final source for values being inserted into the consequent literals is the 

empty-filler. This value is used to fill all gaps in the representation; it pads out each literal 

to be the full rank of the fact base by appending the empty-filler to literals of lesser rank. 

Likewise, unused literals can be filled completely by the empty-filler. When these empty 

literals are all added back into the fact base, they simply reassert that the empty-filler-fact 

is present.

Once the full consequent literals have been constructed, each must be applied to 

the fact base. For each literal that is adding a fact to the fact base, the system activates 

those components within the fact base which correspond to active components in the 

consequent literal. In other words, these consequent literals are OR'd with the fact base. 

This process activates or asserts the new facts inferred by the rule. If a fact being added to 

the fact base is already represented (partially or fully) then the process of adding the new 

facts gives all the necessary components full activation regardless of the previous 

activation of those components.

For facts that are being removed, certain components in the fact base must be 

made inactive. This is done by removing activation in the fact base for all components 

which are active within the literals being removed. For example, in Figure 31, the first 

literal is to be removed from the fact base. Since the constructed literal is the same rank 

as the fact base, a component-by-component comparison is done, during which the 

system deactivates each component in the fact base which corresponds with an active 
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component in the constructed literal. Within the fact base, if certain components to be 

deactivated are already inactive, this is not a problem.

The main issue to contend with while adding and removing facts from the fact 

base is representational interference. For example, as more and more facts are added to 

the fact base, more and more components will become active. Since the vectors 

representing the known symbols are not orthogonal, certain components in the fact base 

will be used to express multiple facts. So, as more of these components become active, 

there will be more interference between facts. This interference inhibits the system's 

ability to reliably store and access facts. Similarly, as more and more facts are removed 

from the fact base, more and more components are made inactive. This has the effect of 

not only removing the facts which were intended to be removed, but also deactivating 

those components that are shared with other facts. This means that whenever a fact is 

removed from the fact base, it is likely that certain other facts will have some of their 

components made inactive even though those facts should ideally still be known to the 

system. This source of error is investigated in depth in Sections 6.4 and 6.5. Furthermore 

Section 5.4 investigates the benefits of working with numerous separate fact bases called 

bins.

5.3.5 System Operation Summary
The operation of STEPS-FIRST, as described in the previous sections, is shown 

below in Figure 32. The figure depicts how information is initially extracted from the fact 

base, decoded into individual vectors, iteratively bound to variables, and copied into 

literals in the consequent of the rule.
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5.4 Fact Storage and Variable Binding with Multiple Bins

5.4.1 Motivation
The fact base in STEPS-FIRST is central to its processing. As described in 

Section 5.2.2, this component is responsible for storing and accessing all the facts known 

to the system. To a large degree, any errors in the processing of information, or corruption 

of data, is caused by problems with this component. For example, as the number of facts 

stored in the fact base increases, the system's performance begins to degrade (Section 

6.4). How can the fact base be improved to enhance fact storage and recovery?

Extending the fact base from a single TP into numerous TPs is one method to 

improve the fact base1. Intuitively, this is analogous to going from storing all the facts in a 

single bin, to storing the facts using multiple bins. An easy way to view this problem is to 

consider a physical example of data storage. If each known fact were written on its own 

piece of paper and all the pieces placed into a single bin, then the system might suffer a 

few problems. First, because of the many pieces of paper in that one bin, it would be 

difficult to select a single piece of paper at a time. Also, if any one piece of paper were 

damaged, then the fact stored on that piece of paper would also be damaged since there is 

only one copy of each fact. However, if multiple bins were used, then there are a number 

of options to addressing these problems.

With multiple bins to store facts, the entire set of facts can be distributed across 

all the bins to reduce the number of facts stored in any one bin. With fewer facts in each 

bin, it becomes easier to select a single fact from any given bin, which means there will 

be less noise in the extracted representations. Alternatively, if each fact were stored in 

multiple bins, then if a fact is corrupted in one bin, the system can still access that fact 

stored in other bins. To incorporate each of these advantages, a system with G bins could 

choose L of those G bins in which to store a given fact. If L<G then the average number 

of facts per bin will be reduced compared to using a single bin. If L>1 then the system 

will be able to tolerate fact corruption because of redundant data storage. 

1 The idea of using multiple fact bases was initially suggested by Robert Hadley.
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Consider trying to store the three facts F1, F2 and F3 into a fact base by choosing 

two of the three bins (G=3, L=2). One possible distribution of the facts into the bins is 

show below in Figure 33. There are a few challenges to address when incorporating the 

multiple-bin fact base into the system. These challenges include addressing how facts are 

added and removed from the fact base, as well how knowledge is retrieved. 

Figure 33: An example of 3 facts into 3 bins. G=3, L=2.

Since the original fact base is a TP, the multiple-bin fact base is implemented by 

multiple TPs. Each of these tensor-products is of identical size and has identical 

functionality. With regard to the number and selection of bins, STEPS-FIRST can be 

configured to use any values for G and L where 1≤L≤G . The values for G and L are 

specified when the system is created, and cannot be changed while the system is running. 

When storing a fact, the system randomly chooses L bins into which the new fact is 

placed. As we shall see in Section 6.3, using multiple bins decreases the amount of 

interference amongst stored facts, and therefore allows the system to store more facts than 

it could in a single fact base.

5.4.2 Adding and Removing Facts
To add a new fact Fnew to the STEPS-FIRST fact base using multiple bins, the 

system randomly selects L of the G bins in which to store the new fact. Since each of the 

bins is a tensor-product, Fnew is added to each of the L selected bins using the method 

described in Section 5.3.4. This method specifies that each component of Fnew is OR'd 

with the existing components in the bin.

Since STEPS-FIRST also supports removing facts from the fact base, the multiple 

bin implementation of the fact base must also support this ability. First note that the 
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system does not record which bins it stored each fact in. Hence to remove the fact Fremove 

from a multi-bin fact base, the system checks each bin, using self-addressing (Section 

4.5), to see if the fact is stored in that bin. If the fact is stored in that bin then it is 

removed, otherwise no changes are made to that bin. More information on how facts are 

removed from tensor-products is presented in Section 5.3.4.

This removal algorithm has the desirable property of not affecting bins which do 

not store Fremove. If the system did not check the bins to see which expresses a fact, then 

consider what would happen when Fremove is removed from a bin TPbin_i which does not 

express the fact. To remove Fremove from TPbin_i, any component which is active in Fremove 

is deactivated in TPbin_i. Since the vector representations for symbols known to the system 

are not orthogonal, there will be overlap in the components activated for different 

symbols. This overlap is transferred into encoded TP representations of facts as well. So, 

if Fremove were to be removed from TPbin_i then it is possible that some components in 

TPbin_i that are used in expressing other facts would unnecessarily be corrupted by 

removing Fremove. Since the system checks each bin before removing a fact, no bins which 

do not express the fact are altered.

Note that this problem still applies to bins which express the fact Fremove. For these 

bins, it is still possible that they express facts which activate components which overlap 

the components activated by Fremove. However, since the system has no way of knowing 

which components of Fremove overlap components used by other facts stored in that bin, it 

cannot know which components of Fremove should be left active after it has been removed. 

While there is no complete solution to this problem, having multiple bins does mitigate 

the problem. See the results in Section 6.4.2 for more analysis of this problem.

5.4.3 Extracting Facts
Using multiple bins adds some new challenges to extracting facts from the fact 

base. First, information must be extracted from each bin. Next these extracted results 

must be combined into a single value for the rest of the system to process. Also, 

additional mechanisms are possible to reduce the errors in the extracted data, as compared 

with using a single bin. The following two sections address these concerns. Section 
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5.4.3.a describes a basic approach, which is extended for better noise cancellation in 

Section 5.4.3.b.

5.4.3.a Basic Multi-Bin Extraction
The most basic method to extract a fact from multiple bins is to sum up the 

extracted facts from each bin1. This is a straightforward extension of the single bin 

extraction method described in Section 5.3.1. During extraction, the fact base is given 

some partial fact as a TP Fpartial and the fact base must return a TP containing the 

information which completes the partial fact. This is accomplished via self-addressing. 

Since each of the bins are the same size TP, the result from self-addressing each bin will 

also be the same size. Hence component-wise addition can be used to collect all the 

separate results into a single result. Note that component-wise addition is used here 

instead of the logical OR operation because during processing, it is useful to preserve as 

much information as possible about the relative strength of each component. So, if a 

logical OR operation were used, the only preserved information would be if a component 

is active or not; in contrast, addition provides more detailed information on the strength 

of support to each component. However, this can lead to certain problems.

One such problem caused by adding all the extracted TPs together is accumulated 

error. If there are 50 bins in the system, and a component gets 2% activation from each 

bin, then that component will be fully active after the results are summed. Note that this 

component should not be activated in the result because no bin contains an activation for 

it of more than 2%. Since a fact is expected to be either present or not present in a bin, a 

2% activation does not indicate the fact is present. Therefore, if the component is not 

active in any one bin, then it should not be activate in the result.

To address this problem of accumulated noise across multiple bins, the algorithm 

uses an activation threshold. This function is applied after each bin is self-addressed, and 

1 Note that it would be possible to design a method which first processes the information extracted from 
each bin separately, and only later combining the results. Such a technique would likely improve the 
system's performance in some cases because it would preserve the separation of information extracted 
from different bins; however, it would not solve any of the fact decomposition challenges (Section 4.6) 
because it is still possible to have any arbitrary subset of facts present in a single bin. The simpler 
method of first combining the results from self-addressing multiple bins was chosen here because it 
more directly relates to the system design described in Section 5.3. However, Section 5.4.3.b presents an 
enhanced multi-bin extraction method which does a limited amount of processing on a per-bin basis.
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before all the results are summed together. For each bin, any component in the result with 

activation less than 80% of the maximum activation extracted has all of its activation 

removed. This has the effect of only accepting activation in the final result from 

components that were significantly activated in the results from at least one bin. 

Therefore, low level activation noise in the results from each bin is filtered out.

A final issue addressed by the basic extraction method is being willing to accept a 

fact as present even if the fact is not expressed in L bins. For example if L is ten, then 

each known fact is placed into ten bins. Hence only facts present in at least ten bins 

would otherwise be considered fully expressed. However, it is useful for the system to 

tolerate some error in the number of bins which express individual facts. To implement 

this tolerance, the system will accept a fact as present if it is present in more than  2
3 L of 

its bins. Hence if L is ten, then the system will accept any fact as being present if it is 

expressed in seven or more bins. 

5.4.3.b Bin Mask Enhanced Extraction
The enhanced multi-bin extraction method borrows heavily from the basic 

extraction method mentioned in the previous section. Like before, this method self-

addresses the partial fact, Fpartial, against each bin one at a time. The result from each bin 

then has its low level noise removed to prevent it from accumulating across all the bins. 

Next the results from each bin are summed together to produce a single TP TPsum. The 

enhancement in this method is the next step: applying a mask to TPsum.

The goal of the mask extension to the multi-bin extraction algorithm is to perform 

maximal noise filtering at all levels of the extraction process. The idea behind this filter is 

that for a fact to be present in the combined sum TPsum, the fact must be present in at least 

some of the bins. In turn, this entails that the symbols activated in TPsum must also be 

strongly activated in certain individual bins. The utility of this is that if a symbol is not 

active in enough bins, then it should not be active in the combined result. So, for each 

bin, the system analyzes which known symbol vectors are expressed in each rank of that 

bin (see Section 4.6). Next, the support for each symbol in each element position is 
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summed across all the bins. Any symbol not having sufficient support is considered 

unactivated. Any symbol with sufficient support for a given element position is added 

(OR'd) to the mask for that element position. When the masks for each element position 

are combined into a TP, this result is used as a mask to deactivate components in TPsum 

which do not have support from expressed symbols at the bin level.

The actual algorithm proceeds through each bin individually. For each bin, the 

process is similar to the one described in Section 5.3.1. First it takes the TP extracted 

from the bin using self-addressing in the basic method and decodes it into constituent 

vectors using the heuristic decomposition (Section 4.6). Then, for each element position 

in the decoded TP, the system checks the degree to which it expressed each known 

domain object. This is done by taking the dot-product of the decoded vector with the 

domain objects' vectors. The result of the dot-product is divided by the number of 

components expected to be active in the representation (N, from N-Hot), to yield a metric 

of how expressed this symbol is by this decoded vector. If the dot-product is 0.5 or more, 

the symbol is assumed to be present. This method is strongly algorithmic but since it 

operates on vectors, it is possible to implement it in a connectionist substrate. Therefore, 

this approach should be viewed as a high level procedure rather than a low level 

implementation.

For example, consider a single bin in the multi-bin fact base. After self-addressing 

this bin by the partial fact Fpartial, we are left with a TP TPextracted which contains all 

possible bindings from that bin to complete the partial fact Fpartial. Assuming Fpartial has 

two variables in it, TPextracted would be a second rank TP. Next TPextracted is decoded into 

two vectors, one for each element position in TPextracted. Consider only the first vector, call 

it V1 which is associated with the first element position. The components activated in this 

vector express certain symbols, plus some noise. This noise value may be low, such as a 

value of 0.1 which is a component that should be 0. Or this noise may be a fully activated 

component which is unused in any of the symbols activated by the vector. In any case, it 

is useful to filter out such noise. 

To do this filtering, each known symbol is considered against the decoded vector 

V1 using the dot-product operation, which could be implemented in parallel. All symbols 
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which result in a dot-product value of 0.5 or greater are assumed to be expressed in V1. 

When enough bins express the same symbol for a given element position, that symbol is 

accepted as expressed in that element position. When all symbols for a given element 

position which are accepted as expressed are OR'd together, it forms a mask for that 

element position. When all the masks for the different element positions are combined 

into a single TP, it forms the full mask TPmask. Any component in the mask which is zero 

means that component did not receive enough support to be considered viable, and 

therefore the corresponding component in the earlier extracted result TPsum should also be 

zero. In this way, the mask serves to filter out certain values in TPsum which are not 

considered viable, and are therefore just noise.

More formally, the mask extension to the multi-bin extraction algorithm can be 

written as:

Enhanced Multi-Bin Fact Extraction Algorithm

Let vcosnt(c) be the vector representing symbol c.

Let  TPsum be the TP extracted using the standard multi-bin method (Section 5.4.3.a).

Let TPbin(b) be the TP implementing bin b.

Let b , c , l  be 1 if TPbin(b) expresses symbol c in element position l, 0 otherwise.

Let c , l =∑
b
b , c , l , which is the sum of  over all bins.

Let vlit(l) be the OR of all vectors vconst(c) where c , l ≥ 2
3 K

v lit l =OR
c

vconst c ∣ c , l ≥2
3

K

Let TPmask be the tensor product of all vlit(l), for each element position l.

For all components in TPmask which are zero, set the corresponding component in 

TPsum to zero.

5.5 Connectionist Building Blocks
One of the allures of connectionism is its suitability to constructing system models 

out of very low level components such as nodes and links. Once such a model is 
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developed, one can visually understand its processing. While STEPS-FIRST's 

construction has been presented visually in Figure 32 on page 118, it has not yet been 

described in terms of low level connectionist components or building blocks. This section 

provides some ideas about how the system could be implement at a low level. However, 

it does not attempt to fully describe the entire system at such a level. For a system as 

complex as STEPS-FIRST, a complete specification of its low level construction would 

be lengthy and largely unenlightening. Therefore, this section only highlights some 

possible ideas about how different portions of the system might be assembled from lower 

level components.

First, it is interesting to consider how a connectionist system can work with TPs. 

Smolensky (1990) presents a low-level network which encodes and decodes second rank 

TPs. This network, shown below in Figure 34, is constructed as a specialized lattice of 

multiplicative nodes, one for each component of the TP, plus the units for the input-

output vectors of each rank. In order to use this type of construction in STEPS-FIRST, the 

networks must be extended beyond working with second rank TPs to working with 

arbitrary ranks. For example, the rule representation requires 5th rank TPs (Section 5.2.3). 

This extension is possible with this network but the network becomes exponentially 

larger with respect to the TP rank. This may not be a severe limitation in terms of 

available resources in the brain; however, it does present a challenge for how such a 

massive network is created perfectly.

A related ability required by STEPS-FIRST is the heuristic support by rank TP 

decomposition algorithm (Section 4.6). Like TP encoding and decoding, it is possible to 

construct a specialized network which could perform this largely classical algorithm in a 

connectionist implementation. For example, consider calculating the support vectors for 

each rank. For each node of each rank, the network would need to sum up the activation 

for all the appropriate TP nodes. This could be done with a simple summing node and the 

appropriate links of unary weight. Next, each of these support nodes would need to apply 

a threshold function and, if deactivated, inhibit the activation of connected TP nodes. 

Finally, the activation for each rank is summed up again to produce the output for each 
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component of each rank. Such a network could be built in a lattice and would not need to 

be rewired during the operation of the system. 

STEPS-FIRST also requires the ability to configure its inference network to 

transfer activation patterns (vectors) between steps. For example, if the variable X 

appears in multiple literals in the antecedent of a rule, the extracted vectors for each 

occurrence of the variable must be combined into a single vector (Section 5.3.2). To 

accomplish this, the network needs a mechanism to route the activation vectors to the 

appropriate places. This could be done using a set of buses, as portrayed in Figure 35. The 

figure shows how the activation vector stored at a source might need to be moved to one 

of the possible target vectors. The figure shows how each component of the source vector 

is connected to the respective component of each of target vectors. Each such link has a 

gating node on it which, when activated, activates its associated link and propagates the 

information from the source to the target node. Furthermore, all gating nodes on a single 

bus are controlled from the same driving node to ensure that all components on the bus 
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are moved together. This construction could be used, for example, to transfer the source 

vector to Target Vector C by giving the set of Gating Driver Nodes the activation [100].

Next, STEPS-FIRST also uses the winner-take-all strategy in places. The winner-

take-all strategy has deep roots in connectionist competitive learning where it is 

implemented by inhibitory or competitive clusters of nodes (Rumelhart and Zipser 1985). 

The nodes in a competitive cluster all take an initial activation level based on the usual 

inputs to the nodes. However, the nodes in each cluster are fully interconnected with 

inhibitory links such that after the activations are allowed to settle, only one node will 

remain active. This active node is said to be the winner. In STEPS-FIRST, the use of 

these competitive cluster differs from competitive learning because the system does not 

perform any learning (via weight adjustments) based on the winner; it only uses the 

cluster to select a winner.

There are a couple of places in the system which use the winner-take-all method. 

First, during the vector cleanup phase (Section 5.3.2.c), STEPS-FIRST matches the 

vector representations of domain objects to a noisy input vector. Here each node in the 

competitive cluster represents a domain object, and each node's activation is initialized to 

the degree to which the domain object is present in the given noisy vector. Later, the 

winner-take-all approach is used to selecting a single variable to bind on each variable 

binding iteration (Section 5.3.3). This final use could be construed as a meta-level 

cognitive process because it selects that single variable to bind which has the fewest 
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Figure 35: Bus binding nodes allow activation vectors to be moved throughout the system.



number of possible bindings. Therefore, the use of the winner-take-all approach can be 

more of a high-level tool to understand the operations than an actual low-level 

implementation. 

This discussion has shown that significant parts of STEPS-FIRST can be 

constructed using accepted connectionist techniques. Note that since it is possible to 

simulate a Turing machine with a finite tape in a connectionist network (Pollack 1987), it 

is certainly possible to implement all of STEPS-FIRST in such a manner. However, any 

portion of the system structured around implementing a Turing machine algorithm is not 

very satisfying within the connectionist paradigm. 
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6 Results

6.1 Implementation
STEPS-FIRST is implemented using MATLAB to test, refine and demonstrate its 

abilities. MATLAB is well suited to implement the system for three reasons. First, 

MATLAB has integrated support for creating and manipulating multi-dimensional arrays 

which are used to represent the TPs. This integrated support is showcased by being able 

to concisely create, add, subtract, multiply, divide and threshold entire arrays in a single 

operation. Furthermore, its built-in support to rotate an array's dimensions and apply 

arbitrary operations to subsets of an array are invaluable when manipulating structures of 

this scale. 

Next, MATLAB's high level commands to perform system level functions are 

very useful. These system level functions include file manipulation, logging support, 

debugging tools and functions to control MATLAB's random-number generator. These 

functions were used during development to track and investigate the system's correctness 

and power.

Finally, the powerful graphing support built into MATLAB deserves specific 

mention. With a single command, the program can show a one or two dimensional array 

(a vector or a matrix) as a plot. Since virtually every aspect of STEPS-FIRST involves 

manipulating arrays, it is exceptionally useful to see a graph of exactly what data the 

system is working on, and what it did with that data. Very often these graphs provide not 

only insight into errors in the program, but also ideas for how the system could be 

improved. 

One drawback to MATLAB is its computation speed. For example, to perform a 

single test on the system takes about one minute on a Pentium 4, 3GHz machine. If the 

system were implemented in a compiled language such as C++, it is likely that 

computation speed would improve. However, the computational efficiency of the 

simulation of the system is a minor concern compared to the speed with which the 

simulation can be programmed and maintained. If the system were to be used in a real 

time environment, it would certainly need an optimized implementation, likely using 
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parallel hardware. Such parallel hardware could be designed with connectionist 

principles, as described in Section 5.5.

6.2 Testing Harness
The primary purpose of implementing the system is to test its correctness and 

demonstrate its abilities. To accomplish these goals, a sophisticated testing harness was 

developed. This harness has a number of features that make it an invaluable part of the 

implementation.

6.2.1 Abstraction
The first feature of the harness that deserves mention is its level of abstraction. 

The low level system actually processes symbols as vectors and facts as multi-

dimensional arrays. These low level representations are very powerful, but are not human 

readable. For example, it is much easier for a human to interpret apple than [1 0 0 1 0 1]. 

With this in mind, the testing harness allows the user to specify tests in the following 

human readable format: 

(sees, a, X) ==> +(loves, a, X)

as opposed to its internal TP format that would appear to the reader as an unintelligible 

multi-dimensional array of 1's and 0's (see Section 5.2.3). The above rule represents that 

for all X, if a sees X then a loves X. By abstractly specifying the required tests, aspects of 

the lower level TP representation can be changed without having to change the 

specification of the test.

6.2.2 Auto-Checking
A central feature of the test harness is that it can verify STEPS-FIRST's answer 

for each test. When specifying the setup for each test, the user also provides two types of 

information describing the system expected actions. First, the user tells the test harness 

which domain objects should be bound to each variable in each rule. If more than one 

variable binding is possible, the system can be told this as well. So, when each rule is 

applied by the system, the test harness analyzes the variable bindings and flags any errors. 
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This is a very meaningful test because it not only catches all variable binding errors, but 

also sheds light into the system's operation when the system makes an error. 

The second type of information provided by the user is which fact-changes are 

expected during the test. A fact-change is any fact which is added or removed from the 

system's fact base. The test harness creates a list of expected facts for each test. This list 

of expected facts includes all initially given facts, plus all facts expected to be added or 

removed during the test. At the end of the test, the test harness checks each of the facts in 

this list against the fact base and flags all errors. 

Note that this is not supervised learning, as the STEPS-FIRST system never uses 

the target (correct) answer in its processing; only the test harness knows the correct 

answer, and it is used to check the system's answer only after the system's processing is 

complete. In this sense, the testing harness provides an automatic system to grade the 

system's performance. This automatic checking of the results allows the system to be run 

on a huge number of tests without the user having to check each result. This makes the 

process significantly less error prone and far faster than if the checking was done by a 

human.

6.2.3 Test Suits: Test Choice and Parameters
Since the tests are specified abstractly, and each test's result can be automatically 

checked by the testing harness, it makes sense to test the system under a large number of 

configurations. The harness supports this configurability in two ways: test choice and test 

parameter choice. First, for test choice, the testing harness allows the user to select which 

of the provided tests will be run. For example, some tests check basic reasoning, and 

others test reasoning with noisy data. Therefore, depending on what the user wants to 

investigate, the testing harness can be configured to run different subsets of these tests. 

Second, for test parameter choice, the user provides the test harness with a list of 

desired test settings. These settings include the basic vector length, the amount of 

interference to add to the fact base, the number of random facts to add after each 

inference, and information about using multiple bins such as the number of bins and how 

many bins in which each fact should be stored. A list of possible values can be specified 
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for each parameter. The test harness runs all requested tests on each permutation of test 

settings specified. 

To facilitate testing a large number of configurations automatically, the test 

harness runs a batch of tests together in a test suit. Each test suit specifies a set of values 

for each test parameter, and a set of tests to run. Each test suit can take a significant 

amount of computer time to execute. For example, one very extensive test suit (see 

Section 6.5) takes multiple weeks on a Pentium 4 3GHz.; however, this computer time is 

well spent because this test suit effectively tests a wide section of the system's abilities 

under a wide range of conditions. 

6.2.4 Random Testing
Portions of STEPS-FIRST make certain choices randomly. For example, vectors 

are created and assigned to domain objects randomly, and facts are randomly assigned to 

bins when testing with multiple bins. These random decisions can make a huge impact on 

the performance of the system. For example, the vectors randomly selected for one test 

may be orthogonal, yet for another may have the maximum allowable overlap. Since the 

system's abilities will be greatly affected by such cases, it is important to show that the 

system can function adequately over different random choices.

Each test performed on the system is run over a number of random trials. 

Commonly, each test is run for ten trials. While this does not prove that the system will 

work for any set of random choices, it at least shows that it is not so brittle as to work for 

only one or two fortuitous random conditions. Indeed, during testing it was often found 

that a certain test would fail for only a few trials because those trials made choices that 

lead to problematic conditions. These failures provided valuable results that provide 

insight into the system and have allowed it to be strengthened. 

It is expected that the system will fail for some, but not many, random conditions. 

Therefore one could investigate how many random trials are required before the system 

fails on certain tests. However, for each of the results reported in later sections, it is 

expected that the system would perform at a similar level of competence for most sets of 

random trials. While the results from alternative sets of random trials may not be 
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identical, the system would still be expected to show its merits. This expectation is 

justified by the breadth of testing done, and by how well the system performs for these 

tests, as will be shown in Sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6.

6.2.5 Output of Results
As described above, the test harness can be configured to run a large number of 

tests as a test suit. The correctness of each of these tests is checked by the testing harness, 

but these results have to be reported in a usable fashion. This is done through two types of 

output files.

The first type of output file is the report for each individual test, such as the one 

shown in Appendix A. An individual test report is generated for each test executed on 

each set of parameters and for each random trial. It is not uncommon for a test suit to 

execute over a thousand tests, each of which generates an individual test report. These 

reports show the parameters used to run the test, as well as what actually happened in the 

test and the results. These files are useful to check how well a certain test did, and to 

investigate how specific tests failed. They are, however, not detailed enough to trace the 

actual cause of any problems. To do this, one specific test of interest must be re-run and 

the complete debug trace can be analyzed to determine exactly what happens. Of course, 

with more than fifteen hundred individual result reports, a higher level summary report is 

also needed. 

To provide a summary of all the tests run in a test suit, the test harness produces a 

spreadsheet of the results, such as the one shown in Appendix B. The spreadsheet shows 

test configurations, as well as a number of statistics that are useful for analyzing the 

system's performance. These statistics will be explained in later sections when the 

different test suits are explained. The summary spreadsheet is the primary tool used for 

judging the correctness and performance of the system because of its efficient 

presentation of data and statistics.
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6.3 Variable Binding Correctness Testing
A critical aspect of any inference system is its domain of inferential abilities. This 

section provides a detailed look at the inferential abilities of the system. As was discussed 

previously in Section 5.2.3, once individual values are bound to the variables of a rule 

through the constraints given in the antecedent, those bound values can be combined in 

any possible configuration in the consequent. This means the primary challenge for the 

system is binding the correct values to each of the variables. Therefore, this section 

breaks down the reasoning abilities of the system into the different types of supported 

variable bindings.

Note that the tests for each section are specifically designed to test the abilities 

mentioned in that section. By targeting each test as specifically as possible on the single 

aspects of the system, each portion of the system can be highlighted and demonstrated 

individually. Therefore, no single test presented in this section conclusively shows the 

system's full reasoning ability; rather, all the tests taken together show its domain of 

competency. 

6.3.1 Common Parameters for Variable Binding Testing
A common set of test parameters were used to configure each test. First, each of 

the tests described in this section uses a vector length of 17 and the 3-Hot representation. 

This provides a consistent representation structure for each test. Next, as described in 

Section 5.4, STEPS-FIRST can work with a fact base implemented using many separate 

bins. Each test must therefore stipulate the number of bins to be used in the fact base, 

which will be referred to as the “number of bins”, as well as the number of bins in which 

each fact is to be stored, which will be referred to as the “number of bins chosen”. Each 

test is run on each of the following number of bins: 1, 5, 10, 25, and 50. Also, for each 

number of bins, the test harness runs each test with the following number of bins chosen 

(assuming that the number of bins is greater than or equal to the number of bins chosen): 

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, and 45. This means that each of the tests described in the following 

sections is run with twenty-two different combinations of number of bins and number of 

bins chosen.
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The next common parameter for the tests is the number of initial facts presented 

to the system. For each test, certain specific facts are given to allow the desired reasoning 

to occur. However, in addition to these necessary facts, the total number of initial facts is 

padded to be twenty five. These extra facts are added to ensure that the system is tested 

with a non-trivial set of initial facts. Adding the extra facts contributes a certain degree of 

representational interference, or cross talk between patterns, so each test is a more 

accurate simulation of a practical reasoning environment. These additional facts are 

specially constructed to ensure that they do not symbolically interfere with the expected 

reasoning of the system. For example, if the system were trying to apply the rule

(loves, a, X) --> (loves, X, a)

to the fact base (loves, a, b), then it would cause problems if one of the initial random 

facts were (loves, a, d) because this random fact could be used in applying the rule. This 

is a problem because the test harness has been told that only the (loves, a, b) fact will be 

used by the rule. Therefore, care must be taken to ensure that the added initial facts 

contribute only representational interference and not symbolic or logical interference. 

The term logical interference is used here to denote the presence of unexpected 

variable bindings which are supported by only the initial random facts and not by the 

explicitly given initial or subsequently derived facts. Note that logical interference is a 

problem only because of the limitations of the testing harness. However, to remove this 

limitation the harness would have to be complex enough to infer which variable bindings 

were made from the initial random facts; otherwise, the harness would conclude that 

STEPS-FIRST had made an error whenever it performed an inference using a binding 

derived from an initial random fact. To avoid this level of complexity in the testing 

harness and uncertainty in the results, the initial random facts are constrained such that 

they cannot logically be used in the rules. Furthermore, note that specific tests are done to 

measure how well STEPS-FIRST performs when there are multiple valid variable 

bindings. Therefore, while care is taken to not randomly introduce additional binding 

choices, the tests explicitly verify that the system correctly handles multiple bindings.
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To ensure that the initial random facts do not symbolically interfere with the 

inferences being tested, the following algorithm is used to add pseudo-random initial 

facts.
For each pseudo-random fact to add,

For each element in the pseudo-random fact to add,
Select one of the known domain objects which does not 
occur in that element position in any literal of the 
antecedent of any rule.

For example, given the symbols {a, b, c}, and the rules (a, c)→(...) and (b, c)→(...), then 

the pseudo-random fact algorithm could add only two binary facts. There are only two 

possible pseudo-random facts with two elements because of the constraints provided by 

each known rule: a and b are already used in the first element position in the antecedent 

of the rules, so c is the only remaining possible choice; likewise c is already used in the 

second element position in the antecedent of the rules, so both a and b are possible 

choices. When the possible fillers for both elements are combined, we get the two 

possible facts (c, a) and (c, b).

This algorithm guarantees that all literals in the antecedents of a rule that specify a 

domain constant will exclude all the pseudo-random initial facts from binding with that 

literal. This occurs because the fixed element in the rule's literal selectively exclude facts 

from the fact base which do not contain that value in that position. Since no added initial 

random fact will overlap with those fixed symbols in rules, it is assured that all of the 

pseudo-random initial facts will be excluded by these symbols.

For example, when binding a value to the variables in a rule that contains the 

literal (a, b, X) in its antecedent, this literal will selectively exclude binding X to any facts 

whose first element is not an a and whose second element is not a b. So, by the algorithm 

above, none of the pseudo-random initial facts would contain either of the symbols a or b 

in the relevant locations. Therefore none of the pseudo-random initial facts would 

symbolically interfere with selecting a value to bind to X. This algorithm allows the 

system to be tested with some representational interference from pseudo-randomly 

generated initial facts without adding symbolic or logical interference. 
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6.3.2 One Variable per Literal, Each Variable Once
This is the simplest form of variable binding where each variable appears at most 

once in the antecedent and there is at most one variable per literal. An example rule of 

this type is:

(a, X), (b, c, Y), (Z, d, e) --> [anything]

When the system applies a rule to a given fact base, it must bind a value to each variable 

in the rule. To do so for rules of this type, the system will take each literal of the 

antecedent one at a time and self-address the fact base. This self-addressing extracts the 

full set of possible bindings from the fact base.

This case is straightforward due to two reasons. First, since there is only one 

variable per literal, the result of each self-addressing is a first rank TP, a vector. Each 

vector will be the superposition of one or more domain object representations and some 

error. Since each vector consists of values that may be bound to a single variable, there is 

no need to try to split up which portion of each result are bound to which variable. 

Second, because each variable appears only once in the antecedent, there can be at most 

one vector of values extracted from the fact base for each variable. This means that there 

is no need to unify values from one literal with values from another literal.

From this, it follows that to bind a value to each variable, the system needs to only 

clean up the vector results from the self-addressing for each literal. This is done through 

the process mentioned in Section 5.3.2.c. Once this process is done, a single domain 

object is able to bind to each variable. This domain object's representation can then be 

used by the system to construct the TPs for the consequent of the rule, as described in 

Section 5.3.4.

6.3.2.a Testing With Unique Bindings
This test exercises only the very simplest aspect of variable binding. The initial 

given facts, in addition to the pseudo-random facts mentioned in the preceding section, 

are: 

(sees, a, b)

(loves, a, c)

(hates, c, d)
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and the only rule is shown below on two lines:

(R, a, c); (sees, X, b); (hates, c, Y) 

==> +(R, X, Y); -(R, a, c); -(sees, X, b); -(hates, c, Y); +(loves, d, d)

This test expects to bind loves to R, a to X, and d to Y; for each variable there is no 

possibility of multiple bindings. Notice that the variable binding is tested for each 

element position: R in the first element, X in the second, and Y in the third. 

This test was run under the common testing parameters discussed in Section 6.3.1. 

For each test configuration, the system performed perfectly: there were no incorrect 

variable bindings and all facts expected to be present were found in the resultant fact 

base, and all facts expected to be removed were not found in the resultant fact base. 

Therefore, the system applied this rule correctly. See Section 6.2 for more information 

about how the system was validated.

6.3.2.b Testing With Multiple Possible Bindings
A second test of 'one variable per literal with each variable appearing once' is 

where there are multiple possible values to bind to a variable. So where in the previous 

test there was only one possible binding per variable, in this test there are two values. The 

initial fact base contains the following given facts:

(sees, a, b) and

(sees, a, d)

and the two identical rules:

(sees, a, X) ==> +(loves, a, X); -(sees, a, X) and

(sees, a, X) ==> +(loves, a, X); -(sees, a, X)

Consider what happens when the first rule is applied. Both of the given facts will apply, 

and hence X will extract to b+d. Then, the system will choose one of b or d to actually 

bind to the variable (Section 5.3.2.c). When this rule is applied, it will remove from the 

fact base the given fact which allowed the rule to fire with that binding. Hence, when the 

second rule, which is identical to the first, is applied it will use the given fact which was 

not chosen to bind to X for the first rule. Hence, after both rules have fired, both of the 

given facts will have been used. This allows the system to test that both inferences are 
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correctly performed. Note that it is possible to cycle through a defined set of rules; 

however, for simplicity, the rule in this example is presented twice.

When this test was executed with the common set of testing parameters, all 

inferences were completed perfectly for all conditions. Therefore, the system has 

demonstrated its ability to handle inferences with one variable per literal where each 

variable appears only once, but may or may not have multiple possible bindings.

6.3.3 One Variable per Literal, Each Variable Twice or More
The first level of increased complexity tested in STEPS-FIRST is unifying a 

variable's bindings across different literals. For example, if X appears in two literals of 

the antecedent, then the system must choose a value for X which is supported by each 

literal. One such rule reasoning about logical arguments is:

(valid_argument, X), (true_premises, X) ==> (true_conclusion, X)

This rule encodes the fact that if a logical argument is valid and has true premises then its 

conclusions are true. Note how important it is to correctly select a value for the variable X 

which makes both the first and second literals true. If the system failed to do this, then it 

might unjustifiably reason that a certain argument has a true conclusion.

When the STEPS-FIRST system applies such a rule it self-addresses each literal 

individually against the fact base. Since each rule of this type has at most one variable per 

literal, self-addressing produces first rank TPs: vectors. Each of these vectors is a 

superposition of the domain object representations which make each literal true, plus 

some error. Next, the system must select a single value for each variable. So for those 

variables which appear across multiple literals, such as X in the above example, the 

system removes all values which are not supported by all literals in which that variable 

appears. This is done using the process described in Section 5.3.2. Once a single value 

representing a symbol has been selected for each variable, that value can be used to build 

the consequent (Section 5.3.4). 

The following sections described how STEPS-FIRST's testing harness tests two 

variants of this type of rule. The first variant has at most two symbols which match for 

each variable in a literal. This test shows that the system can correctly process this class 
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of rule. In the second variant, three different symbols may satisfy a literal. This variant 

proves to be interesting not only for how well the system performs, but also for the 

conditions in which it fails.

6.3.3.a One or Two Possible Bindings per Literal
For this variant, the initial given facts are shown below in Table 9. Note that all of 

these facts are stored together in one fact base without any information as to which literal 

they will be used by; they are shown here in columns to make it easier for the reader to 

follow which facts are expected to be used by each literal of the rule below.

Facts Used
in Literal 1

Facts Used 
in Literal 2

Facts Used 
in Literal 3

Facts Used 
in Literal 4

Facts Used 
in Literal 5

(sees, a, b)

(sees, a, c)

(knows, a, b)

(knows, a, d)

(likes, c, a)

(likes, b, a)

(knows, c, a)

(knows, d, a)

(loves, c, d)

Table 9: Given facts for up to two symbols per literal.

and the following rule:

(sees, a, X); (knows, a, X); (likes, Y, a); (knows, Y, a); (R, c, d) 

==> +(R, X, Y); +(R, a, X); +(R, a, Y); -(sees, a, X).

When literal one of this rule is self-addressed against the fact base of all nine facts in 

Table 9, plus the additional pseudo-random facts, the two domain objects in the rule's 

literal will exclude most facts in the fact base from contributing a value. It is expected 

that only the facts shown in the left-most column of the table will contribute a value to 

the X variable for this literal. This explanation applies to each literal of the antecedent 

and the columns shown in the table.

Since both the first two of the rule's literals use the variable X, the system 

attempts to find a set of values for the variable which satisfies both literals. Literal one 

contributes (b + c) and literal two contributes (b + d), so only b is able to satisfy both 

literals. Hence, by the procedure described in Section 5.3.2, the system picks a single 

value for the variable. This process is repeated for literals three and four which share the 

variable Y, and for literal five with the variable R. 
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When this test is run with the standard test parameters, there are no incorrect 

variable bindings. This shows that the system is able to correctly resolve constraints on 

variable bindings from across literals.

6.3.3.b Three Possible Bindings per Literal
An interesting failure is observed when three symbols may equally well satisfy a 

single literal. Consider the set of given facts shown below in Table 10, shown as before in 

a table format and organized by literal strictly for human readability.

Used in 
Literal 1

Used in 
Literal 2

Used in 
Literal 3

Used in 
Literal 4

Used in 
Literal 5

Used in 
Literal 6

(sees, a, a)

(sees, a, b)

(sees, a, c)

(knows, a, b)

(knows, a, d)

(knows, a, e)

(likes, a, a)

(likes, b, a)

(likes, c, a)

(knows, c, a)

(knows, d, a)

(knows, e, a)

(loves, c, d)

(sees, c, d)

(knows, c, d)

(loves, b, e)

(likes, b, e)

(hates, b, e)

Table 10: Given facts for up to three symbols per literal.

and the following rule, identical to the preceding rule but with an added sixth literal in the 

antecedent:

(sees, a, X); (knows, a, X); (likes, Y, a); (knows, Y, a); (R, c ,d); (R, b ,e) 

==> +(R, X, Y); +(R, a, X); +(R, a, Y); -(sees, a, X).

Like the previous section, when each literal of the rule's antecedent is self-

addressed against the combined fact base of all eighteen facts in Table 10 plus the 

pseudo-random facts, only a couple of facts contribute to the values extracted for each 

literal's variable. There are expected to be exactly three such facts per literal. So, for 

example, literal one extracts the following values for its variable X: a, b, or c. Once each 

literal has extracted the set of values which satisfy that literal, the techniques in Section 

5.3.2 are used to pick a single possible symbol for each variable.

The interesting result from running this test was a few incorrect variable bindings. 

For example, there were a few errors in the test configuration with ten bins, each fact 

stored in nine of them, and all tested with ten randomization trials. Of the thirty variable 

bindings performed for this test, five of them were incorrect. These five failures were 

distributed across three different randomized trials. One such failure incorrectly binds X 
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to e. Notice that X appears in both literals one and two of the rule. Self-addressing literal 

one yields (a + b + c), and literal two yields (b + d + e). The only value present in both of 

these is b. However, an interesting thing happens with three possible values, which leads 

to the possibility of the system incorrectly chose the symbol e.

First, recall that the representation used for the system is N-Hot, and specifically 

3-Hot where a symbol is expressed by a vector with three active components. Now, 

consider the values given to each of a, b, c, and e for this particular test. These are shown 

below in Table 11.

Symbol Vector Representation
a [ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ]
b [ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]
c [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ]
(a OR b OR c) [ 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ]
e [ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ]

Table 11: One trial's vector representations for a few symbols which lead to binding error..

When the first literal is self-addressed against the fact base, it returns 

(a OR b OR c) as shown in the table. However, note the highlighted components in each 

of the symbols. The representation for e is activated with the representation for 

(a OR b OR c). Therefore, when the system tried to select a single value for X, the set of 

valid bindings for the first literal seemed to include e, where in fact e was not expected to 

be expressed. Therefore, the system was unable to exclude e as a possible binding.

This error is made possible by a number of factors. First, since the maximum 

overlap between facts is restricted to one component, the vector representations for at 

least three domain objects must activated in a single vector in order to express a domain 

object that is not actually present when using a 3-Hot encoding. Therefore, the possibility 

of an overlap occurring can be reduced by changing the representation to use vectors with 

more components active. Next, since the components of a symbol's representation are 

selected randomly, having a larger total number of components in each vector would also 

reduce the probability of a certain number of symbols activating a non-present symbol. 

Finally, note that as more and more symbols are known to the system, the probability that 
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some set of symbols also activates another symbol increases as the representations are 

sampled more densely from the space of available representations. To control all of these 

factors, a suitable size of vector and N-Hot encoding scheme should be selected based on 

how many symbols the system represents. This is a useful result because it means that 

increasing the resources of the system can improve its performance with respect to this 

error. Therefore, with much larger vectors, the odds of this particular reasoning error 

occurring can be reduced to be arbitrarily small.

When this test was run under the standard test configuration, the only errors 

detected were of this type where a set of activated symbols also activated another 

symbol's representation which was incorrectly chosen. Since this type of error is an 

inherent limitation of the vector representation method and can be controlled by 

increasing the vector size and number of active components, these errors are not 

considered to be a fatal problem to the system. Indeed, in a biological substrate such as a 

brain, it is entirely possible that vectors representing symbols could be quite large in 

length with many active nodes or components. 

6.3.4 Two or More Variables per Literal, Each Variable Once
This section demonstrates the abilities and limitations of STEPS-FIRST to handle 

two or more variables per literal while limiting each variable to occurring once. For 

example, the following rule is a simplistic rule of this form: 

(married, X, Y) ==> (loves, X, Y); (loves, Y, X).

Notice that in contrast to all previous rules presented in the Results section, this rule 

contains two variables within one literal of the antecedent.

The challenge with this type of rule is that after the literal has been self-addressed, 

the resultant TP must be decomposed or split into its constituent vectors. The algorithm 

used for this decomposition is described in Section 4.6. A number of factors govern how 

difficult this task is, and therefore affect the accuracy of processing these rules. The 

following three subsections explain these factors.
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6.3.4.a Single Filler for Each Rank
This test involves one rule, two given facts and the usual pseudo-random facts. 

These initial given facts are:

(sees, a, b)

(knows, c, d)

and the rule

(sees, X, Y); (R, Z, d); ==> +(R, X, Z); -(sees, X, Y); -(R, Z, d)

Consider what will happen when the first literal of the antecedent is self-addressed with 

the fact base. The sees constant in the literal will constrain the extraction to only the 

(sees, a, b) fact. Therefore the result will be the second rank TP (a, b). Since the TP is a 

distributed representation, its constituents are not immediately accessible and it must be 

decoded before values can be bound to each variable. Section 4.6 describes the algorithm 

used to decompose higher rank TPs. Since, for this example, the TP has only a single 

filler for each rank, the decoding algorithm can accurately extract the constituent vectors. 

Once decoded, the symbols are cleaned up and bound to the correct variables. This 

process is repeated for the remaining literal in the rule's antecedent.

When run using the standard testing configuration, only 1 of the 220 tests 

scenarios had an error. This failed test is one of the random trials for a fact base with a 

single bin. Analysis of the error reveals how representational interference caused the 

problem in much the same way as in Section 6.3.3.b. The error was that when self-

addressing by (R, Z, d) with the expectation of extracting (knows, c) and hence binding R 

to knows and Z to c, the system actually bound R to d and Z to e. It turns out that the 

following three facts were added to the fact base as pseudo-random facts: (d, e, c), 

(d, e, hates) and (d, e, likes). The representational vectors for the third element of each 

literal is shown below in Table 12. Notice how when all three vectors are OR'd together 

they activate all the components needed to represent the domain object d. This leads to 

the error.
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Variable Representation
c [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]
hates [ 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]
likes [ 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]
c OR hates OR likes [ 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 ]
d [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]

Table 12: Vector showing representational interference from failed test.

The error is caused because when the fact base is self-addressed by (R, Z, d), the 

d constrains the set of possible values extracted for R and Z. So, without any 

representational interference, only knows and c will be returned. However, since the 

pseudo-random additional facts end up activating for the third element all components 

required to express d, the self-addressing also returns d and e. Hence the system sees the 

two equally valid binding pairs of (knows, c) and (d, e). Therefore, it must make a random 

choice between them, and in this case incorrectly chose (d, e). 

This result shows that generally as the number of fixed symbols in a literal 

decreases, the number of possible variable bindings and susceptibility to noise increases. 

This is true because each fixed symbol in the self-addressing literal constrains the 

extracted information. So, as there are fewer fixed symbols in the literal, and hence more 

variables, self-addressing extracts a wider range of information which may lead to 

challenges processing the information.

As noted in Section 6.3.3.b, this problem can be reduced by increasing the size of 

the vectors. Since there is only the one error, and this error can be controlled by 

reasonably expanding resources1, these test shows that STEPS-FIRST is able to 

effectively process this simple case of more than one variable per literal.

6.3.4.b Multiple Fillers for Two or More Ranks
This section describes a set of tests which verify a portion of STEPS-FIRST 

designed to work with multiple variables in a literal, where each variable has multiple 

possible bindings, described in Section 5.3.3. The rule used for these tests is:

1 This test was repeated with a vector length of 20 using a single bin and run for 40 random trials. There 
were no errors which suggests  that using longer vectors reduces the probability of an overlap occurring.
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(loves, X, Y) ==> (likes, X, Y); -(loves, X, Y)

And the following pair of given facts:

(loves, romeo, juliet)

(loves, hamlet, ophelia)

Notice that the variables X and Y may bind to the pair (romeo, juliet) or the pair 

(hamlet, ophelia). The challenge with this example is for the system to ensure that it does 

not get the wrong pairing. For example, the bindings X:romeo and Y:ophelia is one such 

possible incorrect binding. This issue has previously been discussed in relation to 

decoding tensor products in Section 4.6, and in relation to the system's processing in 

Section 5.3.3.

STEPS-FIRST is tested by setting up the two initial facts, plus the pseudo-random 

facts, and then applying the rule to the system three times. The first two applications 

should infer (likes, romeo, juliet) and (likes, hamlet, ophelia), in no particular order. The 

third application should fail because there are no valid bindings left. When tested over the 

standard number of bins and trials (Section 6.2), only one of the 220 tests failed. The 

failed test used a fact base of one bin. Analysis of the error showed that it was 

representational interference of the type reported in Sections 6.3.3.b and 6.3.4.a. 

However, to better quantify the problem, a deeper set of tests was run.

Using the above rule and two given facts, the system was tested using one fact 

base bin and a variety of vector lengths and a various number of domain objects, as 

shown in Table 13. The range of vector lengths indicates how many components or 

dimensions were used for each vector. The number of domain object constants refers to 

how many domain objects the system was told about. This means that in addition to 

loves, romeo, juliet, hamlet and ophelia, the system is given other domain objects to use 

in the pseudo-random facts. For example, 10 domain objects gives the systems the 

domain objects a through j. The results in the table report how many rules were 

incorrectly applied over the fifty random trials for each configuration. Here, 'incorrect' 

means that at least one variable binding within the rule was incorrect. Note that in the 

table, the empty cells are for situations where the number of domain object constants 

exceeds the maximum number supported by the vector length.
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The results in Table 13 show two trends. The first trend is that as the vector length 

increases (moving down a column), the number of incorrect rule applications decreases. 

This is because increasing the size of the vectors reduces the probability that any two 

given domain objects representations will share active components. Hence the larger 

vectors improve performance. However, this is not the only issue.

The second trend present in Table 13 is that as the number of domain object 

constants increases, the error rate decreases. This means that there are fewer errors when 

the number of additional domain objects is increased from 10 (a through j) to 20 (a 

through t). The reason can be discovered by looking at a common source of error.

Consider the following three possible pseudo-random facts (a, m, n), (b, m, n), 

and (c, m, n). Importantly, realize that each of these facts share the second and third 

elements. If, by chance, the representations for a, b, and c overlap in such a way that 

a OR b OR c also activates the components of the representation for loves, then the 

system sees the fact (loves, m, n) as being fully activated. Furthermore, because of noise 

tolerance thresholds, even if a OR b OR c activates only two of the components for loves, 

(loves, m, n) will still seen as being activated. Notice, however, that this is only a serious 

problem because these pseudo-random facts happen to share the same second and third 

elements. 

It is possible to combat the problem of having too much overlap between pseudo-

random facts by increasing the number of domain objects that can be used to build these 

additional facts. For example, when the number goes from 10 to 20, it becomes less likely 
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Number Domain Object Constants
10 20 30 40 50 75 100
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17 6 3
19 6 5 5
21 7 2 2 0
23 2 2 3 0 0
25 5 3 1 0 0 1
27 3 0 0 0 0 0
29 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 2 0 1 0 0 0 0



that any two pseudo-random facts will share a common second and third element. 

Therefore there is reduced overlap between these facts and hence a reduced likelihood of 

interfering with the variable binding process.

Table 13 clearly shows that when both the vector size and number of domain 

objects are increased, the system's performance increases significantly. Therefore, these 

tests show that STEPS-FIRST can correctly process literals with multiple variables, each 

with multiple fillers, and that additional resources reduce reasoning errors caused by 

representational interference.

6.3.5 Two or More Variables per Literal, Each Variable Twice or More
The final test done to show the categories of supported variable binding brings 

together a couple of the previous tests. This test demonstrates the ability for multiple 

variables to appear in multiple literals.

The fact base for this test includes the following four facts in addition to the 

pseudo-random facts:

(sees, a, b)

(sees, d, b)

(knows, b, d)

(knows, e, d).

The following rule is the only rule tested:

(sees, X, Y); (knows, Y, X) ==> +(likes, X, Y); -(sees, X, Y).

To identify what happens when this rule is applied to the fact base, consider each literal 

of the antecedent individually. The first literal binds to (X, Y) the following symbol pairs: 

(a, b) and (d, b). These pairs will be summed together in a TP so the result is actually 

a ⊗bd ⊗b, which is the same as ad ⊗b. The second literal lists the variables in 

the opposite order of (Y, X), showing that the system can work with variables in different 

positions. Self-addressing this second literal returns the following symbol pairs: (b, d) and 

(e, d). Combined, this is be⊗d. The system then considers each variable 

independently. So, for X the literals contribute (a+d) and d. STEPS-FIRST then picks the 
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value which satisfies all literals: d. Likewise for Y, the literals contribute b and (b+e) and 

the system binds b to Y. 

When this set of tests is run with the standard testing parameters, it functions 

perfectly: all rules that should apply do, and all that should not apply do not. Additionally, 

all variables are bound to the expected bindings and all expected conclusions are drawn. 

Therefore, this final test shows that the system can correctly use its different reasoning 

features together in applying a single rule.

6.4 Fact Density Testing
When dealing with a system which stores information, it is an interesting question 

to ask “How much can it store?” The STEPS-FIRST system stores facts in a single fact 

base. Unlike a conventional computer, where each item is stored in a dedicated storage 

location, the system stores each fact distributed across the entire fact base. Therefore, it 

has no absolute maximum for the number of facts it can store: as facts are added to the 

fact base, the fact base becomes more densely utilized. However, at a certain point, the 

system can no longer correctly process the facts in the fact base. This section describes a 

set of tests done to identify and characterize this limit.

There are two types of tests done to investigate how the system performs in terms 

of fact density. The first test analyzes how well the system can perform using different 

vector lengths. The second looks at how using multiple fact base bins (Section 5.4) 

affects the system performance. The details of these tests are described in the following 

sub-sections, but first the commonalities of these two tests will be explained.

Each test applies the following six rules:

1: (a, a, X); (b, b, X)==> -(a, a, X); +(c, c, X)

2: (b, b, X); (c, c, X)==> -(b, b, X); +(d, d, X)

3: (c, c, X); (d, d, X)==> -(c, c, X); +(e, e, X)

4: (d, d, X); (e, e, X)==> -(d, d, X); +(f, f, X)

5: (e, e, X); (f, f, X)==> -(e, e, X); +(a, a, X)

6: (f, f, X); (a, a, X)==> -(f, f, X); +(b, b, X)

and the following two initial facts
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(a, a, m)

(b, b, m).

To see how this test works, consider rule one and the given facts. First, the given 

facts allow the rule to fire, which will bind m to X. When this rule is applied to the fact 

base, it will remove the (a, a, m) fact and add the (c, c, m) fact. This not only prevents 

rule one from applying again, but also allows rule two to apply. This pattern continues, 

with one rule setting up the preconditions for the next, until all rules have applied. When 

rule six completes, the fact base will again contain the necessary facts to apply rule one. 

Therefore, without any disturbing influence on the system, this sequence of rules can fire 

indefinitely.

After each rule is applied, one random fact is added to the fact base. The random 

fact is constructed to be the same form as the other facts known to the system. This means 

the random fact uses the N-Hot encoding for each element in the fact, and uses the same 

number of elements as other facts. However, a little care is needed to select appropriate 

constants for each element.

As mentioned before in Section 6.3.1, when adding a random-fact to the fact base, 

it is possible that the added fact will be logically usable by one of the rules. For example, 

if the fact (c, c, m) was the random-fact added after rule three was applied, then rule three 

could apply again. However, since the testing harness is checking that the rules fire in the 

correct sequence, having a rule fire out of sequence will be seen as an error. Furthermore, 

this is not behaviour that these tests are trying to investigate in this section. So, in order to 

avoid the possibility of this problem, a constraint must be added to the random-fact added 

to the fact base.

The only constraint placed on the formation of the random-fact is on the 

representation vector of the second element. In the rules above, each literal in each 

antecedent has the same symbol repeated as elements one and two. This structure can 

therefore be exploited to ensure that the added random-facts do not cause any logical 

interference. To accomplish this, the system ensures that for each random fact added, the 

vector for element one and the vector for element two must be different, thereby ensuring 

that it is not possible to randomly add one of the few facts which could logically interfere 
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with the rules being applied. Beyond this constraint, the vector used for each element in 

the random fact is constructed by randomly selecting three components to activate. 

Therefore these random facts do not use the domain objects stored in the system's Vector 

Dictionary (Section 5.2.1).

The metric used to measure the performance for each test configuration is the 

number of rules applied until the system either makes an error or there are no rules able to 

be applied. In turn, this is the number of random facts which were added that caused the 

inference error. The following two subsections analyze each of the two types of test 

performed on the system to test fact density.

6.4.1 Fact Density over Representation Length
The performance of STEPS-FIRST, with respect to how many random facts can 

be present before it makes an error, is related to the density of the facts being stored in the 

fact base. As the density of facts increases, so does the probability these facts' 

representations will interfere with each other due to overlap in the fact base. This will 

manifest itself as interference, or noise, when self-addressing the fact base to apply a rule. 

When a number of facts all overlap a fact being extracted then the extracted value will 

suffer significant error, and hence it becomes likely that the system will fail to correctly 

apply the rule.

This test analyzes the performance of the system across a range of vector lengths. 

Since each symbol is encoded as a vector and these vectors are combined into TPs to 

express facts, it means that as the vector length increases, so does the number of nodes 

used to store facts. Therefore, it is expected that more random facts will be needed to 

disrupt the inferences for larger vector lengths.

The system has been tested using vectors of length nine through thirty one. Each 

vector length is tested and the results averaged over five random trials to generate a more 

accurate quantification of the system's performance. For the tests in this section, the fact 

base uses only one bin to store all the facts. The results are shown below in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Average number of inference rules until failure, 
as a function of vector length.

Figure 36 plots the average number of inferences that the system performed before 

encountering an error against the length of the vector representations. This graph shows 

that the system's performance seems to increase exponentially as the length of the vectors 

increase. Since the system is using facts of three elements, this makes the fact base a third 

rank TP. Therefore if the vector length is n, the TP contains n3 components or bits. It is 

interesting to view the system's performance in terms of the number of bits in the fact 

base. This is shown below in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Average number of inference rules until failure as a function of the number of bits or 
components in the fact base.

Figure 37 shows that the performance of the system increases approximately 

linearly with the number of bits in the fact base. This is as expected because as the 

number of bits increases the probability of any added random fact interfering with the 

desired fact declines. This result indicates that expanding STEPS-FIRST's resources will 

improve its performance to the expected extent.

6.4.2 Fact Density over Multiple Bins
As mentioned above, the performance of the system when adding random facts is 

expected to be related to the density of facts in the fact base. Whereas the previous test 

increased the size of the fact base to analyze this relationship, this test changes the 

number of TPs, or bins, used to store the facts.

The tests in this section all use vectors of length ten to encode all symbols. The 

rules and initial facts are described in Section 6.4, and each configuration is cycled until 

in encounters an error. The system tests the following number of bins: 1, 5, 10, 25, and 

50. For each number of bins used, the system stores each fact in the following number of 
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bins: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, and 45. For example, when the system has 5 bins and each fact is 

stored in 3 bins, it is referred to as 5 choose 3 bins. Note that certain configurations are 

impossible, such as those with fewer bins than the number of bins chosen, so these are 

skipped. The results for these test configurations are shown in Figure 38.

This figure shows how well the system performs for each number of bins, shown 

as the groups across the bottom of the figure. For each number of bins in the system, the 

system stores each fact in a certain number of bins. This is shown within the groups as the 

different bars, and is also shown vertically in the table as “Choose L.” The height of each 

bar in the graph indicates how many inferences were performed, and therefore how many 
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Figure 38: Fact density testing across bins.
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random facts were added before the system made a mistake. These values are averaged 

over five random trials.

The figure shows a few interesting trends. First, as expected, for a fixed number 

of bins chosen, say one, the results tend to get better the more bins that are used. This is 

expected because as more bins are added, the known facts are spread out more and hence 

there is less density in the fact base. One somewhat surprising finding is, however, that 

there is no significant gain going from one choose one to five choose one, whereas one 

might expect a noticeable improvement because the fact base has five times as many 

places to store facts. 

As mentioned in Section 5.4.3, additional techniques are needed to use multiple 

bins for the fact base. One of these techniques is an additional threshold for extracting 

values from the fact base bins. If the fact base has G bins, and each fact is stored in L 

bins, then it is expected that each extracted fact will be found in L different bins. 

However, due to interference in the fact base, the system will tolerate some noise in this 

representation. Therefore, it looks for facts to be present in 2/3rds of the expected number 

of bins, which gives the system some fault tolerance. However, when each fact is stored 

in only one bin, the system only requires a fact to be 67% present in any bin, in addition 

to other thresholds used throughout the system. Therefore, the end result is that when the 

system is choosing only one bin per fact, it may allow under-present facts to seem 

present. However, beyond this limitation, it is clear from the figure that as the number of 

bins increase, so does the performance of the system.

The second feature to note is that for a fixed number of bins, the system's 

performance degrades as each fact is stored in more bins. For example, notice how well 

the system does when using fifty bins and storing each fact in only one bin. Contrast this 

to when the fact is stored in forty five bins, and notice the performance drops to 23% of 

its previous level. Intuitively, this result can be understood by considering how fact 

density increases when more bins are used. When each fact is stored in only one bin, each 

new fact adds to the fact density problem in only that bin. In contrast, when the new facts 

are added to almost all the bins, each new fact contributes to the density problem in many 

bins at once. 
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6.5 Noise Testing
One feature found in many connectionist systems is tolerance of degraded 

representations. This property is desirable in a system such as the brain where it must 

continue to function if certain portions of the system are damaged. For example, the brain 

would be very brittle if the death of a single neuron could cause one to forget one's 

grandmother. To investigate STEPS-FIRST's tolerance of representation degradation, the 

system is tested in the presence of increasing amounts of noise.

The facts and rules used by the fact density testing (Section 6.4) are used again in 

this section. After each rule in the cycle is applied, a number of randomly selected 

components in the fact base are inverted. This means that values greater than 0.5 are set 

to 0, and less than 0.5 are set to 1. When components are inverted, it could potentially 

cause the system to lose portions of known facts which were previously active in the fact 

base. Alternatively, the inverted components may activate certain facts which were not 

expected to be present in the system, and hence could interrupt the cycle of rules being 

applied by generating an incorrect variable binding. The six rules in the cycle are applied 

in sequence as many times as possible before the system makes an error. The system's 

performance is measured by how many rules can be applied before the error occurs. Each 

configuration is run over five random trials to average out the effects of the randomly 

selected components. The following two sections describe the two tests done to 

investigate the system's tolerance to noise. 

6.5.1 Random Noise versus Representation Length
The first test with random noise investigates how the length of the vectors used to 

encode the symbols affects the system's performance in the presence of noise. After each 

rule is applied, the test harness inverts randomly selected components. The test was done 

for the following numbers of randomly selected components: 27, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 

and 300. For each number of components to invert, the system was tested with 

representation vectors of the lengths 9 through 20. Figure 39, below, shows the results 

averaged over 5 random trials.
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This figure shows seven different trend lines. Each line corresponds to a level of 

noise introduced to the system after each inference rule. Note that the simulation was run 

for a maximum of 15,000 inference rules; data points which would have reached beyond 

the maximum are not shown. There are two trends visible in the graph. First, the 

performance increases as the vector length increases. This is the expected result because 

the total number of components in the fact base increases for larger vectors. Since the 

known facts are still represented by the same number of active components, as the total 

number of components in the fact base grows it becomes less probable that a given 

randomly selected component to invert will be featured in either a known fact or in a fact 

which might interfere with the reasoning.

The second trend visible is that tests which were subjected to more noise failed 

sooner. Again, this is expected because inverting more components increases the 

probability that a necessary set of components will be inverted to introduce an error. It is 

instructive to consider how the errors occur in some cases. For example, consider the 

point for the “Invert 250” data set at the vector length of 19. Notice how this sample is 

significantly less than either of its adjoining samples. Analysis of five random trials for 
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Figure 39: Graph of noise tolerance as a function of vector lengths for different amounts of added noises.
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this configuration showed that the tests ended after the following number of successful 

inferences, sorted by performance: 3091, 3969, 4210, 15000 and 15000. This indicates 

that the tests are either failing relatively early (around 4,000 inferences), or running until 

the test's upper limit at 15,000 inferences. Therefore, it seems that to a certain degree, the 

tests fail not due to strictly graceful saturation of the fact base, but to an unlucky sequence 

of random noise components.

Overall, the trend is clear that longer vector representations yield better immunity 

to noise. Therefore expanding the resources used by the system can increase its 

performance.

6.5.2 Random Noise over Multiple Bins
The multiple bin implementation of the fact base (Section 5.4) was conceived of 

to improve the system's performance under high fact density and noise. This section 

continues its testing under different amounts of random noise. These tests are performed 

with vector representations of length 10 using the following number of bins (the same as 

in Section 6.4.2): 1, 5, 10, 25, and 50. For each of these, the system is tested for storing 

each fact in the following number of bins (also the same as in Section 6.4.2): 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 

15, and 45. Note that impossible configurations, such as choosing 7 of 5 bins, are 

omitted. The results for these test configurations are shown against a logarithmic vertical 

scale below in Figure 40.

This figure shows the performance of the system for numerous bin configurations. 

For each possible bin configuration the system is tested by inverting a certain number of 

components per bin in the fact base. Naturally, the best results are generally achieved by 

inverting fewer components, as show by Figure 40 the line for 27 inverted components 

being higher than all other lines. Note that this is the number of components inverted in 

each bin, so having more bins in the system does not necessarily lead to better 

performance.
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 The general trend in most of the configurations is for performance to increase as 

the number of bins chosen increases. Additionally, some configurations seem to peak 

when about half of the bins are chosen to store each fact. For example, consider the 

results for 10 bins. When inverting 27, 50 or 100 components, the performance 

consistently increases as the number of bins chosen increases. However, when inverting 

200, 250 or 300 components after each inference, the performance seems to peak when 

choosing between 5 to 7 bins. These results can be explained by considering how the 

noise affects the system.

When inverting relatively few components after each inference, increasing the 

number of chosen bins adds redundancy in the data storage. These redundant copies allow 

the system to tolerate more noise since some copies may be corrupted and the fact may 

still be retrieved. However, when the amount of noise is dramatically increased, say to 

inverting 300 components after each inference, then storing each fact in more bins does 

not help. This is caused by the property that as each fact is stored in more bins, the total 

number of facts stored in each bin increases. This effect was previously characterized in 
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Figure 40: Performance with random noise for multiple bin configurations. Maximum 15,000 inferences.
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Section 6.4.2 where Figure 38 shows how the performance tends to degrade as facts are 

stored in more bins. As each fact is stored in an increasing number of bins, the system 

expects to find more copies of the fact when self-addressing. Therefore, it raises the 

threshold for how strongly the fact must be expressed in the whole fact base. This finally 

leads to a decrease in performance because each copy in the fact base is subjected to the 

same level of noise, and hence the system is unable to correctly extract the fact's pattern 

from the random noise.

All of these factors combine to yield the results shown in Figure 40. For a given 

total number of bins, as the number of chosen bins initially increases the performance 

improves due to better redundancies in the data. However, with large amounts of noise 

and the number of chosen bins exceeding about half of the bins, the performance starts to 

fall due to higher fact densities and difficulties working with many very noisy redundant 

copies.

6.6 Larger Data Set
One significant challenge for many connectionist architectures is dealing with 

larger data sets. Previous tests in this section have attempted to demonstrate STEPS-

FIRST's flexibility by adding pseudo-random facts (see Section 6.3.1) to ensure there are 

at least a minimum number of facts in the system when it performs a reasoning task. This 

section extends the system's testing with a larger real-world reasoning task.

6.6.1 Description
The data set used for these tests, shown in Figure 41, was presented by Hinton 

(1989) as an example data set to test a network's learning ability. Here, however, the data 

set is used as sample data for inferring some relationships between people when other 

relationships are known.
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For each woman which appears in this example, the system is told who her 

husband, son(s), and daughter(s) are. For example, for penelope, the system is told the 

following three facts: (husband, christopher, penelope), (son, arthur, penelope), and 

(daughter, victoria, penelope). The complete set of twenty-two initial facts about these 

two family trees is depicted below in Table 14.

Woman's Name Husband Son Daughter
penelope christopher arthur victoria
margret arthur
victoria james colin charlotte
christine andrew james jennifer
jennifer charles
maria roberto emilio lucia
gina emilio
francesca pierro marco angela
lucia marco alfonso sophia
angela tomaso

Table 14: Initial known-facts given to the system.
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Figure 41: Two family trees from Hinton (1989). Reprinted by permission.



STEPS-FIRST is also given a number of rules in order to infer a few of the 

remaining relationships; however, there are a few challenges to be overcome. Consider 

using the following rule in STEPS-FIRST:

(husband X, Y) ==> (wife, Y, X)

The problem with this rule is that the same values can be bound the same 

variables on each of many applications of the rule. Hence, if christopher is bound to X 

and penelope bound to Y on the first application of the rule, there is no reason why this 

binding cannot be repeated on the next attempt to apply this rule. Therefore, some 

additional mechanism must be added to combat this problem.

The solution used for this test is to augment the rules and known facts to track 

what information is not yet known. For example, the system uses the following rule to 

infer the wife relation:

(husband, X, Y); (uk_wife, Y);==> -(uk_wife, Y); +(wife, Y, X)

The additional predicate uk_wife is used in both the antecedent and consequent of 

the rule. The name uk_wife means “unknown wife”, and is used to track which inferences 

have been performed. Initially, for all Z, where Z is a person, the system's set of known 

facts is augmented by the fact (uk_wife, Z). This represents to the system that it is not 

known of whom Z is the wife. Note that Z is not restricted to just the women, but all 

people, which frees the system from any externally imposed semantic constraints. When 

attempting to apply this rule to infer the wife relation, it first checks that the system does 

not yet know of whom Y is the wife: (uk_wife, Y). Next, when it does infer of whom Y is 

the wife, it removes the fact (uk_wife, Y) from the fact base. In this way, the system 

ensures that on each application of a rule, it is inferring new knowledge. 

All told, in addition to the initial facts given in Table 14, the system is given a 

new fact for each of the 24 people shown in Figure 41 for each of the following 

“unknown” predicates in Table 15. This leads to 120 additional facts relating to these 

“unknown” predicates
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Unknown Predicate Name Description
uk_wife Not known of whom this person is the wife.
uk_whosemother Not known who is the mother of this person.
uk_whosefather Not known who is the father of this person.
uk_whosematernalgrandmother Not known who is the maternal grandmother 

of this person
uk_whosepaternalgrandfather Not known who is the paternal grandmother 

of this person.

Table 15: The "unknown" predicates.

Using the predicates given in Table 15, STEPS-FIRST can infer the following 

relations: wife, mother, father, and grandmother (maternal and paternal) using the 

following rules:

Wife

(husband, X, Y); (uk_wife, Y); ==> -(uk_wife, Y); +(wife, Y, X)
Mother

(son, X, Y); (wife, Y, Z); (uk_whosemother, X);

 ==> -(uk_whosemother, X); +(mother, Y, X)

(daughter, X, Y); (wife, Y, Z); (uk_whosemother, X);

==> -(uk_whosemother, X); +(mother, Y, X)
Father

(son, X, Y); (husband, Z, Y); (uk_whosefather, X);

==> -(uk_whosefather, X); +(father, Z, X)

(daughter, X, Y); (husband, Z, Y); (uk_whosefather, X)

;==> -(uk_whosefather, X); +(father, Z, X)
Grandmother

(mother, X, Y); (mother, Z, X); (uk_whosematgrandmother, Y);

==> -(uk_whosematgrandmother, Y); +(grandmother, Z, Y)

(father, X, Y); (mother, Z, X); (uk_whosepatgrandmother, Y);

==> -(uk_whosepatgrandmother, Y); +(grandmother, Z, Y)

Table 16: Rules used to infer additional family relations.
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The rules shown in Table 16 along with the facts shown in Table 14 allow the 

system to make 42 possible inferences. Since each rule can be applied multiple different 

times, each time with different domain objects bound to its variables, STEPS-FIRST 

continues to cycle through all the rules until no rules can apply.

6.6.2 Results with Orthogonal Vectors
Initial testing on the family tree data was done using orthogonal vector 

representations. To make the vectors orthogonal, the system was configured to allow no 

overlap between the 3-Hot facts. With this scheme, a single component in the vector 

space is activated by at most one domain object's vector representation. As a consequent 

of not allowing overlapping components, the number of dimensions for the vectors has to 

be significantly larger. For these tests, the system uses a 125-dimension vector space. 

Otherwise the settings are identical to those presented for Section 6.3.

The results of these tests show that on the ten random trials, STEPS-FIRST did 

about 12 cycles per trial. During each cycle, the system attempts to apply each of the rules 

in Table 16 once. Generally, during the early cycles of a random trial, the rules which are 

applied infer wife and father relations because these rules depend only on the initially 

given facts. Then, later in the cycling, after some wife and father facts have been inferred, 

the system is able to start making inferences about the mother relation because its makes 

use of the wife facts. Finally, during the later cycles, the system is able to start applying 

the rules which infer the grandmother relation because these rules use both the mother 

and father predicates. 

Over the ten random trials, the system perfectly applied the rules which infer the 

wife, mother, and father relations; however, there was some difficulty with the 

grandmother relation. All told across the 10 random trials, it failed to infer a total of 5 

grandmother facts out of a maximum possible of 80 grandmother facts. It is interesting to 

consider how these failures occurred.

Consider the case of trying to infer the relation of paternal-grandmother. This 

situation is similar to the example presented in Section 5.3.3.b. The basic rule, removing 

the uk_whosepatgrandmother literals, is:
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(father, X, Y); (mother, Z, X); ==> +(grandmother, Z, Y)

When STEPS-FIRST is trying to apply this rule, it first self-addresses each literal 

in the antecedent with the fact base (Section 5.3.1). All extracted values for each variable 

are listed below in Table 17. Next, the system applies constraints from multiple literals 

and excludes certain bindings. This is indicated in the table below by striking out those 

options which are excluded by the multi-literal constraints; since only X appears in 

multiple literals of the antecedent, only some of its values are struck-out.

Possible Bindings for 

X

Possible Bindings for 

Y

Possible Bindings for 

Z
christopher arthur penelope
james victoria victoria
andrew james christine
roberto jennifer maria
marco colin lucia
pierro charlotte francesca

emilio
lucia
marco
angela
alfonso
sophia

Table 17: Possible variable bindings for rule to infer paternal-grandmother relation.

After the multi-literal binding constraints are applied, STEPS-FIRST applies the 

binding heuristic, described in Section 5.3.3, which selects to bind first the variable with 

the fewest number of possible bindings. From Table 17, we see that X has only 2 possible 

bindings, where as Y has 12 and Z has 6. Therefore, the system will randomly pick one of 

the two values for X to bind. Once the value for X is fixed, the system will repeat the 

extraction procedure and continue its attempt to apply the rule; however, it is possible 

that its binding choices have already excluded possible inferences.
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Consider what happens when the system randomly selects between the two 

possible bindings for X. For the sake of argument, assume that james is bound to X. In 

this case, the system can only reason about who is the paternal-grandmother of james' 

children. However, in order to perform all possible inferences, the system will at some 

point have to make inferences about who is the paternal-grandmother of marco's children. 

Since X is already bound to james, these inferences about marco's children must happen 

during a different cycle while attempting to apply this rule. The difficulty comes in when 

the system makes the same random choice a few times in a row.

In the situation where X is bound to james for a couple sequential inference 

attempts, the system will exhaust all possible inferences about james children. If, on a 

subsequent inference attempt it continues to bind james to X, then the system will be 

unable to find a supported binding and hence not allow the rule to fire. Over many 

different attempts to apply the rule, the system should sometimes randomly choose to 

bind marco to X, and hence inevitably perform the inferences about who is the paternal-

grandmother of marco's children. However, since STEPS-FIRST is configured to only 

attempt to apply rules until no rules are applied, a series of identical decisions can cause 

the system to stop attempting to apply the rule before all possible variable bindings are 

exhausted.

One possible solution to this challenge is to have the system attempt to perform 

each inference a larger number of times. For example, if the system tried to apply a rule 

an extra hundred times after no bindings were found, then it would greatly increase the 

probability of randomly selecting the different possible bindings, and hence performing 

all supported inferences. However, even with such an approach, there would always be 

the possibility of it not performing all possible bindings.

It should also be noted that in these tests, the system did not perform any incorrect 

bindings. Even in cases where the system did not find all possible bindings, it never 

applied a rule using an incorrect binding. Therefore, for this set of testing, the 

performance of the system was sound but not complete.
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6.6.3 Results with Non-Orthogonal Vectors
The results in the previous section dealt with orthogonal vectors. However, this 

requirement forces the system to use a large vector space, as well as has a questionable 

degree of cognitive plausibility. Hence, it is very interesting to consider using non-

orthogonal vectors. The tests done in this section allow one component of overlap 

between any two vector representations.

When the requirement for orthogonal vectors is removed, the system's 

performance significantly declines. Whereas before there was an average of ½ an error 

(missed inference) per trials, here there is an average of about 11 errors (missed 

inferences) per trial. An investigation of these failures found that the system was still only 

performing correct inferences, but that it was missing numerous supported inferences.

For example, analyzing the performance of the rule which infers the wife relation, 

it was found that supported bindings were often missed. Further investigation showed that 

the problem related to the uk_wife facts. Since for each person, Z, a fact (uk_wife, Z) is 

added to the system, there are quite a few uk_wife facts. Furthermore, since some overlap 

is allowed between vector representations, the rather dense clustering of the uk_wife facts 

leads to problems with vector interference. It was found that the many uk_wife facts 

interfere heavily with each other. When a couple uk_wife facts are removed from the fact 

base, some components required to express other uk_wife facts are deactivated. In 

essence, this interference causes some known facts to be forgotten which prevents some 

later rules from applying and inferring certain facts for the wife predicate. This, in turn, 

prevents some inferences regarding the mother predicate, which then affects inferences 

about the grandmother predicate. So, the interference between the uk_wife facts (as well 

as the other “unknown” facts), leads to a number of inferences being missed.

An approach was tested to reduce the effects of representational interference 

between the “unknown” facts for predicates such as uk_wife. This new approach 

represents the “unknown” facts as binary predicates instead of unary ones. So, whereas 

before the facts were of the form (uk_wife, Z), they are now represented as 

(uk_wife, Z, Z). Before, with the unary predicate, the facts were grouped densely into the 

same area of the vector space. Since so many different vectors are represented in this area, 
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the combined representation of all these “unknown” facts leads to a significant amount of 

interference. However, when the “unknown” facts are represented as binary predicates, 

the vector representations for each “unknown” fact is spread out across larger area of the 

tensor product, and hence this leads to less representational interference in the fact base 

when adding and removing facts. The advantage is that when removing a specific 

“unknown” fact, it is now less likely that the deactivated components in the fact base will 

overlap with other activated facts. Hence, this leads to fewer errors caused by 

interference.

Changing the “unknown” predicates from unary to binary showed a drop in errors 

per random trial from about 11 (with unary predicates) to about 5 (with binary 

predicates). Analysis of these remaining errors shows that while interference had 

declined, it still is a problem. A remaining common cause of interference is from an 

overlap in the “unknown” predicate vector representations. Recall that for each 

“unknown” predicate, such as uk_wife, facts are added to the fact base with this predicate 

applied to all people, Z: (uk_wife, Z, Z). Therefore, all “unknown” predicates apply to the 

identical set of domain objects. So, while making these predicates binary reduces 

interference from possible overlap between the representations of these domain objects 

(the people), it does nothing to reduce the interference caused by overlap between vector 

representations for the predicates. Hence, for two predicates such as uk_wife and 

uk_whosemother, if the vector representations for these two predicates overlap by one 

component, then a third of each of their components will be shared by the other fact.

These tests were also run using the multiple bin configuration, for which the 

results are shown below in Figure 42. These results show a significant improvement when 

using multiple bins compared to a single bin. For example, going up to 5 bins reduces the 

median number of inference errors per trial to between 1 and 3. The results show a 

general trend that the system performs better when selecting a fewer number of bins in 

which to store facts. This result mirrors the findings in Section 6.4.2 when investigating 

how fact density affects the system's performance. Note that testing with larger numbers 

of bins was restricted due to memory limitations on the test system. 
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There are a few remaining possibilities for improving the system's performance in 

this task which future work might pursue. First, if instead of using the form 

(uk_wife, Z, Z) the system used the form (uk_wife, uk_wife, Z, Z), then the interference 

from a one component overlap of “unknown” predicate vector representations would go 

from one third (33%) to one ninth (11%). Such a change, while it seems unusual from a 

logical point of view, does function well at a vector level and would likely improve the 

system's performance significantly.

Finally, more investigation could be done on identifying different ways to track 

which inferences have been performed, and which have not. In this manner, it may be 

possible to avoid using the “unknown” predicates entirely. This would be very beneficial 

because many of the problems identified in these results stem from the very dense 

clustering of these predicates. Without this interference, the system's performance in this 

reasoning task might drastically improve.
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6.7 Summary of Results
The tests performed on STEPS-FIRST show the system to be a powerful 

reasoning system. A significant number of challenging variable binding problems were 

tested in Section 6.3. The tests in Sections 6.4, for fact density, and 6.5, for random noise, 

showed that the system can operate in the presence of significant noise. Furthermore, 

these tests showed that as the system's resources increase, so does its ability to operate in 

the presence of more facts and more noise. Also, the system demonstrated reasonable 

performance on the larger data set in Section 6.6.

One interesting contrast between the fact density testing and the random noise 

testing is with regard to multiple bins. It was shown in Figure 38 for fact density that the 

system performs better when facts are stored in fewer bins. For example, with a fact base 

of 50 bins, the system performs better when facts are stored in only 1 bin rather than 15 

bins. In contrast, Figure 40 shows that for random noise, storing facts in 15 bins makes it 

more resilient to noise than when stored in only 1 bin. Therefore, these two opposing 

factors need to be considered when specifying the number of bins in the fact base for the 

system. If fact density is expected to be a concern, it would be best to store each fact in as 

few bins as possible; however, if the system is expected to suffer significant noise then it 

would be best to store each fact in about half of the total number of bins.
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6.7.1 Comparison Against Human Reasoning
One possible standard against which to judge the reasoning of a connectionist 

inference system is that of human competency. Specifically, one may be interested in 

comparing and contrasting the performance of a given system against the successes and 

failures that humans demonstrate on similar reasoning tasks in order to asses how well 

the system models human reasoning. Research by psychologists can be used as a baseline, 

in some cases, for human abilities; however, it is not generally agreed amongst 

psychologists that formal logic is a good model of human reasoning (Evans 2002). 

Evans (2002) reviews how the study of human reasoning has developed in 

psychology over the years. In particular, he shows how researchers initially felt that 

human reasoning should be logical; however, when research subjects were tested it was 

found that people were “illogical and therefore irrational” (Evans 2002, p980). It has 

since been realized that this notion of rationality is very restrictive and suggests that logic 

is a poor model for human reasoning.

Later work proposed that human rationality is actually bounded by cognitive 

constraints, which leads people to use simple heuristics for short-cuts when making 

decisions under uncertainly (Evans 2002). This view of cognitive constraints could be 

used as a justification for heuristics, such as the one presented in Section 5.3.3, where a 

fallible heuristic is used to perform variable binding.

One common type of reasoning task, called the Wason 4-card selection problem, 

studies which types of inferences people are inclined to make in a controlled 

environment. The results of this style of test generally indicate that people perform modus 

ponens nearly universally whereas other inferences, such as modus tollens, are not nearly 

as common (Evans 2002). This result shows that it is a reasonable choice to have a 

connectionist inference system perform modus ponens as it is performed very well by 

humans. Furthermore, reasoning difficulties with modus tollens lends support to the idea 

that humans do not have a general purpose reasoning system which can perform all of 

first-order logic, but rather that our abilities are tuned to a specific type of reasoning. 

Finally, dual process theory, which postulates that there are two reasoning systems 

at work in the human mind (Evans 2002), provides an interesting context in which to 
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understand connectionist inference systems. The first system, System 1, is an implicit 

system which reasons unconsciously and automatically. On the other hand, System 2 is an 

explicit reasoning system which uses working memory and is under conscious control. 

This division between the two reasoning systems is useful in understanding different 

connectionist inference systems. For example, SHRUTI (Section 3.1.2.a) is designed to 

be a reflexive reasoning system consistent with the System 1 specification. STEPS-

FIRST, on the other hand, can be seen as operating closer to the level of System 2 

because it requires a higher level of control for selecting which implications to perform, 

and it relies on working memory to store known facts. Dual process theory suggests an 

interesting possibility of cooperation between different reasoning systems, especially 

those operating at different reasoning levels such as SHRUTI and STEPS-FIRST.
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7 Conclusion
In summary, it is useful to contrast STEPS-FIRST against the existing 

connectionist inference systems described in Section 3. Sun's (1991, 1995) 

CONSYDERR system (Section 3.1.1.a) is designed to perform similarity based 

inferences without applying rules, so many of its feature do not compare with features of 

STEPS-FIRST which is designed to follow rules; however, some limitations in the 

CONSYDERR architecture are not present in STEPS-FIRST. For example, 

CONSYDERR is built to work on only a single domain of common sense reasoning, such 

as deciding if a certain area is good cattle country based on knowing some features of 

areas which are good cattle country. In order to answer any other question, such as is a 

certain area good wine country, a completely new network must be built. STEPS-FIRST, 

in contrast, is never re-wired; its central network is dynamically configured to apply the 

rule (answer the question) which is passed into it as a TP. Also, CONSYDERR is 

fundamentally limited to only applying low level comparisons. For example, it is not 

possible to build a generic CONSYDERR network which can implement the common 

sense notion that land with similar features will be good for similar purposes. This type of 

higher level task (as opposed to answering a specific question about land similarity) could 

likely be encoded into rules and performed by STEPS-FIRST. Fundamentally, STEPS-

FIRST can perform a significantly larger set of inferences than can a CONSYDERR 

network.

Next, STEPS-FIRST offers several advantages over Shastri and Ajjanagadde's 

(1989, 1993) SHRUTI system (Section 3.1.2.a). Its primary advantage over SHRUTI is its 

ability to process a new rule quickly. In STEPS-FIRST, as long as a rule can be encoded 

into a TP, it can be followed by the system. This process requires neither a long learning 

phase nor example sets of data; it only requires the explicit representation of the rule. In 

contrast, SHRUTI does not support rapid rule acquisition because its rules are built 

directly into the wiring of the system and it is therefore it cannot quickly change such 

complex connections. 

Wendelken and Shastri (2003) present an approach for SHRUTI to learn new 

rules (Section 3.1.2.b), but this process requires repeated presentations of the training set 
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to reconfigure the network. Furthermore, this learning process does not satisfy 

systematicity of inference because when the system learns a certain inference, there is no 

guarantee that it will be able to learn to perform certain related inferences, as described by 

Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988). 

A second advantage of STEPS-FIRST over SHRUTI is that only the former is 

able to continue reasoning when there are multiple possible bindings for a variable. 

STEPS-FIRST will randomly choose between supported bindings in order to pick a single 

value. SHRUTI, however, does not handle multiple values for a single variable: when 

multiple binding options are encountered, it will simply stop the inference process. This 

has the undesirable effect of reducing the number of possible inferences when the amount 

of stored knowledge increases. This feature is also shared by Park's (2000) SPN system 

(Section 3.1.2.c). SPN has an expanded reasoning competency compared to SHRUTI; 

however, it too is unable to reason if there are multiple possible bindings for a single 

variable.

Next, Touretzky and Hinton's (1985, 1988) coarse coding production system 

(CCPS) (Section 3.1.3.a) has a number of limitations. First, their system is hard-wired to 

support only a fixed number of symbols; the construction presented in their papers 

supports only 25 symbols. STEPS-FIRST, in contrast, can support as many different 

symbols as can be encoded as appropriate vectors, and this limit can be initially set by 

creating the system with an arbitrarily large vector size. Next, CCPS supports only a very 

constrained set of inferences. The rules must have two antecedent literals, and two 

consequent literals with each literal having three terms where the first literal of each term 

is the variable X. In contrast, STEPS-FIRST supports a vastly more flexible rule format 

with an arbitrary number of literals in both the antecedent and consequent, plus any 

number of variables, and each variable can appear in any literal position. Some 

implications of CCPS's limitations are: (1) that it cannot express relations which are not 

binary, such as “John gave the ball to Mary”; (2) it cannot access arbitrary terms within a 

fact to answer questions such as “Who loves John?” “John loves who?” or “What is the 

relationship between John and Mary?”; and (3) its support for a single variable means it 

cannot encode many relationships such as “If X is taller than Y, and Y is taller than Z, 
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then X is taller than Z.” In contrast, STEPS-FIRST is able to perform each of (1), (2) and 

(3). Also, CCPS requires intricate wiring for each rule. Thus, to add or remove a rule, one 

must change a significant number of connections between different regions within the 

system. In contrast, STEPS-FIRST can apply a new rule as long as it is appropriately 

encoded as a TP. Thus the system has a significantly greater degree of flexibility. 

Dolan and Smolensky's (1988) tensor product production system (TPPS) is similar 

to CCPS in that it supports the identical restricted class of rules. So, the same 

comparisons presented against CCPS above show STEPS-FIRST is a significantly more 

powerful inference system than TPPS. TPPS and STEPS-FIRST do share the same 

underlying representation for facts: the TP. However, STEPS-FIRST makes greater use of 

the TP by also using it to encode rule representations. Furthermore, since STEPS-FIRST 

supports more powerful variable binding that TPPS, it requires more powerful abilities to 

extract information from encoded fact representations (Section 4.5).

The final system (reviewed in Section 3.2.1) is Barnden's (1989) Conposit-3 

system. The strongest similarity between Conposit-3 and STEPS-FIRST is that both 

support the ability to dynamically change at runtime the syllogism or rule which they are 

applying. This ability, which is at the core of the design of both systems, is very rare 

within connectionist inspired systems because most systems hard-code the rules into their 

wiring. However, there are very significant differences between Conposit-3 and STEPS-

FIRST. Primarily, Conposit-3 is designed to test the correctness of a syllogism, whereas 

STEPS-FIRST is designed to be an inference system. As such, Conposit-3 lacks the 

ability to store facts, apply rules, or perform variable binding of any kind. Furthermore, 

STEPS-FIRST uses TPs to store structured representations of facts and rules, whereas 

Conposit-3's primary representation is activating features and configuring a complex 

register array.

This analysis shows that compared to previous connectionist systems, STEPS-

FIRST is a more powerful and more flexible reasoning system. There are also a number 

of possible future advancements which could be added to the system. Some ideas are 

reviewed in the next section. Following this, some scientific contributes of this work are 

reviewed.
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7.1 Future Work
There are a several ways in which the STEPS-FIRST system could be extended 

and enhanced. The first such enhancement is learnability. One of the key features of the 

system is that it stores its rules as activation patterns, which are inherently accessible and 

manipulable within the system. However, it is an open question as to how these rules 

patterns might be learned by the system. For example, consider a human who first hears 

the rule “If it rains then the grass will be wet.” After hearing this, when one sees that it is 

raining one can apply this rule. However, how might the STEPS-FIRST system go from 

“hearing” the rule to storing it in a pattern of activation, a TP in this case, which can be 

processed within the system? A likely approach to solving this problem is to couple 

STEPS-FIRST with a natural language processing system. Integration with such system 

could also be useful for interacting with STEPS-FIRST. For example, this would provide 

a plausible way to present new facts to the system, and to use the abilities of the system. 

This idea of integrating the STEPS-FIRST system with other systems raises many 

possibilities for future work. For example, in addition to just learning new rules, those 

rules would have to be stored and later retrieved. This leads to the possibility of using a 

connectionist memory component to store the activations for rule patterns. Furthermore, 

an additional approach is required to retrieve these rules from such a memory. For 

example, when looking out the window and seeing the rain, a system should be able to 

access relevant stored rules to process this knowledge. Such retrieval should not be done 

by systematically considering all rules, such as STEPS-FIRST currently does, but to use 

the context in which the system is operating to guide that selection process. One 

interesting approach is to use self-addressing to try and pick potentially useful rules. 

Another approach might be to try and use Holographic Reduced Representations (HRRs) 

(Plate 1995).

Plate (1994) shows how HRRs can be used extract relevant information from an 

information store based on how analogous the stored information is to the current 

situation. This approach might be useful for finding good rules to apply. Furthermore, it 

would be interesting to investigate how much of STEPS-FIRST could be implemented 

using HRRs instead of TPs since HRRs can be seen as a compressed TP representation 
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(Plate 1994). HRRs have the advantage that they do not suffer exponential growth in the 

size of the representation when storing deeper structures (higher rank TPs).

Another possible way of improving the performance of the system is to increase 

the orthogonality of the vectors representing domain concepts. As discussed in Section 

4.5, the performance of the generalized self addressing procedure is improved by using 

vectors which are more orthogonal. This leads to two possible enhancements to STEPS-

FIRST. First, further work could be done on creating more orthogonal vectors in a 

cognitively plausible manner. Second, it might be interesting to consider how vectors in 

the system could be dynamically changed during operation. These changes could not only 

deal with making the vectors more orthogonal, but also handle adding new concepts to 

the system.1

Finally, further work is possible on tracking which inferences the system has 

already performed. As shown in Section 6.6, the current method of explicitly tracking 

which facts have not yet been inferred has the significant drawback of causing the 

“unknown” facts to be very densely clustered within the TP representation. A new 

method which does not require explicitly tracking “unknown” facts would likely improve 

the performance on the tests on the family tree data set.

7.2 Scientific Contribution
The original contributions of this work can be broken down into two categories. 

First, some of the algorithms used by the system are new. These include the generalized 

self-addressing in Section 4.5, as well as the heuristic decomposition discussed in Section 

4.6. Each of these algorithms extends the usability of the TP representation by improving 

the system's ability to extract information from a combined TP.

The second original contribution of the work is the STEPS-FIRST system as a 

whole. It is original and is a significant advancement over previous connectionist 

inference systems in at least four aspects. First, the system uses soft-coded rules, or rules 

stored as activation patterns (Section 5.2.3). As discussed previously, storing the rules as 

an activation pattern not only allows for adding new rules without rewiring, but also 

1 These ideas were initially suggested by Oliver Schulte.
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allows the system to access and manipulate the rule rather than just having the rule hard-

wired. For example, this ability could, in the future, be extended to allow the system to 

dynamically create new rules which it could then follow. 

Second, the TP representation gives the system an increased power. Previous 

connectionist systems have used TPs, but not generally the ones of higher rank. The TPs 

in STEPS-FIRST provide not only a powerful representation to store and manipulate 

knowledge, but also a mathematical framework which can be used to analyze the system. 

The third advancement of the system relates to the power of its inference rules. As 

discussed in Section 2.3, STEPS-FIRST performs single-step forward chaining over 

function-free first-order Horn clause logic. Its rule processing ability is both systematic 

and versatile with its flexibility evidenced by the unrestricted nature of the placement of 

variables within the rules. 

Finally, the fourth advancement of the system is its degree of cognitive 

plausibility achieved in a connectionist architecture (Section 5.5). Many of the 

advancements found in STEPS-FIRST are possible in classical symbol systems. 

However, the interesting challenge is to implement these abilities in a connectionist 

framework in a manner that helps to explain some errors in human reasoning, as 

discussed in Section 6.7.1. As described in Section 2.1, the system conforms to 

Smolensky's (1988) subconceptual level of analysis. This means that the system operates 

above the neural level, and possesses many of the powerful features otherwise found at 

the conceptual level.

Throughout the history of AI, many cognitive reasoning tasks have been proposed 

to test the abilities of AI systems. These challenges have included such classic problems 

as playing checkers or chess and, while there has been significant success in meeting 

these challenges with classical AI, connectionist systems have not achieved the same 

level of results on these problems. Connectionist systems excel at making intuitive and 

subconscious decisions such as face recognition; however, what is lacking is the ability to 

apply explicit rules, such as those of chess. STEPS-FIRST is a system which helps 

develop the power required to solve such problems within a connectionist architecture.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Sample Test Results File
This section shows a sample output file generated by the test harness for a single 

test. Please see Section 6.2.5 for more details on how this file is generated. Note that 

some formatting has been changed to make it more readable in this page format. 

This results file contains information about when and where the test was done, as 

well as the settings that were used to generate the results. Next, it shows which domain 

constants were used, which initial facts were given, and which random facts were initially 

added. Then it describes what rules were used in the test, the expected results of applying 

these rules, and then which rules were actually applied to the fact base and what variable 

bindings were used. Finally, it presents the results of the test including how strongly 

present the expected facts were in the fact base, and how much error was found between 

the results and optimal performance.

Test Name: One Variable per Literal, Each Variable Once: Good Cases
Test File: FileReadTest.m
Results File: 

/Output
/2008-07-04 @ 15.29.48 - Full Correctness Sweep (R+O Sol)
/Details
/FileReadTest.m_1.201000_Dim17_NHot3_Twiddle000_AddFacts0

_Bins001of001_#001_results.txt
Run on: 04-Jul-2008 15:29:50

Test Parameters:
                             Vector Type: nhot
                              Normalize?: nonnorm
                              N-Hot Size: 3
                        Max NHot Overlap: 1
                              Vector Len: 17
                            Max Literals: 6
                               Max Terms: 3
                               Max # Var: 5
                                  # Bins: 1
                         Store in # Bins: 1
             Toggle Bits after each rule: 0
                     Max Num Rule Cycles: 1
                   # Random Facts to add: 0
       Random Facts are form (X, X, ...): 0
      Expected Variable Binding (if any): 
                  # Initial Random Facts: 22
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                  Fact Extraction Method: 3
                Fact Extraction Fraction: 0.500
            Fact Extraction Bin Fraction: 0.667

Given Constants:
a,b,c,d,e,f,loves,hates,sees,_empty_filler_,

Given Facts:
(sees, a, b)
(loves, a, c)
(hates, c, d)

22 Initial Random Given Facts:
(f,f,loves,)
(loves,f,sees,)
(e,e,loves,)
(loves,f,e,)
(loves,sees,d,)
(a,sees,f,)
(e,sees,f,)
(c,e,sees,)
(loves,loves,hates,)
(b,hates,hates,)
(loves,sees,a,)
(b,f,sees,)
(d,d,hates,)
(a,f,f,)
(loves,hates,e,)
(loves,d,f,)
(e,e,a,)
(loves,loves,a,)
(c,loves,f,)
(loves,f,f,)
(f,e,sees,)
(e,f,loves,)

Given Rules:
1: (R, a, c); (sees, X, b); (hates, c, Y) 

==> +(R, X, Y); -(R, a, c); -(sees, X, b); -(hates, c, Y); 
    +(loves,d,d)

Expected Knowledge Changes:
+(loves, a, d)
-(loves, a, c)
-(sees, a, b)
-(hates, c, d)
+(loves, d, d)

Rules Applied: (Cycle 1)
1

Var 1:    loves = 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Var 2:        a = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Var 3:        d = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
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Suggested Facts Present in Computed Result: 
                            Facts: Deg Exp Error Prob?
                    (sees, a, b): 0.000000 0 0.000000  
                   (loves, a, c): 0.000000 0 0.000000  
                   (hates, c, d): 0.000000 0 0.000000  
                  +(loves, a, d): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                  +(loves, d, d): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                    (f,f,loves,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                 (loves,f,sees,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                    (e,e,loves,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                    (loves,f,e,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                 (loves,sees,d,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                     (a,sees,f,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                     (e,sees,f,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                     (c,e,sees,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
            (loves,loves,hates,): 0.851852 1 0.148148  
                (b,hates,hates,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                 (loves,sees,a,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                     (b,f,sees,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                    (d,d,hates,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                        (a,f,f,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                (loves,hates,e,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                    (loves,d,f,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                        (e,e,a,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                (loves,loves,a,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                    (c,loves,f,): 0.962963 1 0.037037  
                    (loves,f,f,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                     (f,e,sees,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
                    (e,f,loves,): 1.000000 1 0.000000  
Cumulative Error in decoding: 0.407407
Non-Overpresent Error Sum in Decoding: 0.407407
Number of Known Fact Errors: 0.000000
Sum of Errors between Computed and Target: 0.000000
Constant Vectors: (shown as rows)
                   a: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
                   b: 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                   c: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
                   d: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
                   e: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
                   f: 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
               loves: 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
               hates: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
                sees: 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
      _empty_filler_: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Execution Time: 18.641000s
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Appendix B: Sample Test Summary File
A sample test harness summary file is shown below in Table 18. The following is 

a description of each column in the table.

Test #: Identifies which of the defined test generated each result. Test 1.2 is titled: “One 

Variable per Literal; Each Variable Once: Good Cases,” and is the test used for all 

of the results shown here. Multiple different tests could be reported in a single 

file.

Dim Len: The number of dimensions in the vector representation.

NHot: The number of active components in the vector representation (Section 4.6).

# Bits Twiddled: How many bits or components in the fact base were inverted after a 

rule was applied. (Section 6.5).

# Rand Facts Added: How many random facts were added to the fact base after each 

rule was applied. (Section 6.4).

# Bins: Number of bins used to represent the fact base. (Section 5.4)

Choose # Bins: Store each fact in this many bins.

# KFs: Number of known facts (Kfs), which are initially given facts (both randomly 

added and specified by the test) and inferred facts from applying the rules. These 

facts are the facts which the system checks to ensure reasoning occurred correctly.

Avg # KF Err: Average number of know fact errors per test. An error has occurred when 

a known fact (or an expected fact) is found in the fact base but should have been 

removed, or is not found in the fact base and should have either been added or left 

in the fact base.

Med # KF Err: Median number of known fact errors per test.

# Bad Var Bind: How many incorrect variable bindings occurred.

# Var Bindings Checked: Total number of variable bindings checked.

Avg Sum KF Diff: The sum of all known fact errors, averaged across the tests.

Avg Sum KF Non-Overpresent Diff: Same as “Avg Sum KF Diff”, except it does not 

could facts which are over-represented (i.e., present more that 1.0) in the fact 

base.
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Avg Diff Computed And Expected: Number of components different in the fact base 

TP compared to the theoretically calculated representation for all the expected 

known facts, averaged over all random tests.

# RF Tested: Number of random facts (RFs) tested in the fact base. This option, disabled 

in the results shown here, checks all possible facts against the fact base.

Avg # RF Err: Average number of random fact errors per test (unused in this test).

Avg RF Err Avg Score: Average random fact error score (unused in this test).

Avg # Inf till Err: Average number of inferences (rules applied), per test, before an error 

occurred. (Sections 6.4 and 6.5).

Med # Inf till Err: Median number of inferences, per test, till an error occurred.

Avg # Inf Till No Rules Fire: Average number of inferences, per test, before no rules 

were able to fire. This is different from “Avg # Inf till Err” because the system 

may have continued on after an unexpected variable binding, likely due to noise in 

the fact base.

Avg Time: Average number of seconds required to perform each random test.

# Tries: Number of times this test was done using different random choices to 

accumulate this information.
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Table 18: Sample test harness summary file.
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